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Lord Ganesh | Remover of Obstacles
The chubby, gentle, wise, elephant-headed Ganesh, Ganesha, Sriganesh, Ganapati, Vinaya-
ka, Pillaiyar or simply Lord G, is perhaps the most popular deity in the Hindu pantheon.  He 
is the remover of obstacles, the deity first worshipped upon entering a temple.  Ganesh is 
usually shown in sculpture accompanied by, or riding, a rat, actually a large 3kg bandi-
coot rat (pandhikoku), though some modern representations show a mouse. Both the ele-
phant and the bandicoot rat are nimble, intelligent and cannot be stopped by any obstacle.  

Ganesh was worshipped by merchants throughout the Bay of Bengal region since around the 
10th Century after Buddhism’s role among this group declined.  As a result, Ganesh is worshipped 
throughout Asia and across religions. For example, in Thailand, Ganesh is worshipped as “Phra 
Phikanet” (พระพิฆเณศ) or “Phra Phikhanesuan” (พระพิฆเนศวร์) as the deity of accomplishments and 
the remover of obstacles. There are old Phra Phikanet images across Thailand, including a 10th 
Century bronze image found at Phang-Na.  In Thailand, he is honored with sweets and fruits 
when business is good.  

LIRNEasia is about removing obstacles.  Our mission statement refers to the need to reform 

laws, policies and regulations to enable the use of ICTs; implying that the unreformed laws, etc., 

are obstacles.  ‘Policy and regulatory roadblocks’ was part of the title of our 2008 book.  Lord 

Ganesh is the symbol of intelligence and nimbleness.  He is the remover of obstacles.  Through 

our research, capacity-building and dissemination activities, we hope to epitomize this ancient, 

Pan-Asian sacred symbol.
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Our Mission
To improve the lives of the people of the emerging Asia-Pacific by facilitating their use of ICTs and related 

infrastructures; by catalyzing the reform of laws, policies and regulations to enable those uses through the 

conduct of policy-relevant research, training and advocacy with emphasis on building in-situ expertise
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Broadband woes continue,  
Express Computer, 7-Sep-09

Sri Lanka columnist shortlisted for Bastiat online jour-
nalism prize, Lanka Business Online, 28-Aug-09

Small is the revolution,  
Voice & Data, 27-Aug-09

When FM radio meets the mobile phone in 
Pakistan, MediaShift Idea Lab, 19-Aug-09

Cellphones can help alleviate poverty in devel-
oping countries, Zomzy Studio, 17-Aug-09

Mobile messages could aid early warning  
in the Maldives, SciDev, 18-Aug-0920

09

LIRNEasia office opening, 
1 September 2004

Anniversaries are about memory: perfect 
plans realized imperfectly; justifications for 
falling short; celebrating success; and appre-
ciating all who helped. Dreams and reality. 
Narratives that link the past and the future. 
 
Therefore, this chapter is anchored on the 
comments made on 1 September 2004, at 
the opening of LIRNEasia’s one-room of-
fice under the great Suriya Mara tree (Al-
bizia odoratissima) in the SLIDA [Sri Lanka 
Institute of Development Administration]
premises.
 
Our immediate objective is to build a team 
of Asian ICT policy and regulatory profes-
sionals who can work on equal terms with 
the best in the world. Sri Lanka will anchor 
this effort, but it will be a genuinely regional 
initiative. . . . We aim to build a virtual or-
ganization that will one day make working 
from Bhutan as easy as working from this 
office. We will work in teams; we will work 
flexibly and we will work effectively. The 
organization centered on this office will 
help each person work to their full capac-
ity; it will be a learning organization; a place 
where creativity is valued and debate en-
couraged. It will not be a place to clock in 
and out from; to engage in office intrigue; 
or to worry about the next promotion. It 
will add to your productivity, not drain it. 

 
Came up short on Bhutan. That’s still on the 
to-do list. Need to do better on the regional 
thing. Not perfect, but pretty good on the 
rest: teams, flexibility, learning organiza-
tion, debate, productivity. And for sure, we 
have a team that can work on equal terms 
with the best in the world. 

Organization is a means to an end. What 
was the end we envisaged?
 
Our larger objective is to facilitate the im-
provement of ICT sector performance in 
Asia. . . . The existing policy and regulatory  

arrangements do not help people use ICTs 
to live their lives; they actively hinder them 
. . . But I do not want to leave you with the 
idea that we measure success only in terms 
of changes in laws and improvements in 
regulation. Everyone in the wonderful team 
we had at PIPU [Public Interest Program 
Unit at the Ministry for Economic Reform, 
Science and Technology] knows that we do 
not measure success that way. Everything 
we do must have an impact on the lives of 
people: must put more money in their pock-
ets; must improve the quality of their lives; 
must give their lives more hope. Reform 
and regulation are means to an end; tele-
com and computers are means to an end; 
the end is a better life for our people.

So this is our mission: To improve the lives 
of the people of Asia; by making it easier 
to use the information and communication 
technologies they need; by changing the 
laws, policies and regulations to enable 
those uses; by building Asia-based human 
capacity through research, training, con-
sulting and advocacy. 

How did we do? That is the story that 
will be told in the following chapters and 
need not be spelled out here. But the 
story of the mission, which ended up be-
ing printed on each of our business cards 
(thanks, Deviyani), needs to be told here. 
 
We take our mission very seriously. We 
have survived and prospered because 
we had focus: there are things we do and 
things we don’t do. If it doesn’t get through 
the filter of the mission statement, we de-
cline. If the end result cannot be made pub-
lic (a requirement derived from the mission 
and the essence of the university), we de-
cline. After two major collective reworkings, 
the mission statement now reads: 

To improve the lives of the people of the 

emerging Asia-Pacific by facilitating their 

use of ICTs and related infrastructures; 

by catalyzing the reform of laws, policies 

and regulations to enable those uses 

through the conduct of policy-relevant 

research, training and advocacy with 

emphasis on building in-situ expertise. 

It says what we do, how we do it, and why. 
Catalyzing, which was not in the original 
statement, is a critical element. A small 
quantity of catalyst gets large amounts of 
chemicals to react (thanks, Sujata). The 
chemicals do the work; the catalyst facili-
tates and accelerates. It’s supposed to be 
unchanged by the process. But every meta-
phor has its limits.

Cellphones can shrink geographic 
distances, Zomzy Studio, 17-Aug-09
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Interview with Ayesha Zainudeen on Teleuse@BOP3 
research, Biz 1st (Channel One MTV), 14-Aug-09

ReBlog of the Week: “When radio meets mobile in Paki-
stan” by Corinne Ramey, MobileBehavior, 13-Aug-09

When radio meets mobile in Paki-
stan, MobileActive.org, 13-Aug-09

India’s “connected” poor, 
Business Today, 9-Aug-09

Knowledge wiki: Sri Lanka specific wiki spreads 
wings on the net, Lanka Business Online, 6-Aug-09

Sri Lanka specific wiki spreads wings, 
South Asian Media Net, 7-Aug-09

Mobile phones for inward remittances, await-
ing guidelines, Lanka Media Talk, 8-Aug-09

So what are these chemicals that we af-
fect? Our primary audiences were senior 
policymakers, regulators and senior ex-
ecutives of telecom operators and manu-
facturers. Our secondary audiences are 
the media and opinion leaders that shape 
the symbolic environments of our primary 
audiences. We know that neither we nor 
policymakers nor regulators directly pro-
vide the equipment and services people 
need to improve their lives. We know that 
what does is innovation by end-users, 
service-suppliers and hardware and soft-
ware makers. But we also know that it is 
the actual implementation of laws, policies 
and business models that constitutes the 
environment within which innovation and 
use occur. By affecting this environment, 
we achieve the end objective; we catalyze.
It was said in the inauguration speech that; 

380,000 of our fellow citizens are currently 
on a waiting list for a telephone connection 
(43 percent of the number who actually have 
phones in their homes).

There is no waiting list in Sri Lanka today. 
The supply of cheap GSM and CDMA con-
nections was made possible by the pains-
taking work of refarming frequencies that 
allowed the release of GSM 1800 and 
CDMA 800 frequencies that led to explo-
sive growth. The refarming work was done 
primarily by PIPU, the pupa from which 
emerged the LIRNEasia butterfly. One of 
the earliest Rapid Response actions of 
LIRNEasia was a response to a consulta-
tion paper which influenced the final out-
come. That’s catalysis. The rolling out of 
networks and price and coverage competi-
tion is the reaction. The end of the waiting 
list is the result.

Another way of catalyzing is partnerships. 
LIRNEasia works with many partners (refer 
LIRNEasia Partners, p.64) in all its projects. 
Perhaps our best exponent of partnerships 
is Sujata Gamage, the director of one of our 
affiliate projects (Knowledge to Innovation).  

She works across the entire local govern-
ment ecosystem in Sri Lanka, facilitating 
interactions among various actors and get-
ting wondrous results (see Box).

 
Partnerships for Knowledge Sharing

Universities and research institutes are exhorted to be sources of 
knowledge for innovation but now it is becoming increasingly clear 
that a multiplicity of actors including customers and suppliers are in-
volved in innovation. The focus now is less on the stock of knowledge 
but more on the flows of knowledge among actors in the innovation 
system as a whole. 

Through our research on knowledge to innovation [K2I] in solid-waste 
services in Sri Lanka, we have been able to develop several tools 
for building knowledge-intensive partnerships within an innovation 
system. The formulation and application of competency standards is 
one such tool. The K2I program brought together solid-waste service 
providers, their corporate partners and policymakers to develop na-
tional competency standards for solid-waste workers. The standards 
have engendered a flurry of partnerships among service providers in 
developing curricula and training programs. Research is underway 
to track the progression of these partnerships and more fully under-
stand the link between partnerships and productivity. 

The Balangoda Urban Council in the Sabaragamuwa Province in central Sri Lanka 

initiates a training program based on national standards for solid-waste workers in 

peer organizations 

Rohan Samarajiva at LIRNEasia official launch, 
September 2004, Colombo, Sri Lanka 

Ashok Jhunjhunwala, Rohan Samarajiva  and 
Bill Melody at LIRNEasia book launch, Decem-

ber 2007, Chennai, India
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Table 1: Website statistics for www.lirneasia.net: 1 October 2008-30 September 2009 
 

Visits
 

Page views Pages per visit Average time 
on site % new visits Bounce rate

October 2008-
September 2009 187,580

 
412,666 2.20 00:01:48 79.83% 57.10%

October 2007-
September 2008 128,299

 
261,311 2.04 00:02:04 75.23% 72.55%

% change + 46% + 58% +8%  - 13% + 6% - 21%

Pages/visit: the average number of pages viewed during a visit to your site. Repeated views of a single page are counted.

Avg. time on site: the average duration of a visit to your site.

% new visits: the percentage of visits by people who have never visited your site before.

Bounce rate: the percentage of single-page visits (i.e. visits in which the person leaves your site from the entrance page).

Mobile phones for inward remittances, await-
ing guidelines, Diaspora Journey, 3-Aug-09

(Sinhala language coverage of Teleuse@BOP3 
Migrant research), Ravaya, 2-Aug-09

Mobile phones for inward remittances, await-
ing guidelines, The Sunday Times, 2-Aug-09

Inbound mobile remittance awaits guidelines, Re-
mitster: Remittance News and Reviews, 1-Aug-09

MNP: Multiple number possession? 
Voice & Data, 31-Jul-09

Teleuse survey: What women want, 
Voice & Data, 1-Aug-09

The path to digital Bangladesh, The 
Executive Times, 1-Aug-09

Illustrative Google Searches

 
Our website attracts readers; not only readers but commentors, 
many with useful insights, some who spam us and others who 
are downright nasty. Except for the spam, which is mostly caught 
by filters, we do not moderate comments, believing that pub-
lic spaces must have rough edges. This is perhaps why the site 
has accumulated 6,600 plus comments over the past five years. 
Quality, not quantity, is what we aim for. Our interest is in reducing 
the bounce rate (those who look at more than the page they landed 
on) and increasing the time spent on site, especially in the case of 
readers from our priority regions: South, Southeast and East Asia.
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Our dissemination activities emphasize the 
use of memes, partly because the repeated 
use of words and phrases allow for the rein-
forcement of messages and partly because 
they allow us to trace influence. For ex-
ample, the phrase “48 times Indian prices” 
was repeatedly used in our messages in 
Indonesia as we sought to bring down ex-
cessive leased-line prices. When we heard 
that phrase being used in the Minister’s 
speeches that led to the reduction in prices, 
we knew the memes were running.

Opinion leaders come in all shapes and 
sizes. We have, for example, on a number 
of occasions presented our research to 
civil-society audiences, the latest being 
the presentation of LIRNEasia research 
and approach to over 150 participants at 
the IDRC’s 2009 PAN All Partners’ confer-
ence in Penang that brought together all 
those funded by the Pan Asia Networking 
unit. The Global Knowledge 3 conference 
in Kuala Lumpur in 2007 was another in-
stance. In the former, we were able to 
present our work in the innovative format 
of a talk show and a public debate. In the 
latter we worked up a quiz show. 

At the conclusion of the HazInfo project, 
where we researched the problems of ef-
fective early warning at the last mile, we 
conducted specialized knowledge-sharing 
workshops for disaster-management pro-
fessionals in Dhaka, New Delhi and Jakarta 
and took our results to the International Dis-
aster and Risks Conference in Davos. Here, 
we were reaching out to opinion leaders and 
decisionmakers outside our normal circles.  

Where do academics fit? We do present at 
academic conferences and publish in aca-
demic journals, but the priority assigned to 
this is considerably lower than in many re-
search organizations. It is not that we do 
not care about our peers, but that we as-
sign higher priority to reaching our prime 
audiences while the research is still fresh. 
It is in the gaps between communicating to 

the prime audiences that we write for aca-
demic audiences. But we do realize that 
peer review is important (and put resources 
behind peer review by policy experts). As 
we build the brands of our senior research-
ers and prepare our junior researchers 
for graduate programs and lead roles, we 
know that it is necessary to have refereed 
publications. Increasing attention is being 

paid to this in recent years and we organ-
ized two primarily academic conferences 
in 2008-09, the regulatory efficacy confer-
ence in Hong Kong, followed by a writing 
workshop in Negombo and the Mobile 2.0 
preconference workshop in Chicago. 

We spend a lot of energy on media of the kinds 
that constitute the symbolic environments of 

Wire drop: Sri Lanka wireline use drops, 
Lanka Business Online, 29-Jul-09

LIRNEasia clarifies facts, Just Goss, 
29-Jul-09

Sri Lanka Airtel says tops one million cus-
tomers, Lanka Business Online, 28-Jul-09

Dr. Harsha de Silva picked for Eisen-
hower Fellowship, The Island, 26-Jul-09

Daft draft: Sri Lanka govt transport policy slammed 
by critics, Lanka Business Online, 24-Jul-09

Interview with Kabir Hashim citing  
Teleuse@BOP3 research, Lakhanda, 24-Jul-09

Domestic freight, post-war regions not given  
enough attention, The Island, 25-Jul-09

Helani Galpaya participating in talk show hosted by Michael Clarke, at IDRC PAN All Partners’  
Conference, June 2009, Penang, Malaysia

 Rohan Samarajiva and Natasha Udu-gama with participants at HazInfo Dissemination Workshop, 
March 2008, Jakarta, Indonesia
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our prime audiences—the trade press and 
the business sections of leading newspa-
pers—but we also speak to general media.  
Harsha de Silva hosts Sri Lanka’s most 
popular economics show on primetime TV. 
In addition to a few LIRNEasia people, he 
has interviewed Ashok Jhunjhunwala (IIT- 
Madras), Muhammed Yunus (Grameen), 

David Malone and Stephen McGurk (IDRC) 
on subjects related to LIRNEasia’s mission. 
Media build personal brands, and personal 
brands attract further media coverage. Our 
senior researchers have personal brands 
and are thus called upon to comment on 
many issues. Payal Malik has written sev-
eral op-ed articles in the economic press in 

India that have had strong impacts on policy.  
Of all the countries we do media work in, In-
dia is the most challenging because of the 
intense competition for the limited news hole 
in this massive country and because India 
has some of the most sophisticated journal-
ists in the world. We have, as is our cus-
tom, concentrated on the hardest problem 
and been rewarded with very extensive and 
sustained coverage in India. In Pakistan, 
Thailand, the Philippines and Bangladesh, 
we generated substantial media coverage 
spikes by organizing news events. But we 
also disseminate distantly and opportunisti-
cally, for example, when our research gets 
picked up by news agencies and then gets 
carried on the front pages of newspapers 
of record in Pakistan and when op-ed arti-
cles on topical policy issues get published 
in Bangladesh. 
 
From the beginning, LIRNEasia has been 
fortunate to have had the resources to 
back up its opportunistic instincts. This is 
the Rapid Response Program, which al-
lows us to respond to requests for assist-
ance, to prepare and submit responses to 
consultation papers, and to develop timely 
op-ed articles. When visits are required, we 
ask that the requestor ensures that a major-
ity of stakeholders are involved, bears the 
local costs, and makes best efforts to pay 
for transportation. Representative rapid re-
sponse interventions are shown in Table 2. 

We love the adrenaline rush that comes 
from rolling back a regressive tax or abol-
ishing a pernicious rule. But we understand 
that sustained change comes from chang-
ing mindsets more than policies; that the 
real payoff comes when decision-makers 
look at evidence and consult stakehold-
ers without external prodding; and indeed 
when those who need the evidence pro-
duce it themselves, making us redundant. 
That means working across time, through 
capacity-building and training, in addition 

Plain talk? Not anymore, 
Voice & Data, 20-Jul-09

Going green, The Sunday Times, 
19-Jul-09

Early Warning: Cell broadcast ideal for Maldives public 
warning: think tank, Lanka Business Online, 17-Jul-09

Over 100 Million Rural Mobile Subscribers In India – Op-
portunity For MVAS, Lanka Business Online, 15-Jul-09

Only Indians make, receive missed calls: 
Study, NAM News Network, 13-Jul-09

Over 100 million rural mobile subscribers in India: 
Opportunity for MVAS, WATBlog, 15-Jul-09

Don’t talk time,  
The Times of India, 15-Jul-09

Figure 1: Coverage in Indian media, September 2004-09 (number of published articles)

2005              2006       2007                    2008            2009

2
10

34

50

89
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Year Country Nature of intervention Intervention

2009 Sri Lanka Op-ed contribution Facilitation of op-ed contribution by regional legal expert to main business newspaper on mobile 
payments, in light of Central Bank’s proposals to issue policy on mobile payments within 2009. 

Bangladesh Response to consultation paper Co-response with RIA to Bangladesh Telecommunication Regulatory Commission’s [BTRC] 
consultation paper on significant market power regulation, highlighting other developing country 
experiences.

India Response to consultation paper Co-response with TeNet (IIT-Madras) to Telecommunication Regulatory Authority of India 
[TRAI] consultation paper on broadband quality of service, using LIRNEasia broadband QoSE 
research. Several LIRNEasia-TeNet recommendations were incorporated into TRAI’s final 
recommendations.

2008 Bangladesh Response to consultation paper Response to BTRC consultation paper on issuance of wireless broadband licenses using 
LIRNEasia broadband QoSE research. Several of LIRNEasia’s recommendations were 
incorporated into the RFP that BTRC subsequently issued.

India Response to consultation paper Response to TRAI consultation paper on phasing out India’s access deficit charge [ADC], using its 
research on the ADC conducted in 2005. The ADC was subsequently removed.

2007 Sri Lanka Multiple media interventions; 
direct advice to policymakers 

and parliamentarians 

Response to proposals to tax the mobile sector, showing the potentially negative effects of 
the same on the bottom of the pyramid. A floor amendment was moved which resulted in the 
elimination of the regressive component of the tax. 

2006 Bhutan Advice to regulator Advised Bhutan Telecom Authority on the appropriate type of media regulation needed in light 
of the entry of two new private sector newspapers into the market and the upcoming democratic 
elections (and related campaigning through the media).

Indonesia Invited presentation to ICT sector Advised on what shapes investment decisions in the telecom sector and on current policy and 
regulatory challenges facing the Indonesian ICT sector at a seminar organized by industry 
association, MASTEL; audience consisted of commissioners from the regulator, policymakers, 
operators and civil society.

2005 India Response to consultation paper Response to TRAI consultation paper on developing rural telecommunication in India, using 
LIRNEasia research on universal service instruments.

Indonesia Advice to regulator Assistance to the Telecom Regulatory Body of Indonesia [BRTI; Badan Regulasi Telekom Indonesia] 
with activating process of asymmetric regulation in a multi-operator environment, through invited 
presentations to a BRTI seminar, with the Minister in the audience, among others. 

Bangladesh Op-ed contribution and 
confidential advisory memo to 

Minister

Assistance to the Bangladesh Association of Software and Information Services [BASIS] on 
optimal utilization of the new submarine cable, through media as well as policy interventions. 

2004 Nepal Advice/training Provided assistance to High Level Committee for Information Technology [HLCIT], on jump-
starting e-government and reform processes through a three-day workshop for HLCIT staff, senior 
decision-making level representatives of government, private sector and civil society.

Sri Lanka Response to consultation paper Response to Telecommunication Regulatory Commission [TRC] consultancy paper on 
realignment/allocation of spectrum in the 800/900 MHz Band. Recommendations partially 
accepted, and CDMA frequencies issued in different sequence than originally proposed. End 
result was elimination of waiting list for fixed telephone services.

Table 2: Selected rapid response interventions: 2004-09

Only Indians make, receive missed 
calls, Telugu Dreams, 13-Jul-09

Only Indians make, receive missed calls: Study, 
South-South Information Gateway, 11-Jul-09

Phones outnumber radios among South 
Asia’s poor, Digital Opportunity, 11-Jul-09

Only Indians make, receive missed calls: 
Study, The Times of India, 10-Jul-09

Only Indians make, receive missed calls: Study, 
Choas, myself and the Universe, 10-Jul-09

Cutting Expenses: Only Indians make, receive 
missed calls, study, Bollywhat Forum, 10-Jul-09

Only Indians make, receive missed 
calls, Exbii, 10-Jul-09
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to the multiple forms of engagement. Five 
years is not enough to gauge the success 
of these efforts, truly, but there are some 
signs that we are having an impact. 

Effective communication of research re-
quires credible speakers. Not limiting our-
selves to building the LIRNEasia brand, we 
strive to build the brands of our senior re-
searchers. We want to associate the names 
of our lead researchers with specific topics. 
In line with the demand-centered approach 
that we espouse and teach, we want to 
position our people to be sought out as re-
sources by the consumers of research.

To communicate one must have good re-
search. If we do not have evidence ready 
on appropriate and timely topics, all the 
communication in the world is ineffective. 
What we supply must be in demand. So far, 

we seem to have done well on this count. 
We keep being asked how we select topics. 
The answer is judgment based on listening 
to stakeholders in the course of repeated 
interactions and on reading market and 
technology trends. 

Looking back on how we set priorities, the 
Delhi-Gurgaon research planning meeting 
of March 2006 was one of the most signifi-
cant, both in terms of laying out the main 
elements and frameworks of continuing 
research programs such as Teleuse@BOP 
and price benchmarking and in terms of 
laying the groundwork for collaboration with 
colleagues from Research ICT Africa [RIA] 
and Dialogo regional sobre la Sociedad de 
la Informacion [DIRSI].
 
Research planning is a collective activ-
ity that starts well before the start of the 

research cycle and continues through the 
cycle. Once the research topics are se-
lected, topics and researchers are matched 
and work assigned. All research undergoes 
quality control, through colloquia and re-
search manager’s review in all cases and 
peer review in some. The colloquia are 
conducted mostly in person with Skype 
and real-time blogging used for connecting 
those who are not physically present (even 
presenters). 

Good research is produced by good re-
searchers. Key challenges include finding 
good researchers and then ensuring that 
those selected give priority to LIRNEasia 
research. Communication Policy Research 
south [CPRsouth] has been a good source 
in addition to continuous scouting. Ensuring 
that LIRNEasia research is given priority 
over other commitments, which are many for 

Disaster Risk Reduction in the Information Age:  
LIRNEasia Senior Research Manager at World Bank  
internal workshop

Much attention is being paid to effective disaster risk reduction 
globally, particularly how the information revolution changes the 
ways by which we deal with disasters. In October 2008, the World 
Bank organized a two-day workshop for its staff on “Disaster man-
agement in the information age.”

LIRNEasia Senior Research Manager, Chanuka Wattegama was 
invited to deliver opening remarks at the workshop, as well as make 
a presentation on two Sri Lankan case studies: LIRNEasia’s Haz-
Info pilot for a community-based early-warning system, and the 
Lanka Software Foundation’s Sahana project.

Other key speakers included Saroj Jha (GFDRR, World Bank), 
Philippe Dongier (GICT, World Bank), Valerie D’Costa (infoDev, 
World Bank), Samia Melhem (GICT/e-Development Thematic Group, 
World Bank), Gisli Olafsson (Microsoft) and Andrew Levy (IBM). 
 
The objective of the workshop was to raise awareness of World 
Bank operational staff on opportunities to improve the impact of 

disaster risk management projects via innovative and effective use 
of ICTs and to help them understand better key lessons learned, 
success factors and good practices. The Workshop identified chal-
lenges and key issues, best practices and critical success factors, 
latest trends, solutions and technologies, as well as the policy rec-
ommendations and opportunities for mainstreaming and more ef-
fective use of ICTs in the World Bank disaster-risk portfolio.

Lifestyle: Only Indians make, receive 
missed calls: Study, Spoonfeedin, 10-Jul-09

Missed facts in missed calls article,  
Techgoss, 10-Jul-09

I’ll give you a missed call,  
Uber Desi, 9-Jul-09

No computers in poor Bangladeshi 
households, New Age, 7-Jul-09

Phones outnumber radios among South 
Asia’s poor, The Hindu, 5-Jul-09

No computers in poor Bangladeshi 
households, News Bangla, 6-Jul-09

No computers in poor Bangladeshi 
households, Dhaka Mirror, 7-Jul-09
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productive researchers in researcher-deficit 
regions, is a continuing effort. Good recruit-
ment, training and motivation are the key el-
ements of success in creative organizations. 
We sent two of our people to grad school 
and plan to do more on these lines. No 
bonds, just a good farewell and trust that 
they will return (the first one did; thank you, 
Sriganesh). Internal training is done, but we 
have to improve the execution of our learn-
ing organization ideas. 

The long-gestation capacity-building work 
undertaken through CPRsouth is continu-
ing, but has not yet helped LIRNEasia lo-
cate good researchers in countries such as 

Indonesia and Afghanistan. This research 
is being conducted by non-native research-
ers. This is one of the main shortcomings 
of LIRNEasia’s work in the past five years. 
The internship program that has been 
broadened to include non-Sri Lankans in 
2009, after painstaking efforts to obtain 
immigration clearances will hopefully help 
remedy this weakness.

More than we thought, we have come to de-
pend on researchers at the Colombo office. 
And sadly, after Divakar Goswami’s depar-
ture and then Natasha Udu-gama’s, the 
Colombo office has lacked the international 
flavor that was originally intended. Divakar 

was a keystone and the fact that one of the 
keystones was not a Sri Lankan helped 
shape LIRNEasia’s identity. Sadly, the in-
creasingly inward turn of public discourse in 
Sri Lanka and the mysterious refusal of the 
ICT Agency to support our applications for 
residence permits (something they kindly 
did at the start; thank you ICTA), has made 
it difficult to keep with the original plan of 
having a multinational staff at the Colombo 
office. The alternative that now has to be 
explored is the building of a multinationally 
staffed office in another more hospitable lo-
cation, while keeping costs down.

Key decisions of the 2006 Delhi-Gurgaon meeting: Next Steps

In order to develop sustainable supply - and demand-side data collection procedures with the participation of national data collec-
tion authorities (principally national regulatory authorities in telecom) in South Asia, LIRNEasia will undertake the following steps: 

1) It will develop an Indicators Manual based on input received from participants at the Delhi Workshop;

2) Develop a prototype indicators database and web interface that NRA data reporters in South Asia will use for inputting 
ICT/telecom indicator data;

3) Organize a second Indicators’ Meeting during mid-November of 2006 in Pakistan or Sri Lanka (TBA) where participants and experts 
from the Delhi Workshop will be invited;

4) Present the draft Indicators Manual at the second Indicators Meeting for review by NRA participants and approval for adoption; 

5) Present the prototype database and web interface to NRA participants for suggestions on improvement. Currently, indicators for the 
ICT sector are collected in three principal ways: data are collected from suppliers (especially regulated suppliers) either directly by 
NRAs or through operator associations; data are collected from national household surveys by NSOs; data for specific purposes are 
collected on a case-by-case basis by various entities. Given LIRNEasia’s focus on ICT infrastructure, the limited resources available 
for research and the necessity of ensuring that data collection is conducted on a sustainable basis, the focus of the current activity will 
be primarily on the first of the above three modes, with strong efforts being made to catalyze greater attention to ICT use on the part of 
NSOs. LIRNEasia does not envisage replicating the work of NSOs or doing their work for them; only assisting them in their work and 
moving them toward the inclusion of ICT questions in their surveys. In light of the critical importance of NRA buy-in, the initial focus is to 
get South Asian NRAs to co-develop and adopt the indicators Manual. Subsequently, formal endorsement of the Manual will be sought 
from the South Asian Telecom Regulators’ Council [SATRC]. Once the Indicators manual has been accepted by the SATRC, it will be 
taken to the ASEAN Telecommunication Regulators’ Council. If accepted there, most, if not all, of emerging Asia will be covered.

Full meeting report available at http://www.lirneasia.net/wp-content/uploads/2006/05/Indicators_Report.pdf 

Phones outnumber radios among poor in 
South Asia, Samachaar.in, 5-Jul-09

Phones outnumber radios among poor in 
South Asia, Prokerala.com, 5-Jul-09

Phones outnumber radios among 
poor in South Asia, Zillr, 5-Jul-09

Phones outnumber radios among poor in 
South Asia, New Kerala, 5-Jul-09

Phones outnumber radios among 
poor in India, Silicon India, 5-Jul-09

Phones outnumber radios among poor in South 
Asia, Simple Thoughts, 5-Jul-09

Phones outnumber radios among poor in 
South Asia, ThaIndian, 5-Jul-09
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LIRNEasia’s second researcher at Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy: Tahani Iqbal

Following Sriganesh Lokanathan’s footsteps, Tahani Iqbal, LIRNEasia researcher, 
commenced her graduate studies at the Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy 
[LKYSPP] of the National University of Singapore [NUS] in July 2008 on a full schol-
arship like Sriganesh.

Tahani joined LIRNEasia full time in 2006 after working on an assignment-basis for 
six months. While at LIRNEasia, she helped develop and fine-tune the mobile price 
basket methodology for emerging Asia (adapted from the OECD user baskets) to 
enable regional price comparisons. Mobile and other benchmarks are now regularly 
published by LIRNEasia.

She also managed CPRsouth, LIRNEasia’s capacity-building initiative, which culmi-
nates each year in an annual conference attracting up-and-coming policy intellectuals 
from around the world.

Since her move to Singapore, Tahani has continued to work with LIRNEasia as a Re-
search Fellow; she was responsible for a study on mobile number portability in 2009. 
Tahani holds a bachelor’s degree (external) in economics and management from the 
London School of Economics, University of London.

Aileen Agüero is LIRNEasia’s first international intern. Having worked at DIRSI, the Latin 
American sister network of LIRNEasia, with Roxana Barrantes, Aileen first interacted 
with LIRNEasia at a meeting of LIRNE.NET members at IDRC in Ottawa in July 2008. 
 

At DIRSI, Aileen worked on the construction of mobile telephony baskets for a set of 
Latin-American countries; she was also involved in a multi-country study of mobile use 
among the bottom of the pyramid in Latin America and the Caribbean [LAC].
 
After an arduous process, Aileen finally joined LIRNEasia in June 2009 for 
a six-month internship. Since then, she has worked on estimating the in-
come elasticity of demand for telecom services at the Asian bottom of the pyra-
mid, using LIRNEasia’s Teleuse@BOP3 data, and comparing results from 
DIRSI studies. She has also worked on comparing price basket methodol-
ogy used by LIRNEasia in Asia and DIRSI in LAC (respectively) making recom-
mendations on how the two methodologies can be made more comparable.  
 
We are confident that her presence will facilitate cross-fertilization between LIRNEa-
sia and its LAC counterpart, enabling improved methodologies as well as greater 
comparability of research findings.

Phones outnumber radios among poor in 
South Asia, Smashits.com, 5-Jul-09

Public telephone booths: Means to empower 
women, Khaleej Times, 29-Jun-09

Women’s empowerment at PCO 
booths, Overseas Indian, 29-Jun-09

Safe, comfy and chatting away: Women’s empowerment 
at PCO booths, Silicon India, 29-Jun-09

Empowered by phone,  
Shvoong, 29-Jun-09

Safe, comfy and chatting away: Women’s empowerment 
at PCO booths, NextBillion.net, 29-Jun-09

AT-Tester: Broadband testing tool by LIRNEasia 
and IIT-Madras, Vinuthomas.com, 1-Jul-09

Peruvian Intern: Aileen Agüero 
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Any kind of hiring we take very seriously. 
We believe that good outputs can only be 
produced by good organizations and that 
hiring good people and motivating them 
(or not demotivating them) is 99 percent of 
the answer. We conduct multiple layers of 
interviews, including in some cases, tests, 
to identify the best candidates. Recruitment 
we know is an art more than a science, but 
we are happy with what we have achieved 
on balance.

Where do these wonderful people work? 
First, in a one-room office under the giant 
Mara tree at the back of the parking lot of 
the SLIDA. The conference room was a 
picnic table in the shade of the tree. Since 
more than five people worked at the five ta-
bles crammed into the room, the rule was 
that all phone calls had to be taken out-
side on the cordless phone. It was one of 
the very first Wi-Fi equipped offices in Sri 
Lanka and we had prohibitions on desktop 
computers, hardcopy newspapers and tea; 
coffee was a-plenty. So people could, and 
did, work out in the open. Not because of 
the rules that prohibited newspapers and 
tea, which would have brought in the hor-
rible ambience of a Sri Lankan government 
office, but because of the laptops. That 
rule also frustrated the unfortunate robber 
who made it into the subsequent office and 
found very little to take since all the comput-
ers were in people’s homes.

Internal communication was great; even 
overdone. Everyone knew what everyone 
else did and more. Divakar Goswami was 
working on Indonesia’s Wi-Fi story and 
Sriganesh Lokanathan was benchmarking 
leased-line prices. Two completely different 
projects but the connections were found 
because of the unavoidable proximity. Re-
sult was the meme “Indonesian prices are 
48 times that of India”. End result was one 
of our biggest wins. 
 

Now that we are in somewhat more spa-
cious premises (we still can’t accommodate 
more than 10-12 people in our conference 
space), we have to work harder on internal 
communication. We now meet every Thurs-
day for one hour to go over what everyone 
is doing and to see if there are potential 
synergies. 

But the office still runs as an unoffice. Few 
procedures, flexible working hours, no one 
to make coffee (self-serve with coordination 
through missed calls), cross-trainer for any-
one who wants to exercise the body as well 
as the brain, etc. 

LIRNEasia’s organizational philosophy 
and commitment to capacity-building come 
together in our approach to outsourcing. 
In the case of our high-profile Teleuse@
BOP research, we focus our resources on 
questionnaire design and analysis. We out-

sourced the task of conducting over 10,000 
field interviews in 12 languages in six coun-
tries to a professional market research firm 
selected through competitive bidding. The 
qualitative research was outsourced to CKS 
Consulting, a cultural anthropology special-
ist firm based in Bangalore. Our research-
ers accompanied CKS staff on the field 
and immersed themselves in the analysis 
of the raw data. In addition, we have out-
sourced video documentation of the results 
to TVE Asia Pacific. And we have the best 
travel agency in the world making sure we 
get to places with minimum hassle (thank 
you Enoka and Amitha). We believe that 
outsourcing and the division of labor that it 
represents not only yields superior results 
but also results in building capacity among 
our subcontractors. 

Calling home means a lot to Bangladeshi expat 
workers, The Financial Express, 29-Jun-09

(Bangla language coverage of Teleuse@BOP3  
presentation, 28-Jun-09, Dhaka), Shamokal, 29-Jun-09

Bangladeshis spend more calling home  
than others, News Today, 29-Jun-09

(Bangla language coverage of Teleuse@BOP3 
 presentation, 28-Jun-09, Dhaka), Jugantor, 29-Jun-09

Expat Bangladeshis make calls home more  
than others, New Age, 29-Jun-09

(Bangla language coverage of Teleuse@BOP3 
 presentation, 28-Jun-09, Dhaka), Prothom Alo, 29-Jun-09

Bangladeshi migrants call home more frequently: 
Survey, The Daily Mirror, 29-Jun-09

Inside our first office (top right); our new premises (left and bottom right)
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All history is subjective. This is my story. There may be others.

It came into being because several people believed that improving 
the quality of the policy and regulatory processes could do more 
to improve the lives of people in emerging economies than end-
less pilot projects. We knew that allowing greater participation in 
infrastructure supply would improve performance, but that these 
imperfect markets needed regulation. We also knew that regula-
tion badly done was like erratic traffic lights. This thinking is what 
led Bill Melody, Knud-Erik Skouby and I, then working at the Delft 
University of Technology and the Technical University of Denmark 
to establish LIRNE.NET in late 2000. We were soon joined in this 
enterprise by Alison Gillwald, who had set up the LINK Centre at 
the University of Witwatersrand in South Africa after the end of her 
term as a communication regulator. 

Applied research of immediate relevance to telecom policymakers 
and regulators, then our principal audience, was conducted in mul-
tiple sites with infoDev funds we obtained through a competitive 
process. The first cycle findings were disseminated through expert 
fora and training courses, offered in Europe and then across the 
length and breadth of Africa, the Caribbean and Latin America and 
through the web. But Asia was absent, except for some volunteer 
training that Bill Melody and I did in Bhutan in the context of my 
consulting work for the Bhutan Telecom Authority (now, Bhutan In-
foComm and Media Authority). 

Then, the decisive detour happened. Responding to an unexpect-
ed invitation (thank you Milinda) from a newly-elected reformist 
government in Sri Lanka, I relocated to Sri Lanka with family in 
2002. To fast-track infrastructure reforms, a small unit called the 

Public Interest Program Unit [PIPU] was established. Among other 
things, it utilized the findings of the first cycle of LIRNE.NET re-
search in designing South Asia’s first multisector regulatory agen-
cy, the Public Utility Commission of Sri Lanka. 

That government failed to hold on to power and PIPU was abol-
ished with 15 days’ (modified to 30) notice. Its people became 
the kernel of LIRNEasia. With the invaluable contribution of Di-
vakar Goswami who came from India, via the United States and 
the Netherlands, this team drove the research. Sabina Fernando, 
on leave from the Australian government, helped set up the or-
ganization (thank you Sabina). Payal Malik of India, Abu Saeed 
Khan of Bangladesh and Malathy Knight-John of Sri Lanka 
added their shoulders to the research work. Prashanthi Wera-
goda took over the financial management in the first few months 
and saved my life. Bill Melody helped mightily from afar (thank 
you Bill). Randy Spence had faith (thank you Randy). Indi Sa-
marajiva started us off on the blogging path and Jayanat Herat 
helped set up one of the earliest Wi-Fi workplaces in Sri Lanka. 
So began the research organization under the great Mara tree. 
 
From the beginning, LIRNEasia was financially fragile, being 
funded solely on projects and lacking core funding. As its funding 
has grown, the need for institutional funding to cover the common 
costs of fund-raising, donor-management, and coordination has 
grown even more acute. Progress has been made in developing 
product lines and marketing them to different potential funders, 
with Telenor Research and Development Center (Malaysia) par-
tially funding the Teleuse@BOP3 research in 2008. 

The origins of LIRNEasia, according to Rohan Samarajiva

(Bangla language coverage of Teleuse@BOP3  
presentation, 28-Jun-09, Dhaka), Jaijaidin, 29-Jun-09

(Bangla language coverage of Teleuse@BOP3  
presentation, 28-Jun-09, Dhaka), Bhorer Kagoj, 29-Jun-09

(Bangla language coverage of Teleuse@BOP3  
presentation, 28-Jun-09, Dhaka), Amar Desh, 29-Jun-09

Safe, comfy and chatting away: 
 Women’s empowerment at PCO 

booths, AussieIndoLanka, 28-Jun-09

(Bangla language coverage of Teleuse@BOP3 presentation,  
28-Jun-09, Dhaka), Amader Shomoy, 29-Jun-09

(Bangla language coverage of Teleuse@BOP3 presentation, 28-
Jun-09, Dhaka), Banglabazar Patrika, 29-Jun-09

(Bangla language coverage of Teleuse@BOP3  
presentation, 28-Jun-09, Dhaka), Ittefaq, 29-Jun-09
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Research  Policy 
LIRNEasia is an organization that engages 
in research. But unlike in a university, we do 
not have the luxury of engaging in research 
for its own sake. Ours must necessarily be 
research that is policy-relevant. Relevant to 
the region and countries we work in, and 
anchored in the context of the governance 
structures and socio-economic conditions 
of these countries. This means we have to 
pick research topics based on the priorities 
of the region, because research questions 
or policy debates that are ongoing in devel-
oped countries are often not relevant. This 
also means that the recommendations we 
develop through our research must take 
into account, and work within, the inherent 
imperfections of the region’s governance 
systems. Finally, this means that very differ-
ent modes and formats of communication 
must be employed to bring the research to 
key stakeholders in each country, and often 
this means that we ignore traditional policy-
influencing tools – for example, we have 
written just one “policy memo” in the five 
years of our existence. 

Planning vs. reacting to a policy 
window
Though our research is based on scientific 
methods, achieving policy change based 
on that research is more art than science. 
Of course, many aspects of the research-
to-policy process are carefully planned in 
order to increase the chances of influenc-
ing policy; for example, we ensure each 
research project has a dissemination plan 
and an associated budget; we make ef-
forts to carry out these plans while mak-
ing course corrections where needed; we 
seek the assistance of specialized media 
consultants in countries such as India 
where breaking through to mass media is 
difficult. Pre-planned and well-executed 
campaigns to communicate research may 
generate news clippings or headlines; they 
may help increase our profile and estab-
lish credibility. But they do not necessar-

ily lead to policy change. More often than 
not, research needs to be communicated 
to relevant stakeholders at the right time, 
during a “policy window” that is short and 
occurs unexpectedly. By the time a policy 
window occurs, it’s too late to conduct new 
research. All we can do is collect evidence 
already available, synthesize it in the cur-
rent context, and present it to stakeholders 
in the most effective way, in the shortest 
time possible. The flexibility allowed by a 
far-sighted funder (IDRC) has enabled us 
to have a line item in our operating budget 
called the “Rapid Response Program”. 
These funds enable us to bring together 
researchers (who might be engaged in 
other projects) for several days or weeks of 
intensive engagement and to mobilize the 
necessary communications campaigns, in 
order to respond to a policy window. Such 
opportunistic actions are highlighted in our 
work in rolling back the regressive, mobile-
only, tax in Sri Lanka. 

 

 
In September 2007, LIRNEasia played a 
significant role in the elimination of a regres-
sive component of a proposed plan by the 
Sri Lankan government to increase taxes 
on mobile users. The plan was to levy a flat 

monthly tax of LKR 50 per SIM and triple 
the mobile subscriber levy to 7.5 percent. 
 
Highlighting the fact that the post and 
telecom subsectors contribute the larg-
est share to the growth of Sri Lanka’s 
national income (in fact, contributing 20 
percent in 2006), LIRNEasia argued that 
the proposed tax would be counterpro-
ductive; and in addition, specifically tar-
geting the mobile subsector was akin to 
harassing the ‘goose that lays the golden 
eggs’, while leaving alone the duck that 
lays ordinary eggs, i.e., the fixed sector. 
 
Whilst conceding the need for taxes as a 
source of government revenue, LIRNEa-
sia argued that the impact of the proposed 
tax would be greater on the lowest spend-
ers, mostly at the bottom of the pyramid. 
Taking the average Hutch subscriber, 
who spends LKR 311 (at that time around 
USD 3) per month on mobile communi-
cation, LIRNEasia showed that the pro-
posed tax would increase the existing 
tax component of LKR 55 up to LKR 120, 
leaving only LKR 191 for calls and SMSs.  
 
Through multiple media interventions, 
LIRNEasia argued that ‘people will not stop 
using mobiles because of these taxes; but 
they will call less. Most importantly, the 
new subscribers planning to join the ranks 
of levy- and VAT-paying subscribers will 
do so at a much slower pace. The gov-
ernment will get less tax revenues than it 
thinks it will. It may get a little more than 
it gets now in the short-term; but if it was 
patient and allowed the sector to grow 
organically, it would have gotten more 
in the long run. Happy goose gives more 
eggs over time; stressed goose less. 
 
 
 
 
Not every one of LIRNEasia’s successes 
in bringing research into the policy proc-
ess and influencing policy took as little 

Safe, comfy and chatting away: Women’s empow-
erment at PCO booths, jansamachar.net, 28-Jun-09

Safe, comfy and chatting away: Women’s empower-
ment at PCO booths, New Kerala, 28-Jun-09

Safe, comfy and chatting away: Women’s empower-
ment at PCO booths, WebIndia123.com, 28-Jun-09

Safe, comfy and chatting away: Women’s empow-
erment at PCO booths, Sulekha.com, 28-Jun-09

Safe, comfy and chatting away: Women’s empowerment 
at PCO booths, Simple Thoughts, 28-Jun-09

Safe, comfy and chatting away: Women’s empower-
ment at PCO booths, ThaIndian, 28-Jun-09

Safe, comfy and chatting away: Women’s empower-
ment at PCO booths, Inditop.com, 28-Jun-09
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Figure 2: Post-tax breakdown of average 
 monthly spend by a Hutch customer (LKR)
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Rolling back a regressive tax on mobile 
phones in Sri Lanka
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time as the above. Many of our successes 
have been a long time coming; some are 
still unfolding. Many successes have been 
achieved based on research that was con-
ducted several years ago, or in a previous 
research cycle. Others have been achieved 
due to repeated engagement with a topic 
or a stakeholder, even though such inter-
actions are not formally-funded or relevant 
to the work in the current research cycle. If 
we simply took a project-based attitude to 
our work, we would do the research, dis-
seminate the results, and move on to new 
topics in each new research cycle. After 
all, we only receive project funding so it’s 
not easy finding funding for unplanned ac-
tivities that are not directly relevant to cur-
rent research topics (though IDRC’s Rapid 
Response funding certainly helps). But 
we act as if we have organizational fund-
ing, and believe part of our success stems 
from repeated engagement on selected is-
sues well after the formal research reports 
are written and data are disseminated. 
Some examples of successes that have 
taken multiple years and multiple research 
cycles to achieve are highlighted below.  

Changing the face of USO in India
When we joke that India is the center of 
LIRNEasia’s universe, we are only half-jok-
ing. Even a small policy impact there can go 
a long way, simply because it is the biggest 
market we work in. Our research on Univer-
sal Service Obligation [USO] instruments 
started back in 2004, when we published 
a paper on investment and regulation. In 
the same year, we responded to the Tel-
ecom Regulatory Authority of India’s [TRAI] 
consultation paper on ‘Growth of Telecom 
Services in Rural India’, and recommended 
that universal service funds be extended 
to mobile services. We also presented our 
USO research at an Expert Forum attended 
by the then Secretary of TRAI. TRAI’s final 
recommendations reflect ours, and Payal 
Malik wrote an op-ed piece to the Indian 

Express titled “Rural telephony: TRAI got 
it right, finally!” At this point, our research 
cycle ended and we moved on to other re-
search. But we kept at it on the USO front 
– for example, we talked about Indian USO 
issues with the Department of Telecom and 
the Administrator of India’s Universal Serv-
ices Fund [USF]. As late as 2007, several 
years after we finished our USO research, 
we made a presentation on our Teleuse@
BOP results to the USF administrator 
and once again talked about rural access 
(solved through market mechanisms) and 
also shared our infrastructure study with 
them. By April 2007, TRAI recommended 
passive infrastructure-sharing, and by 
2008, active infrastructure-sharing. 

Throughout this whole time period, we didn’t 
just talk to the regulator and policymaker, 
but we kept talking to media as well as to in-
dustry. We mobilized Rapid Response funds 
when we saw an opportunity to respond to 
formal regulatory consultations. The combi-
nation of activities enabled us to influence 
Universal Service-related policy in India. 

Improving dam safety in Sri Lanka
Our research on dam safety was mentioned 
on the first page of the World Bank Project 
Assessment Document of a USD 71 million 
project to improve dam safety in Sri Lanka. 
The research was undertaken in 2005 and 
the final report was handed over to the Dis-
aster Management Center in January 2006 
at which point the project was officially 
closed. But we did not stop with the media 
work that we did during the course of the 
project, including a news conference that 
brought articulate community leaders from 
affected areas to Colombo. For the next few 
years, we just kept at it, using the documen-
tary video that was prepared for the project 
in various presentations, bringing up the is-
sue in interviews and so on. Contrary to our 
normal practice, we even arranged to meet 
the Minister responsible for irrigation works, 
explaining the dangers and handing over 
copies of the report and the documentary. 
We thought we hit paydirt when LIRNEasia 
was invited to a stakeholder meeting at the 
responsible Ministry but were disappointed 
when there appeared to be no follow-up 

Safe, comfy and chatting away: Women’s 
 empowerment at PCO booths, Sify, 28-Jun-09

Expat Bangladeshis spend more calling home  
than others: Survey, Bdnews24.com, 28-Jun-09

Religious events related 3R programmes,  
Sri Lanka Girl Guides Association Projects, 17-Jun-09

World Disasters Report 2009,  
International Red Cross, 1-Jun-09

Why wireless makes sense,  
YouTube, 14-Jun-09

Higher taxes lead to lower revenue: PTA shows futility 
of raising mobile taxes, TeaBreak, 25-Jun-09

Safe, comfy and chatting away: Women’s empower-
ment at PCO booths, Yahoo! News India, 28-Jun-09

Dam Safety town meeting, July 2005, Gampola, Sri Lanka
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and only a scurrilous attack in a newspa-
per associated with an extremist political 
party. And then, two-and-a-half years after 
we closed our research project, we read 
about the approval of the USD 71 million 
project. Coincidentally, we happened to 
visit the site of its official inauguration, the 
Parakrama Samudraya, the largest of Sri 
Lanka’s ancient irrigation reservoirs, on 
our annual trip as the preparations were 
being made. It was only later that we dis-
covered how important our research had 
been in the design of the project proposal.  
 

The story begins with a late invitation to 
speak at a public event in Dhaka coincid-
ing with the landing of the SEA-ME-WE 4 
submarine cable in Bangladesh in Decem-
ber 2005. Great expectations had been cre-
ated, but the institutions were not in place: 
the link from remote Cox’s Bazar to the 
commercial and political center of Dhaka 
had not been built and the terms and condi-
tions for access to the cable had not been 
decided. The government-owned incum-
bent responsible for the link was woefully 
incompetent. The LIRNEasia talk drew from 
West African experience to show the vital 
importance of getting the right institutions, 
including a professionally-managed com-
pany to manage access to the cable, in 
place if Bangladesh was to realize the ben-
efits of the cable. Given the enthusiasm of 
the large audience which included the Min-
ister, it was decided to use Rapid Response 
resources to keep the momentum by pub-
lishing an op-ed quickly. Through the good 
offices of Senior Policy Fellow, Abu Saeed 
Khan, this was done within days. The cable 
was connected, there were multiple break-
ages and problems, and LIRNEasia kept 
writing about them on the blog. No action 
was taken on institutional changes per-
taining to Bangladesh’s international con-
nectivity. Then, in late 2008, the govern-
ment announced the creation of a separate 

company, fully owned by the government 
and not fully separate from the inefficient 
incumbent. The seed that was planted in 
2005 had borne fruit of a sort. It was not ex-
actly as had been proposed, but that is the 
way with policy. More remains to be done 
on this issue.

Alternative ways of working the 
policy process
As a lean, virtual organization working 
in multiple countries, LIRNEasia is con-
strained in how deep it can go with its re-
search methods by language, financial 
resources, and depth of relationships. The 
constraints are best illustrated by discuss-
ing an atypical case where the constraints 
did not apply: the dam safety project of 
2005-06. We undertook this project at the 
request of concerned professionals in the 
Sri Lanka National Committee on Large 
Dams [SLNCOLD] in the aftermath of the 
tsunami where the entire country’s sen-
sitivity to disaster risk reduction had been 
heightened. Given dams were not a subject 
that LIRNEasia had in-house expertise in, 
the decision was taken to adopt a participa-

tory approach. LIRNEasia would apply its 
expertise in running structured consultation 
processes and institutional design and draw 
on external sources for subject expertise. 
On one side, pretty much all the dam en-
gineers in the entire country were brought 
in to expert meetings by SLNCOLD. One 
meeting included Diaspora scientists con-
nected through a video link. On the other 
side, community leaders in areas in the 
shadow of the dams were brought into the 
process by Sri Lanka’s largest community-
based organization, Sarvodaya. Both or-
ganizations also helped us produce a docu-
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mentary on Sri Lanka’s largest dam disaster 
which was used to seed the discussions. A 
draft concept paper was developed based 
on the interactions, posted on the web and 
sent to all the experts. Based on the com-
ments received, including several from the 
Diaspora, the document was extensively 
revised. 

The above research involved multiple com-
munity meetings in the local language as 
well as multiple expert interactions, transla-
tions, etc. The community leaders’ meetings 
could not have been organized without Sar-
vodaya’s deep relationships; and the expert 
interactions without SLNCOLD. The whole 
process took around six months. This is not 
possible in multiple countries that LIRNEa-
sia works in, because the deep relation-
ships and the resources do not exist.

This requires novel approaches. For exam-
ple, LIRNEasia has a practice of circulat-
ing draft documents to knowledgeable staff 
within key organizations such as regula-
tory agencies and operating companies. 
Sometimes, LIRNEasia researchers are re-
quested to assist with presentations these 
staff members are preparing, but have little 
time for. Sometimes there are requests for 
speeches to be written for politicians. All 
this, however, depends on relationships 
that specific researchers have established 
and the personal brands they have built up. 
These unconventional approaches require 
that one does not place a premium on tak-
ing credit.

At other times, we place ideas that are 
not fully thought out, or documents that 
are in draft format on our blog and invite 
comments. The methodology for testing 
broadband quality of service was refined as 
a result of this approach, thanks to helpful 
input received from known and anonymous 
readers. 

“In-situ” expertise anchored in 
the region
Our focus on policy and regulation as ac-
tually practiced necessitates a reliance on 
“in-situ” expertise. This is interpreted at a 
regional rather than national level, allow-
ing for example, an Indian researcher to 
take on work in Indonesia. To our surprise, 
the Indian researcher’s work in Indonesia 
had the most impact on the policy proc-
ess among all the initiatives of LIRNEasia. 
If an independent and credible researcher 
from the country itself is available, it is of 
course, better, because he or she is usu-
ally in a better position to intervene when 
policy windows open up. In our experience, 
policymakers have never rejected our re-
search because it was done/presented by 
a foreigner. The important factor is not that 
the researcher is from the specific country, 
but that the researcher’s expertise is deeply 
anchored in the country and region so that 
he or she is able to understand regulatory 
and policy actions that are appropriate for 
the country given its level of development, 
institutional capabilities and other factors. 
The fact that we try very hard to make our 
work speak to more than one country’s ex-
perience and problems contributes to our 
researchers being able to understand what 
may work and what may not work.

Bringing down leased-line prices in Indo-
nesia
In 2005, LIRNEasia researcher, Divakar 
Goswami, was studying the proliferation of 
Wi-Fi in Indonesia, particularly the unusual 
dependence on Wi-Fi for backbone con-
nectivity instead of the typical use for last-
mile connections. One factor driving the 
use was the high cost of alternate forms of 
backbone connectivity – leased lines. At the 
same time, another researcher, Sriganesh 
Lokanathan, was researching method-
ologies to compare leased-line prices. The 
discussion and agreement on a common 
benchmarking methodology led the two re-
searchers to the startling fact that leased-

line prices in Indonesia were 48 times 
those of India (the difference was so huge 
that initially they attributed it to a miscalcu-
lation they were making with currencies of 
the two countries). In October 2005, our re-
searchers released the findings at an event 
in Jakarta, specifically introducing the term 
“forty-eight times more than India” during 
the presentations. Subsequently, multiple 
media carried the story, quoting LIRNEas-
ia, and repeating the term “forty-eight times 
more than India”. MASTEL, the Indonesian 
telecom society, started using the data to 
pressure the regulator for lower prices. By 
March 2006, the Minister himself was mak-
ing statements about Indonesian prices be-
ing forty-eight times more expensive than 
India’s. At the APECTEL seminar in Cal-
gary in April 2006, LIRNEasia researchers 
once again presented the data. The Indo-
nesian regulator, who was present at this 
event, remarked that LIRNEasia’s research 
(released in 2005 in Jakarta, mentioned 
above) got them to initiate a study (includ-
ing a visit to India) to look into Indonesia’s 
high leased-line prices. The repeated as-
sault (by us, and other stakeholders that 
used our data) worked. In October 2007, the 
regulator announced that leased-line prices 
were to be regulated through a ministerial 
decree and that prices were expected to 
drop by 50 percent.The operators reacted 
by pro-actively reducing prices. 
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Other researchpolicy success 
stories
Apart from the ones already mentioned in 
this section, there are a number of other ex-
amples of LIRNEasia’s research influencing 
policy. We highlight some here. 

CDMA-licensing intervention in Sri Lanka
LIRNEasia’s first research, presented at the 
inaugural expert forum in 2004 described 
a drop in investment caused by litigation 
and uncertainty. Many actions were taken 
to remedy this situation including, most 
importantly, the making available of ad-
ditional frequencies to operators so that 
low-cost CDMA [Code Division Multiplex 
Access] telephony could be introduced. 
This involved a complex set of tradeoffs 
that were negotiated by PIPU [Public In-
terest Program Unit of the Ministry for 
Economic Reform, Science and Technol-
ogy], the unit that housed the core startup 
members of LIRNEasia in 2002-04. After 
PIPU was dissolved and LIRNEasia had 
come into being, the Telecom Regulatory 
Commission issued one of its rare consul-
tation papers on how the CDMA 800 band 
should be assigned. One of LIRNEasia’s 
earliest Rapid Response actions was the 
response to that consultation paper. Most 
of its recommendations were incorporated 
into the final plan. The sequencing and as-
signments were efficacious, as evidenced 
by the extraordinarily rapid growth that en-
sued on both the “fixed” and mobile sides. 

Broadband quality and price benchmarks 
used in interventions in Bangladesh and 
India
Recommendations based on our Broad-
band Quality of Service Experience and 
Broadband Price Benchmarks research 
enriched the broadband policies of Bang-
ladesh and India, thanks to quick interven-
tions funded through the Rapid Response 
program. Responding to the Bangladesh 
Telecommunication Regulatory Com-
mission’s draft Regulatory and Licensing 

Guidelines (August, 2008) we said that 
the then broadband prices in Bangladesh, 
among the highest in the region, called for 
an increase in supply. LIRNEasia also disa-
greed with the rationale of preventing exist-
ing operators from offering wireless broad-
band services. The response stressed that 

the minimum bandwidth should reflect fu-
ture consumer requirements and that oper-
ators should ensure minimum bandwidth at 
least up to the first international entry point. 
Three out of four of our recommendations 
were accepted. In August 2009, LIRNEasia 
with its partners at IIT-Madras responded to 
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the TRAI on the consultation paper ‘Band-
width required for ISPs for better connec-
tivity and improved quality of service’. We 
recommended the use of contention ratios 
between 1:20 and 1:50. TRAI specified ra-
tios 1:30 (business) and 1:50 (residential).

Silver lining in the tsunami cloud: towards 
early warning 
The 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami was an 
enormous shock. No one could have im-
agined so many people dying in so short 
a time. Over one in 600 Sri Lankans died 
on the 26th of December 2004 (though 
thankfully the dire predictions of deaths 
from sickness in camps did not come to 
pass because of the extraordinary post-
disaster response). As professionals, we 
decided our best contribution would be 
knowledge and started work on designing a 
national early-warning system for Sri Lanka 
in early January. LIRNEasia people’s time 
and knowledge were donated. Lakshaman 
Bandaranayake of Vanguard Management 
absorbed most of the local costs and was 
a true partner. Peter Anderson of Simon 
Fraser University came on a promise of fu-
ture reimbursement. In record time (three 
months), a comprehensive concept paper 
on a National Early Warning System for Sri 
Lanka (NEWS: SL) was prepared through 
a highly consultative, Colombo-based and 
media-centric process, and presented to 

the government. The professional fees that 
were made possible through subsequent-
ly-received IDRC funding were donated 
to form the core of the Tsunami Memorial 
Research Fund that supported disaster-
related research up to 2008. 

Understanding that the first-best option 
of government supply of effective early-
warning was unlikely to be implemented 
for various reasons but energized by the 
very positive mindset change at Sarvo-
daya, we then started work on researching 
the second-best solution: a last-mile warn-
ing system that would prepare Sarvodaya 
communities to effectively receive and act 
upon government warnings. We obtained 
approximately USD 500,000 for a two-
year project from special tsunami funding 
administered by IDRC. The results of this 
complex and path-breaking study were tak-
en to key audiences in Bangladesh, India 
and Indonesia in 2007-08 through a series 
of knowledge-sharing workshops.

Like all policy work, and all research, in fact, 
the story is not one of unqualified success.
We would really have liked it if the govern-
ment had accepted our recommendations 
on an effective national early-warning 
system. In retrospect, the message would 
have been better-received if it was commu-
nicated with less rage. 

But the big win early in the process was 
Sarvodaya: ‘One of the biggest lessons we 
learned from the Tsunami was how lacking 
Sri Lanka was in terms of an emergency 
warning system. The most tragic aspect 
of the events of 26th December 2004 was 
the needless loss of life’. Disaster risk re-
duction, including warning, is now part of 
Sarvodaya’s strategic plan; the training ma-
terial we developed is now part of the regu-
lar curriculum of Sarvodaya Shanthi Sena 
(peace brigade) inductees. Even though we 
could not sustain a 24/7 early-warning cent-
er, the ability to move to 24/7 operation very 
quickly is there. Most importantly, our work 
has contributed to changing mindsets at Sri 
Lanka’s largest, and most broadly embed-
ded people’s organization, with a network 
covering 15,000 villages, 34 district offices 
and over 100,000 youth. That, in our view, 
is our highest achievement.

We field-tested a range of technologies 
to reach villages effectively. Addressable 
satellite radios were found to have great 
potential, in combination with simpler tech-
nologies such as mobiles. Unfortunately, 
WorldSpace, the company that developed 
the cutting-edge devices (a critically im-
portant new feature was that they could be 
remotely activated in the event of a disas-
ter) at our request, went into bankruptcy 
in 2008. We hope the technical advances 
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will not get lost in the process. DEWN, the 
GSM-based warning system developed by 
Dialog Telekom at the University of Mor-
atuwa with the participation of Microimage, 
a local software firm we got to know be-
cause of the blog, was also field-tested by 
LIRNEasia. Major improvements, such as 
making it fully CAP [Common Alerting Pro-
tocol] compatible, giving it a larger screen 
for messages, downplaying the original call-
back button, etc., resulted. It has now been 
deployed throughout the government’s dis-
aster management system. The main cred-
it, of course, goes to its developers, but we 
can be happy that our work helped. 

We solved the technology problems but 
need to do a little more on institutional fac-
tors. We identified the necessity of having 
5-6 trainers on a continuous roster as the 
key to making Sarvodaya villages disaster-
resilient and came up with a proposal on 
how to sustain them in collaboration with 
the tourist hotels along the coast. The seed 
money needed to get this moving fell through 
at the last minute, but we will try again. 
 
Research on agricultural information 
and markets now mobilizing multiple 
partners
Our work on agriculture has borne fruit in 
bringing together a wide range of stake-
holders to create efficiencies in agriculture 
markets through ICTs based on our original 
research findings. At present, we are work-
ing towards creating a mobile-phone-based 
forward-market mechanism together with 
Sri Lanka’s largest mobile operator Dialog 
Telekom; produce market-price collector 
Govi Gnana Seva; owner of island-wide 
wholesale markets, the Ministry of Trade 
and Commerce; the USAID-funded Con-
necting Regional Economies [CORE] pro-
gram and the Knowledge Network for Rural 
Development in Asia Pacific Region [EN-
RAP] program of the IDRC. The service is 
to be officially launched in late 2009. 

Common Alerting Protocol [CAP] used 
for hazard dissemination
CAP standardizes the content of alerts and 
notifications across all hazards, including 
law-enforcement and public safety and nat-
ural hazards such as severe weather, fires, 
earthquakes, and tsunamis. CAP, designed 
by Botterell et al4, first came in to being 
through the Organization for the Advance-
ment of Structured Information Standards 

[OASIS]5 in 2004, first as version 1.0, and 
then as a refined version 1.1 in 2005. The 
standard was adopted, in 2007, by the In-
ternational Telecommunication Union’s 
Telecommunication Standards Sector 
[ITU-T]6. Many emergency-management 
organizations have adopted CAP as an 
interoperable standard for communicating 
situational-awareness reports and the con-
tent standard is gaining popularity.
 
LIRNEasia’s research on CAP began with 
the HazInfo project [Evaluating Last-Mile 
Hazard Information Dissemination: a re-
search project]7, though it was mentioned 
in the 2005 NEWS: SL Report. The Haz-
Info Project employed it for standard data 
interchange between the Hazard Informa-
tion Hub and the end-user devices placed 
in the hands of last-mile rural communities. 

The project specifically researched the use 
of CAP in multi-language environments as 
Sri Lanka. It was integrated into the project 
because it is an open-source, XML-based 
protocol with clearly-defined elements, ca-
pable of supporting data interchange across 
multiple dissemination channels. HazInfo 
research findings identified the need for a 
CAP Broker; a single-input multiple-output 
software that has led to developments em-
bedding an Alerting Module in the Sahana 
Disaster Management Framework8.The 
current pilot, Evaluating a Real-Time Bio-
surveillance Program9, is using the Sahana 
Alerting Module and is testing CAP stand-
ard for communicating health-risk informa-
tion to officials.

Innovation through necessity: the new 
budget telecom model
In early 2008, CONNECTasia Forum, a 
company owned by senior researchers at 
LIRNEasia, was asked by Nokia to explain 
a puzzle. In their study of the total cost of 
ownership [TCO] for low users in 77 emerg-
ing economies, they found that four South 
Asian countries had TCOs of less that USD 
5 per month while the average was USD 
13.15 and in the high USD 30s in some 
countries. They wanted this explained. The 
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ronment, The Business Standard, 9-Mar-09
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puzzle deepened when one factored in 
the profitability of the South Asian opera-
tors, which was at that time quite high. 
The answer, based on four in-depth stud-
ies of Bangladesh, India, Pakistan and 
Sri Lanka, was that a different business 
model, the budget telecom network mod-
el, had been implemented. This included 
radical reductions in opex, but most im-
portantly the reduction of transaction 
costs per active SIM that enabled these 
companies to gain revenue even from 
minutes generated by low users. The 
analogy was to budget airlines. 
After Nokia released these findings in 
its magazine, Expanding Horizons, they 
continued to talk to LIRNEasia, express-
ing interest, in particular, in our teleuse@
BOP findings. Combined with Telenor’s 
interest in our work, this led to a signifi-
cant increase in high-quality visitors to 
the LIRNEasia website from Northern 
Europe and even comments from No-
kia representatives on the website. The 
Indian teleuse results, the first to be re-
leased, were featured in another issue of 
the magazine. The work done on the mo-
bile having the greatest potential to serve 
as a pathway to the information society 
for the poor will be featured in the first is-
sue in 2010. 
 
LIRNEasia recommendations make 
it in to SAARC Chairman’s speech 
and the SAARC Declaration 
The Summit of the South Asian Associa-
tion for Regional Cooperation [SAARC] 
was held in Colombo in August 2008. 
Using international voice benchmarks 
collected by LIRNEasia, a policy brief 
containing proposals for lowering intra-
SAARC international voice telephony 
charges was developed. The brief was 
sent to all the SAARC regulatory agen-
cies and an intensive effort was made to 
place the story in the media in multiple 

countries, including in news agencies. 
The proposal made it in to SAARC Chair-
man’s speech and the Declaration. 

The Delhi Summit last year laid 
stress on connectivity. Today, we 
find that with the advances of com-
munications technology, good con-
nectivity is not very far from our peo-
ple. Although the numbers of mobile 
phone users in South Asia are rapid-
ly increasing yet, our people remain 
distanced through the barrier of 
tariffs. I, therefore, propose that we 
actively promote a reduced tar-
iff for IDD calls within the South 
Asian region to bring our people 
much closer, much sooner… Ma-
hinda Rajapaksa, President of Sri 
Lanka, SAARC Chairman, 2008. 

…The Heads of State or Govern-
ment observed that an effective 
and economical regional telecom-
munication regime is an essential 
factor of connectivity, encouraging 
the growth of people-centric part-
nerships. They stressed the need 
for the Member States to endeav-
our to move towards a uniformly 
applicable low tariff, for interna-
tional direct dial calls within the 
region… Item number 6, Fifteenth 
SAARC Summit Declaration, “Part-
nership for Growth for Our People”, 
Colombo, 2-3 August 2008.
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Research projects 
The following research projects, spanning multiple research cycles and multiple countries, have provided the 
raw material for our policy work. Short descriptions and a few key learnings from each are highlighted. More 
information is, of course, available on our website.
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Emerging markets are leading global mobile growth. These mar-
kets contain the largest numbers of poor people.  As such, growth 
necessarily involves many at the bottom of the pyramid [BOP]. 
Innovations in technology, business models and policy are re-
quired to serve the BOP efficiently; even more crucial is deep in-
sight into the growing demand for telecom services at the BOP. 
 
Teleuse at the bottom of the pyramid, or Teleuse@BOP, pio-
neered by LIRNEasia in 2005, is a unique series of cutting-edge, 
demand-side studies of ICT use among the BOP. It was the first 
large-sample study to assess demand for ICT services among 
emerging Asia’s BOP. Over the past four years, LIRNEasia has 
built a brand name in demand-side telecom research, develop-
ing a wealth of knowledge and expertise in this area. The study 
findings have proved useful in making governments understand 
the significance of telecom, especially the mobile, at the bot-
tom of the pyramid.  Its findings have contributed to debates on 
universal service policies, on taxation and even on registration 
of phones for security purposes.The wide media attention re-
ceived in multiple countries in multiple languages is evidence 
of the relevance of, and need for, such research in the industry.   
 

The study has grown from a two-country pilot survey to a six-
country representative-sample study of BOP teleusers in 
Asia, in addition to qualitative research across India, Paki-
stan, Bangladesh, the Philippines, Thailand and Sri Lanka. 
Over 20,000 respondents have been interviewed since 2005. 
 
Teleuse@BOP1 (2005) served as a pilot. It highlighted the degree 
of phone-sharing at the BOP, revealing potential for innovative 
forms of shared access. Teleuse@BOP2 (2006-07), uncovered 
that many at the BOP were now in a position to take up mobile 
ownership, with a projected 140 million declaring intent of phone-
ownership by mid-2008. Teleuse@BOP3 (2008-09) focused on 
if, and how, mobile phones are being used for more-than-voice 
or ‘Mobile 2.0’ applications, such as payments (including migrant 
remittances), voting and obtaining market information. The most 
recent findings show great progress in telecom access and owner-
ship across countries since 2006; the access challenge at the BOP 
has been met. The biggest increases in BOP connectivity were in 
2006-07, suggesting that industry dynamics, rather than govern-
ment actions, are driving the process. 

Figure 4: Total BOP phone ownership: 2006 vs. 2008 (% of BOP teleusers)
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Figure 5: Urban: rural divide in phone ownership (urban: rural)
(2.0 = for every one rural phone owner, there are two urban) 
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Missed call has now become the digital shorthand for 
“Call Me Back”, Forums India: Mobile News, 18-Feb-09

Reliance triggers another price war in Indian mobile sub-
scribers market, News from Telecom World, 17-Feb-09

Rural India key growth driver of telecom 
industry, humharyanvi, 15-Feb-09

Mobile price wars in the downturn: Time to do 
battle? Developing Telecoms Watch, 13-Feb-09

Bangladesh: International telecom 
policy, Global Voices, 13-Feb-09

Rural India key growth driver of telecom 
industry, Voice of India, 16-Feb-09

Indians prefer phone calls to SMS, 
Silicon India, 18-Feb-09

Agricultural Information and Markets [AgInfo]
Some of our researchers were studying how to create efficiencies 
in agricultural markets using ICTs well before LIRNEasia was es-
tablished. Govi Gnana Seva (Farmer Knowledge Service) was a pi-
lot project funded originally by the World Bank but subsequently by 
private individuals, that collected and disseminated real-time prices 
from Sri Lanka’s largest wholesale market for fruits and vegetables 
at Dambulla; this served as the foundation of LIRNEasia’s agricul-
ture-related work. Having learnt that GGS was playing some role 
in the farmers’ decision-making process, LIRNEasia’s first move 
was to systematically understand the transaction costs involved in 
the value chain of fruit and vegetable farmers: from the decision to 
grow a particular crop to sale at the Dambulla market. We found 
that the information search cost at the selling stage, even though it 
was much talked about, was less than what was incurred in various 
other stages; the decision stage in particular. Our research showed 
that farmers needed a lot more information, particularly about the 
price the crop was likely to fetch, at decision time in order to reduce 
the volatility of prices at the wholesale markets; and that, mobile 
phones could make it happen. These new insights traveled far 
and wide to researchers from Asia to Africa, and even the United 
States, who incorporated our findings in their work. This work also 
influenced IDRC who then requested some of our researchers to 
undertake a study on how ICTs were improving the livelihoods of 
farmers across the entire South Asia region. One of our researchers 
was invited to join an international advisory panel on a large study 
to understand how ICTs, and particularly mobile phones, were im-
proving efficiencies in African agriculture markets. Our research-
ers made several presentations and participated in discussions on 
these findings and related policy implications at conferences across 
the world, including North America, North and Sub-Saharan Africa, 
South Asia and China. At these fora, we proposed the creation of a 
mobile-based, forward-market information platform that would be-
come the foundation for a fully-fledged, spot-and-forward transac-
tion platform along the value chain to be developed later.

We then moved to obtain wide stakeholder support for our primary 
objective of using mobile phones to improve efficiencies in agricul-
ture markets. After many months of hard negotiations, we signed 
an agreement with Sri Lanka’s largest mobile phone operator to  
create a fee-based or on-demand virtual space for spot and forward 
prices for agriculture produce from across the island; this was to  
expand GGS from a price collection and dissemination operation at 
a single location to an island-wide mechanism serving large trad-
ers and small farmers alike. We then convinced USAID to support 
the work to determine how this expansion could happen in terms  

of incentive structures and socio-economic and technology factors. 
As a part of our ongoing Mobile 2.0 research, we began a study to 
understand how such ideas were becoming operational in India. 
In order to actually create forward transactions based on this plat-
form, IDRC supported a year-long action research pilot to imple-
ment, observe and improve the solution among a group of farmers 
by considering the institutional and other arrangements that impact 
upon the solution. 

LIRNEasia’s work on agricultural markets has now become a high-
energy multi-stakeholder activity where we have joined with private 
and public actors to address the gravest problem facing the largest 
number of people in our region: agricultural poverty. 

Harsha de Silva talking to farmers who participated in the agriculture  
traceability project, Thalawa, Sri Lanka 

Data collector using a PDA to capture market prices at Dambulla Dedicated 
Economic Center [DDEC], Sri Lanka
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Measuring Regulatory Performance
Investment is necessary for improving telecom sector performance. 
Investment risk is the primary determinant in making investment 
decisions – the higher the risk, higher the rate of return has to be 
(higher the return expected by investors).  At the point of invest-
ment, investors face multiple risks (e.g. macro-level country risk, 
market or commercial risk). Regulatory risk (emanating from gov-
ernment action, including but not limited to, actions of the regula-
tory agency with authority over the telecom sector) is what our Tel-
ecom Regulatory Environment [TRE] survey attempts to measure. 
The TRE is a subjective measure of regulatory risk – it asks cross 
section of informed, senior (CEO-level) stakeholders in a country’s 
telecom sector to assess the effectiveness of the country’s regula-
tory environment. The evaluation is done along seven dimensions 
(market entry, allocation of scarce resources, tariff regulation, uni-
versal service obligations, interconnection, anti-competitive practic-
es, quality of service) based on the GATS regulatory reference pa-
per. The results, when compared historically, can indicate improve-
ments or declines over time of regulatory risk. The differences in 
scores for different aspects of regulation and policy provides a very 
useful diagnostic tool for understanding how different policies and 
regulatory actions are perceived within a country (for example in 
2008, we saw Indian stakeholders rate India’s spectrum allocation 
dimension poorly, while rewarding the regulators with high scores 
in the tariff regulation dimension. Both extremes reflected what was 
happening in real-life: India’s bugling of 3G spectrum allocations 
and the foresight shown in allowing competition to reduce prices in-
stead of regulating tariff plans). The results when compared across 
countries can point to countries with lower regulatory risks, thereby 
giving potential investors a good indicator on where to invest (all 
other risks remaining equal).  Over time, TRE scores help track 
stakeholder opinion of various regulatory action. Case in point was 
India’s TRE score for Universal Service Obligations – in 2006 this 
was India’s lowest score and the lowest USO score amongst coun-
tries surveyed. The TRE results and separate USO research led us 
to reach out to the Indian regulator to change its policies – and in 
2007 TRAI did change the rules, making mobiles eligible to receive 
subsidies. The 2008 USO scores for India increased by nearly 64 
percent, with stakeholders rewarding the regulator and policymaker 
for reducing market distortions in USO policy.  This is the biggest 
increase in TRE scores we have seen yet, in any country and in 
any dimension. 

A smaller, yet interesting part of measuring regulatory performance 
is the benchmarking of regulatory websites. In reaching operators, 
citizens, researchers, the website is often a primary mode of infor-
mation delivery employed by regulators.Together with our sister re-
search network in Latin America [DIRSI], a methodology (a scoring  

 
sheet, of sorts) has been developed over time which helps evaluate 
each regulator’s website as objectively as possible. For example, 
points being given if public consultation details are published on-
line, if laws/regulations are published online, if consumer redresses 
procedures are published, and so on. This benchmarking has been 
carried out in 2006 and 2008 in Asia. Results have recently been 
published in a book. 

Both the TRE Survey and Regulatory Website survey results are 
double-edged swords – regulators that rank high like it, and high-
light our research often in their official documents. Rank them low, 
and we get intense debates on methodology. But either way, these 
two tools have proven to be incredibly effective in engaging regu-
lators’ attention, and have opened up windows of opportunity to 
discuss broader policy matters. 

Figure 6: Indian TRE scores for Universal Service Obligation
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Benchmarking Telecom Sector Performance
As a regional policy think-tank, regionally comparable, up-to-date 
data is our primary raw material. Developments in the sector are 
ultimately measured in sector performance indicators related to ac-
cess, price, quality and choice. We therefore expend significant en-
ergy picking the right indicators to track, ensuring that data collec-
tion in each country is done according to common methodologies, 
and making sure the definitions for each indicator match regionally. 
This is not easy. For example, for years, we have been pushing 
everyone (international organizations, media, and regulators) to 
eliminate the term “number of mobile phone users” from their vo-
cabulary because all we or anyone can count is the number of SIMs 
issued, not the number of users. The massive corrections being re-
ported for Pakistan’s mobile connections as a result of a far-sighted 
effort to clean up the process supports our position. 

We continue to collaborate with the ITU, the Partnership on Mea-
suring ICT for Development and other organizations on such stan-
dardization activities. We have brought together national regulatory 
authorities and national statistical organizations of SAARC and 
ASEAN countries to discuss the issue of supply-side benchmark-
ing. In addition, every six months, we ourselves collect and publish 
several reports that track supply-side data. These reports bench-
mark broadband prices (wholesale and retail prices), international 
calling prices, international roaming prices and mobile prices in 
several countries in emerging Asia. 

But sector performance is not limited to benchmarking from the 
suppliers’ point of view. What about what the user really experienc-
es? We measure broadband quality of service experience [QoSE]
from the user’s point of view, using a software application devel-
oped by our partner, the Indian Institute of Technology, Madras. 
It depends partially on volunteer users, donating their computing 
power for testing broadband speeds and making the results public, 
so that operators are forced into action. This testing is done every 
six months as well. For the first time, we ran newspaper advertise-
ments with the results in November 2009, timed to coincide with 
the 11th meeting of the South Asian Telecom Regulators’ Council 
[SATRC] in Colombo. 

  

Advertisement in The Daily Mirror (Sri Lanka), 24 November 2009
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Mobile 2.0
Mobile 2.0 is the use of mobiles for ‘more-than-voice.’ Mobiles can 
send/receive voice, text and images; they can be used as organiz-
ers, for making payments and even as radios; it is envisaged that in 
the next few years, they will also be capable of information-retrieval 
and publishing functions, normally associated with the Internet. 
Juxtaposing this with the dominant ‘fat pipe’ (coaxial cable, fiber 
coming into each household carrying voice, data and entertain-
ment) narrative of the developed economies, LIRNEasia proposed 
that Mobile 2.0 would be the dominant narrative for the develop-
ing world, and not telecenters as many development practitioners 
tended to believe a few years back. In other words, the mobile is 
the path to the Internet for most of us.

Although the extent of mobile 2.0 use is still inchoate, our research 
shows clear trends of the things to come. M-payments are becom-
ing increasingly popular in the Philippines followed by Sri Lanka. 
India has become the breeding ground for m-government applica-
tions. We have also demonstrated that Cell Broadcasting, perhaps 
the ideal mode of early public warning for rapid-onset disasters, 
can be effectively used. We have seen e-commerce (or at least the 
first step of e-commerce, the searching and matching functionali-
ties) becoming a reality through the mobile-phone-based applica-
tion CellBazaar in Bangladesh, used to sell everything from grains 
to goats with four teeth. We have seen blue-collar workers in multi-
ple countries participating in online social networking through Buz-
zCity, again via their mobile phones. 

Knowledge to Innovation [K2I]
The importance of knowledge for development is universally rec-
ognized but there is very little empirical work on the actual me-
chanics of the process. Understanding the process is important for 
formulating policy tools be they for government policymakers or 
non-governmental policymakers such as industry associations. 

K2I is often equated with the management of knowledge flows 
among development organizations, but, the focus of the K2I project 
at LIRNEasia is on actors and institutions that directly affect peo-
ple’s quality of life. For example, the focus of the K2I project, funded 
by IDRC’s Innovation Technology and Society program, concerns 
knowledge-to-innovation processes in solid-waste services in lo-
cal government in Sri Lanka. To date, the project team has tested 
several tools for knowledge-sharing among stakeholders in solid-
waste services. Attempts to apply the tools throughout the country, 
in partnership with provincial and local authorities, are ongoing.

Health Nurses in Tamil Nadu (India) engaging in an m-HealthSur-
vey usability/certification exercise, part of RTBP’s human computer 

interaction evaluation cycle

LIRNEasia’s Knowledge to Innovation project team participating at 
a rally organized by the Gampaha Municipal Council [GMC], as a 

partner in GMC’s Waste to Money project
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Evaluating a Real-Time Bio-surveillance Program: A Pilot 
Project [RTBP]
The research question that the Real-Time Bio-surveillance Pro-
gram [RTBP] promises to answer is “Can software programs that 
analyze health statistics and mobile phone applications that collect 
and report health information potentially be effective in the early 
detection, intervention, and prevention of disease outbreaks?” This 
m-Health project is a pilot aiming to study the technology, human, 
and policy implications of introducing RTB to Sri Lanka and India. 
Conventional aggregated reports on disease counts or the paper-
based notification systems in India and Sri Lanka have not proven 
to be effective in providing the much-needed near real-time detec-
tion for containing disease outbreaks before it takes lives. RTBP is 
introducing a mobile-phone application for collecting rural health 
data, real-time detection algorithms with geo-spatial analytical 
tools, and standardized situational reporting to improve productivity 
in providing epidemiology units with means to detect disease out-
breaks well-in-advance to control them before reaching the tipping 
point.

Village Health Nurses in the Sivaganga District belonging to the 
state of Tamil Nadu, India and Sarvodaya Suwadana Center Prima-
ry Health Workers in the Kurunegala District, Sri Lanka, have been 
provided with mobile handsets costing around USD 100 equipped 
with the RTBP-developed m-HealthSurvey java software applica-
tion to submit patient records. The district health officials will use 
the T-Cube Web Interface detection software to establish statisti-
cal patterns in the collected data to identify adverse events. Upon 
discovering any events of interest, the health officials will use SMS, 
email, and web technologies to notify respective health workers of 
the eminent health threats. The project is currently in its evaluation 
phase.

Partners for this project include the Rural Technology and Busi-
ness Incubator of the Indian Institute of Technology, the National 
Center for Biological Sciences, India, the Sarvodaya Shramadana 
Movement, Sri Lanka, Carnegie Mellon University’s Auton Lab, the 
University of Alberta and Respere Lanka (Private) Limited. 

Public Health Center Medical Officer in Tamil Nadu (India) operating the 
m-HealthSurvey to submit patient syndromic data (left), while an RTBP 

field coordinator observes; m-HealthSurvey is the name of the mobile ap-
plication used for collecting information on patients’ diagnosis from clinics 

and hospitals in the RTB program
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Diversifying Participation in Network Development 
In the first of our research cycles (2005-06), we looked at 
different ways in which networks were being extended to 
new areas. In Indonesia, we found that high leased-line 
prices were forcing operators to use Wi-Fi for backbone 
connectivity instead of in the last few meters as was 
the case in other countries. In Bangladesh, we found 
Grameen Telecom, in association with Grameenphone, 
using mobile phone ladies to extend mobile access to 
the rural poor while allowing the ladies to make a good 
living and the telco to make a profit. We studied instru-
ments intended to ensure universal access to telecom 
services and concluded that in the case of India they 
were unnecessary and were distorting markets. We 
found that in the case of Nepal, even the best-designed, 
least-cost subsidies for network extension had failed 
in the absence of necessary regulatory conditions. We 
studied different conditions for opening up backbone 
networks, a necessary resource for network extension. 
The work has led to many policy changes, including USO 
policy improvements in India and the lowering of leased-
line prices in Indonesia. It was the basis of the book, 
ICT Infrastructure in emerging Asia: Policy and Regula-
tory Roadblocks,  New Delhi & Ottawa: Sage and IDRC. 
The book is downloadable, chapter by chapter, from the 
IDRC website.

Google and others release tool to detect Net filtering, 
blocking, ICT for Peacebuilding, 2-Feb-09

Mobile phones increase the quality of social 
relationships, Ravaya, 25-Jan-09

The link between mobile penetration and economic growth, Interna-
tional Values and Communications Technologies, 17-Jan-09

Dialog OfficeNet+ rocks on a holiday, 
ICT for Peacebuilding, 14-Jan-09

Prudent trade and policy strategies with India 
will benefit Sri Lanka, The Island, 15-Jan-09

Both sexes talk longer with women, 
Purple Motes, 18-Jan-09

Rapid mobile growth among India’s poor, Ex-
panding Horizons (Nokia), 1-Feb-09
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The asset registers of knowledge-based 
organizations are inaccurate. Their great-
est assets are people; people do not get 
entered into asset registers. For an organi-
zation such as LIRNEasia which seeks to 
catalyze change, high-quality people are 
of even greater importance. Catalyzing 
change, which means leveraging small 
inputs into significant behavioral change 
within large entities, requires high-quality 
research to be communicated well in ap-
propriate and timely contexts. High-quality 
researchers and communicators are indis-
pensable for success in catalyzing change.
Therefore, LIRNEasia places great em-
phasis on improving capacity, within the 
organization and outside. It approaches the 
problem and devises solutions based on its 
signature concept of catalysis.

Our mission is: To improve the lives of the 
people of the emerging Asia-Pacific by fa-
cilitating their use of ICTs and related infra-
structures; by catalyzing the reform of laws, 
policies and regulations to enable those 
uses through the conduct of policy-relevant 
research, training and advocacy with em-
phasis on building in-situ expertise. 

If all the countries of the emerging Asia-
Pacific had in-situ expertise to reform laws, 
policies and regulations pertaining to ICTs 
and related infrastructures, we would have 
fulfilled our mission. So the question was 
what would be the best way to create in-situ 
expertise?

Identifying and training policy intellectuals 
in each of the countries of the emerging 
Asia-Pacific was not a feasible option. Even 
if we had the massive resources that would 
be needed for such an exercise, we would 
not have the relationships and the resourc-
es to pull it off. It is likely that some mas-
sive intergovernmental bureaucracy could, 
if it so wished, undertake such an exercise, 
not feisty little LIRNEasia. Even if the well-
meaning IGO [International Governmental 

Organization] pulled it off, there would be 
no guarantees that the effort would be self-
perpetuating. The 144 persons trained in 
disaster management from Sri Lanka alone 
prior to the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami by 
the Asian Disaster Preparedness Center 
stand in mute testimony to the fact that sim-
ply training government and NGO person-
nel rarely yields results. And in any case, 
that kind of conventional approach would 
not qualify as catalytic. 

The solution did not come easy. It was based 
on thinking triggered by Sujata Gamage’s 
work on conditions for effective research in 
settings such as Sri Lanka and a different ef-
fort to build ICT4D capacity in Asian univer-
sities by the University of Washington in the 
US. Though we were invited only to the in-
augural meeting in January 2005 in Manila, 
that event helped crystallize our thinking. 
One of the key points we pulled out from 
Sujata’s study was that one must support 
emerging intellectuals, not try to create new 

ones to order. If we go top-down, we have 
no solution to the motivation question. Is 
the trainee participating because he/she is 
genuinely committed to ICT infrastructure 
reform, or is the junket to Bangkok the mo-
tivation? Going bottom-up helps, though it 
does not guarantee good outcomes. Even 
if we work with already active people, their 
motivations may change. People can simu-
late commitment for various reasons. But 
bottom-up is definitely superior to top-down. 

In 2005, we had funding for a networking 
meeting, our first from Pan Asia Networking. 
The quality of the invitees to the inaugural 
event of LIRNEasia, the World Dialogue on 
Reforms for Network Economies [WDR] 
Expert Forum, had left us unhappy about 
the conventional snow-balling method for 
identifying potential partners in different 
countries. Therefore, we asked Sujata to 
conduct a knowledge-mapping exercise to 
identify scholars active in ICT infrastructure 
reforms in emerging Asia so that we could 

DIRSI researcher, Antonio Botelho, attended 
the Teleuse@BOP3 analysis workshop and 

CPRsouth3, DIRSI, 5-Jan-09

Book review: ICT infrastructure in 
Emerging Asia, Ericsson Business 

Review (No. 3, 2008), 2008

Interview with Chanuka Wattegama and R. Tirumurthy 
on Broadband QoSE research, Biz 1st  

(Channel One MTV), 19-Dec-08

Tools for monitoring broadband 
capacity from ISPs, oneVillage 

Foundation, 16-Dec-08

LIRNEasia’s broadband research on 
MTV, Telecentre Family, 18-Dec-08

Domestic capacity price,  
soft-BRAIN, 31-Dec-08

From economist to TV host: Reaching 
out to new audiences, IDRC, 1-Jan-09
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PERSPECTIVE

Bridging the Divide: Building Asia-Pacific Capacity
for Effective Reforms

Rohan Samarajiva and Sujata Gamage
LIRNEasia, Colombo, Sri Lanka

This article spotlights the need to develop capacity for ICT pol-
icy and regulation within developing countries. It argues that ca-
pacity should to be developed among all stakeholders, not solely
within government agencies, because that would enable effective
participation by many players in the regulatory process. The result-
ing participatory regulatory process will in turn increase account-
ability and procedural legitimacy. The article examines different
approaches to developing in situ expertise, especially just-in-time
learning and open-source research.

Keywords Asia-Pacific, capacity building, field building, informa-
tion and communication technologies, just-in-time learn-
ing, open-source research, research networks, telecom-
munications reform

The Asia Pacific region leads in information and com-
munication technologies (ICTs), both in manufacture and
in use. However, stark contrasts exist between the devel-
oped and emerging parts, exemplified by Hong Kong SAR,
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Singapore, and South Korea (a world leader in broadband)
on the one hand and Papua New Guinea, Afghanistan, and
Myanmar on the other (Figure 1). Of course, national av-
erages mask the considerable disparities within countries.
Figure 2 illustrates an internal divide, reduced consider-
ably by reforms, but still significant.

After much debate, it is now recognized that eco-
nomic growth is a necessary condition for the allevia-
tion of human misery (or for the achievement of hu-
man development). The relation between the ability to
communicate over distance using technological means
and economic growth has been much discussed (Cronin
et al., 1991, 1993b; Cronin et al., 1993a; Hardy, 1980;
Mansell & Wehn, 1998; Menou, 1993; Samarajiva, 1995;
World Bank, 1999). Correlation is beyond dispute, but
the case for causation is unlikely to be fully established.
Development requires many inputs, communication and
knowledge being only some.

Establishing causation was considerably more impor-
tant prior to the 1990s when public funds, domestic as well
as donor, were still the main source of investments for ex-
panding access to ICTs. There was a need to ensure that
scarce financial resources were being spent on the services
with the greatest public benefit. Now the burden of proof
is much less because private capital is the main source
of funding for expanding access. The always-beyond-
expectations demand that has been exhibited by the un-
connected when offered telecom services is reason enough
for private investors (BBC, 2005; Nasarullah, 2004). The
available evidence of employment and tax generation and
similar benefits is adequate to justify government action
to facilitate private supply (e.g., Lane et al., 2006).

The available evidence of demand and positive exter-
nalities from telecom services by the hitherto unserved
and underserved provides adequate justification for policy
intervention, though not necessarily for massive public
investment. ICT infrastructure is undersupplied because
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Research Report

Internet Presence as
Knowledge Capacity:
The Case of Research in
Information and Communication
Technology Infrastructure Reform

Abstract

Knowledge is an important driver of development. As the production and dis-
semination of knowledge become increasingly mediated by the Internet, the
Internet presence and connectivity of researchers are becoming more valid
than the conventionally used publication- and citation-based indicators. This
article presents a methodology that includes the use of the Google Scholar
search engine to locate knowledgeable individuals in Asia in a policy-relevant
ªeld, paying particular attention to locating researchers in developing coun-
tries or in nonacademic settings in Asia. Internet presence is not a guarantee
of quality. Increasingly sophisticaticated search engines offer viable means of
assessing research quality and enable us to measure the connectivity of re-
searchers on the Internet. Although the focus of the research is information
and communication technology infrastructure reform in East, Southeast, and
South Asia, the method can be used to assess knowledge capacity and locate
knowledgeable individuals in any ªeld.

1. Introduction
Knowledge is an important driver of development. Universities, research
institutes, and other knowledge organizations in developing countries are
often called upon to contribute to development without an accurate un-
derstanding of the knowledge capabilities of these institutions.

The capacity of institutions, countries, or regions to acquire and use
knowledge for development is typically expressed in terms of knowledge
inputs (e.g., number of researchers) and outputs (e.g., publications, cita-
tions, and patents) (World Bank, 2005; Wagner et al., 2004; Archibugi &
Cocco, 2004). The three citation indices, the Science Citation Index (SCI),
the Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI), and the Arts and Humanities Ci-
tation Index (A&HCI), all compiled by Thomson Scientiªc, have become
authoritative sources for assessing the extent and the quality of publica-
tions at all levels of analysis (Hicks, 2004; Wagner et al., 2004). A country
or a region is the unit of analysis in all three indices.

The inadequacy of these conventional measures came to light as a re-
sult of a knowledge networking initiative by LIRNEasia, a regional ICT poli-
cy and regulation research and capacity-building organization.1 The
central activity of the knowledge-networking initiative was the compila-

1. Its mission is “To improve the lives of the people of the emerging Asia–Paciªc by facilitating their use of ICTs and re-
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invite them to the networking meeting in Ja-
karta in October 2005. Fortunately for us, 
Scholar Google had just come on stream 
in 2005 and helped us produce publishable 
and more relevant results. We based the in-

vitations to the Jakarta networking meeting 
on a mix of knowledge-mapping and snow-
balling and found the results to be superior 
to what we had seen at the 2004 inaugu-
ral event. It was yet another administrative 

problem we converted into a research prob-
lem. We learned a lot, applied our learning 
and shared the knowledge through two 
scholarly publications (see Box).

Comparison of taxes on telecom, 
Telecom Grid Pakistan, 16-Dec-08

Telecenters can now test their broadband quality more 
comprehensively, Telecentre.org, 12-Dec-08

Sri Lanka’s telecenters, News from 
Telecom World, 24-Nov-08

Tax on fixed lines to curb discrimina-
tion, The Nation, 9-Nov-08

Placing media at the mercy of idiot ministers, 
The Free Media Movement, 10-Nov-08

Only 13% of rural India has access to tele-
phone, World News Network, 10-Dec-08

Testing broadband speed: New app, 
Dialog Blogs, 12-Dec-08

Tele tax: Sri Lanka makes telecom tax techno 
neutral, Lanka Business Online, 7-Nov-08
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Based on experience of the networking 
meeting, we then decided to operational-
ize a capacity-building initiative that posi-
tioned LIRNEasia as the catalyst and not 
as the prime mover. This was the beginning 
of Communication Policy Research south 
[CPRsouth]. The first, and most important, 
thing in the design was the differentiation of 
functions (and as a result, the giving away 
of control). LIRNEasia would remain a disci-
plined organization, with a clear focus on a 
defined mission, core values that had to be 
adhered to by all members, and stringent 
entry and exit conditions. CPRsouth would 
be a loose entity, a network of individuals 
based on common interests. LIRNEasia 
would support CPRsouth as administrative 
partner, but leave decision-making to an in-
dependent and self-perpetuating Board of 
Directors from across the Asia-Pacific. 

One advantage of the CPRsouth design 
was that it allowed us to leverage limited 
resources across a large geographical 
area and to bring additional actors into 
the process. The first nine-member Board 
was dominated by academics, albeit those 
with significant policy involvement, includ-
ing two current/former regulators. The 
other advantage was the creation of com-
munity. There is no mechanism for joining 
CPRsouth other than participation. All who 
come to CPRsouth events in some capac-
ity are considered members. We have seen 
young scholars move up to become paper 
presenters. We are likely to face a problem 
in that the speaking slots at the conference 
are limited though the pool of applicants is 
getting larger, therefore making a paper be-
ing accepted more difficult. Nevertheless, 
evidence is beginning to accumulate that 
the connections established through CPR-
south are leading to productive collabora-
tions such as paper-givers obtaining funded 
PhD studentships and research internships 

from institutions represented on the Board. 
The sustainability of the community is likely 
to be supported by these kinds of linkages.

So far, CPRsouth has trained 84 young 
scholars through tutorials and the confer-
ence and provided presentation opportuni-
ties and mentoring to 59 paper-givers. The 
paper selection process that begins months 
ahead of the conference allows for merit-
based selection and mentoring. Given the 
popularity of the communication training 
provided in Beijing, we hope to use the Inter-
net to provide pre-event coaching for those 
making presentations in Negombo in 2009. 

The conference has been the centerpiece. 
We were fortunate in being able to hold the 
inaugural event in Manila with the National 
College of Public Administration and Gov-
ernance [NCPAG] of the University of the 
Philippines serving as the local host. This 
was kindly facilitated by the late Professor 
Ledivina Cariño, one of the founding mem-
bers of the Board. The Philippines has a 
large population of students interested in 

ICT policy and regulation in its many uni-
versities and NGOs. There has been sig-
nificant participation from the Philippines 
in subsequent CPRsouth events suggest-
ing that the location decision was a good 
one. All research presented has a bearing 
on developing country issues, though the 
presenter may be located in a developed 
country, for studies or otherwise. 

The second conference, CPRsouth2, was 
hosted in Chennai at the Indian Institute of 
Management, Madras [IIT-Madras] by CPR-
south Chair Professor Ashok Jhunjhunwa-
la. CPRsouth3 was hosted by the Beijing 
University of Post and Telecom (Professor 
Yuan Chunhui, who joined the Board in 
2008, was the key figure here). These two 
conferences held in the world’s two largest 
countries saw a significant improvement in 
the quality of the papers presented as well 
as innovation amidst consolidation of pro-
cedures. They also established the prac-
tice of alternating CPRsouth conference 
locations between East/Southeast Asia and 
South Asia.

Tele tax: Sri Lanka makes telecom tax techno 
neutral, Lanka Business Online, 7-Nov-08

Video interview with Rohan Samarajiva on telecoms 
in Sri Lanka, ICT for Peacebuilding, 2-Nov-08

LIRNEasia study on Teleuse at the Bottom of 
the Pyramid, Gauravonomics Blog, 29-Oct-08

LIRNEasia study on Teleuse at the Bottom of the Pyramid, Interna-
tional Values and Communications Technologies, 29-Oct-08

LIRNEasia speaks about Telecentre-
family, Fusion, 29-Oct-08

Video interview with Rohan Samarajiva on 
telecoms in Sri Lanka, Business Exchange, 

1-Nov-08

Introducing new licenses for television channels puts 
independence into the dustbin, UNP, 4-Nov-08

CPRsouth2, 14-18 December 2007, Chennai, India

CPRsouth
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Figure 7: CPRsouth community members by affiliation, 2007-08 Figure 8: CPRsouth participants by country of residence

MNP next big entry to Sri Lanka, 
Airtel: Express yourself, 23-Oct-08

Sri Lanka’s mobile price war, 
The Nation, 19-Oct-08

Budget broadband: Sri Lanka celcos plan to push broadband 
to budget subscribers, Lanka Business Online, 15-Oct-08

For easy sleep along the shore: Making hazard warnings 
more effective, Innovations report, 2-Oct-08

South Asia making great progress in mo-
bile connectivity, Silicon India , 3-Oct-08

Seminar on “Economic freedom in South Asia” held, 
Online International News Network, 19-Oct-08

The culture of intentional missed calls, State of 
Telecom Industry in Pakistan, 22-Oct-08
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Figure 8: CPRsouth participants by country of residence

CPRsouth Board Members

Current
Ashok Jhunjhunwala, PhD
Indian Institute of Technology, Madras, India,  
2007-13; Chair: 2007-11

Milagros Rivera, PhD
National University of Singapore, Singapore 
2007-11; Alternate Chair: 2009-11

Myeong-Cheol Park, PhD
Korea Advanced Institute of Science and 
Technology South Korea 
2007-11

Rohan Samarajiva, PhD
LIRNEasia, Sri Lanka
2007-11 

Xu Yan, PhD 
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, 
Hong Kong 
2007-13

Patrick Xavier, PhD
Curtin University, Australia
2007-13

Laurent Elder
International Development Research Centre, 
Canada
2009-13

Chunhui Yuan, PhD
Beijing University of Posts and 
Telecommunication, China
2009-13

 
Former 
Ledivina Cariño, PhD (deceased)
National College of Public Administration 
and Governance, University of the Philippines, 
Diliman
2007-09; Alternate Chair: 2007-09

Rekha Jain, PhD
Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad,  
India
2007-09

Yu-li Liu, PhD
National Chengchi University, Taiwan, ROC
2007-09

South Asia making great progress in mobile 
connectivity, AOL News, 2-Oct-08

South Asia making great progress in mobile 
connectivity, AussieIndoLanka, 2-Oct-08

South Asia making great progress in mobile con-
nectivity, National News From India, 2-Oct-08

South Asia making great progress in mobile 
connectivity, CalcuttaNews.net, 2-Oct-08

South Asia making great progress in mobile 
connectivity, India News Live, 2-Oct-08

South Asia making great progress in mobile 
connectivity, The Economic Times, 2-Oct-08

South Asia making great progress in mobile con-
nectivity, South Asia Monitor, 2-Oct-08

While the annual conference and the tu-
torials for young scholars constitute the 
main activity of CPRsouth, the website 
and a midyear poll play important roles in 
supporting CPRsouth’s mission. The poll, 
which seeks to document the activities of 
CPRsouth members, also seems to prod 
them into action. 

Currently, CPRsouth is fully funded by 
IDRC of Canada and DFID of the United 
Kingdom. Efforts are being made to widen 
support, especially from Asian sources. 
The active participation of JICA at CPR-

south3 signified serious efforts in this re-
gard, likely to be built upon by the Board.  
 
Starting with CPRsouth3 in Beijing, col-
laboration with sister networks in Europe 
and North America has been formal-
ized. CPRsouth invited representatives 
from EuroCPR and TPRC to participate 
in a panel thus initiating what we like 
to call CPRintercontinental. EuroCPR 
and TPRC followed up with invitations 
to colleagues from Asia, Africa and the 
Americas to discuss way and means 
of leveraging each other’s work... 

CPRintercontinental?
 
In March 2009, representatives of all the entities engaged in advancing research on 
communication policy and regulation met in Sevilla, Spain, at the invitation of EuroCPR 
[European Communications Policy Research], as part of the annual EuroCPR confer-
ence. This was a follow-up to the initiative taken by CPRsouth in December 2008 in 
Beijing, when it invited representatives of its peer organizations, TPRC in the US and 
EuroCPR, for a public discussion.

For the Sevilla meeting, in addition to CPRsouth (represented by Rohan Samarajiva), 
ACORN-Redecom (represented by Raul Katz) and the inchoate CPRafrica (represent-
ed by Alison Gillwald) were invited separately, signifying rapid growth in the South in the 
past few months. Of course, both Alison and a representative of DIRSI, which is a key 
constituent of ACORN-Redecom, were present in Beijing as well.

Each of the representatives shared their views on how they set about their missions. 
More important than the formal discussion were the preceding substantive presentations 
made by those from outside Europe, which highlighted the value of cross-fertilization of 
ideas. Each agreed that it would be a good idea to keep the cross-fertilization going and 
committed to come up with workable plans on how to operationalize it.

Figure 9: Academic and policy interventions made by respondents since the last conference, 2007 and 2008
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CPRsouth Charter Clause VI: Geographical scope

1) In the first instance, CPRsouth shall have the region usually described as the Asia Pacific as its domain.

2) Taking into consideration the motivation and enthusiasm of relevant organizations from those regions in the South to participate in the 
activities of CPRsouth, the Board may act to transform CPRsouth into a decentralized Chapter-based organization.

3) In the event the Board decides on the above action, the relevant new Chapter (Chapters) shall commence its (their) operations under this 
Charter and/or may amend them as required under procedures specified under Clause X.

4) At the moment of creating the first such chapter, the CPRsouth Board shall automatically transform itself into the Board of CPRsouth AP, 
specifically concerning itself with the management of the Asia Pacific Chapter and shall no longer be described as the CPRsouth Board. 

5) The overall coordination of CPRsouth shall be conducted by a committee constituted by the Chairs and Alternate Chairs of each of the 
existing Chapters. Its functions include the power to authorize the creation of subsequent new Chapter(s), and those functions specifically 
provided for by individual Chapter Charters and considered necessary to be dealt with at the higher level by a majority of the members of 
the coordinating committee. All related administrative tasks will be carried out by the administrative partner of one of the Chapters to be 
determined by mutual agreement. All formal functions associated with the management and administration of individual Chapters shall be 
decentralized to the respective Chapters.

6) The business of each individual Chapter shall be managed by a nine-member Board as described in Clause V in cooperation with an 
Administrative partner appointed by the respective Board as described in Clause VII.

7) The functioning and dissolution of the individual Chapters shall be decided upon by the respective Boards.

In 2010, the CPRsouth organization that 
is managed by LIRNEasia will transform 
itself into CPRasiapac, a constituent unit 
of a larger CPRsouth. This is because our 
sister organization in Africa is launching 
CPRafrica in April 2010. The modular de-
sign embedded in the CPRsouth Charter 
adopted in January 2008 allows for col-
laboration across the South while keeping 
decision-making close to the ground and 
costs down.

Currently, CPRsouth is the main platform 
used by LIRNEasia to collaborate with 
universities in the region. Strong relation-
ships have been established with IIT-Ma-
dras (significant research collaboration), 
National University of Singapore, both the 
Department of Communication and New 
Media and the Lee Kuan Yew School of 
Public Policy, the National College of Pub-
lic Administration and Governance at the 
University of the Philippines, Diliman, and 

the University of Hong Kong, with all but 
the last involving CPRsouth. Prior to the 
establishment of CPRsouth, LIRNEasia 
visited the Asian Institute of Technology in 
Bangkok and had meetings with research-
ers from several universities in Taiwan Re-
public of China, the latter leading to a top 
academic from Taiwan ROC joining the 
Board of CPRsouth. 

 

South Asia making great progress in mobile 
connectivity, Indian Era, 2-Oct-08

South Asia making great progress in mobile 
connectivity, News Track India, 2-Oct-08

South Asia making great progress in mobile 
connectivity, Sindh Today, 2-Oct-08

South Asia making great progress in mo-
bile connectivity, New Kerala, 2-Oct-08

South Asia making great progress in mobile 
connectivity, India PRwire, 2-Oct-08

South Asia making great progress in mobile 
connectivity, Mangalorean.com, 2-Oct-08

South Asia making great progress in mobile con-
nectivity, Pan India Network, 2-Oct-08
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IIT-Madras’ Rural Technology and Business Incubator is an 
incubator which focuses on rural technologies and businesses in 
India. It supports entrepreneurs in building ventures to promote 
livelihoods, education, healthcare, agriculture, connectivity and 
financial inclusion in India’s rural areas. 

A team headed by Ashok Jhunjhunwala at RTBI is collaborating with 
LIRNEasia on its mobile health [m-health] pilot project, Evaluating 
a real-time bio-surveillance program [RTBP]. The project aims to 
evaluate the possibility of introducing USD 100 mobile phones 
for collecting near real-time syndromic data for the purpose of 
detecting disease outbreaks through statistical analysis tools.

The m-Health Survey, a mobile application developed by RTBI 
for the pilot, is being field-tested in the Sivaganga district in 
Tamil Nadu, India. and the Kurunegala district in Sri Lanka. 
Approximately 3,000 patient records are streamed through 
the m-Health Survey from 24 health sub-centers and four 
primary health centers in the Sivaganga district with a similar 
volume of records from 17 hospitals in the Kurunegala district. 
The Tamil Nadu case study is being implemented by RTBI. 

South Asia making great progress in mobile con-
nectivity, Daily News and Analysis, 2-Oct-08

South Asia making great progress in mobile 
connectivity, Sulekha.com, 2-Oct-08

South Asia bottom of pyramid mobile user data 
and presentation, Wings Capital, 26-Sep-08

Colomba Wate awards ceremony, 
The Daily Mirror, 10-Sep-08

(Coverage of International Voice Benchmarks presenta-
tion at GSM Asia Pacific Conference, 7-10-Sep-09, 

Colombo), Lanka Business Report (ETV), 13-Sep-08

Speed test of Sri Lanka ISP, Mal-
inda’s Blog, 30-Sep-08

South Asia making great progress in mobile con-
nectivity, WebIndia123.com, 2-Oct-08

Helani Galpaya at the 3rd Internet Governance Forum [IGF], 3-6 December 2008, Hyderabad, India

Evaluating a Real-Time Bio-surveillance Program: Research collaboration with IIT-Madras

In addition, LIRNEasia researchers have 
been invited to speak at the University of 
Missouri at Columbia (Harsha de Silva), 
the Annenberg School at the University of 
Southern California (Helani Galpaya) and 
the Quello Center at the Michigan State 
University (Helani Galpaya and Payal Ma-
lik). Rohan Samarajiva was invited to speak 
at Jamia Millia University in New Delhi and 
at a national conference hosted by Tam-
kang University in Taiwan ROC. 

`
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Chanuka Wattegama at IPDET

Senior Research Manager, Chanuka Wattegama was awarded a 
scholarship to attend the International Program for Development 
Evaluation Training [IPDET], Building Skills to Evaluate Development 
Interventions, held in Ottawa, Canada from 8 June - 3 July, 2009.  

IPDET is a collaboration of the Independent Evaluation Group of 
the World Bank and Carleton University. It is an executive training 
program in development evaluation, established by co-directors 
Linda Morra Imas and Ray C. Rist. It is best known for its flagship 
program, an intensive and unique training opportunity offered once 
each year at the Carleton University campus. 

The core program aims to provide a basic knowledge of develop-
ment evaluation concepts, processes, and methods; it focuses on 
monitoring and evaluating the implementation of poverty-reduction 
strategies and emphasizes results-based management and stake-
holder participation. 

India’s urban, rural mobile growth 
gap yawning, iGovernment, 1-Sep-08

Cell: The social change, State of Telecom 
Industry in Pakistan, 30-Aug-08

NGOs need to think beyond just mobile costs, con-
sider policy, Cellphone Reviews Blog, 20-Aug-08

Essence: Watchdog Dynamics, 
The Financial Express, 18-Aug-08

NGOs need to think beyond just mobile 
costs, consider policy: A review by Frederick 

Noronha, MobileActive.org, 18-Aug-08

NGOs need to think beyond just mobile 
costs, consider policy, Internet VoIP Phones 

Reviews, 29-Aug-08

Is Green Tax only adding to public 
woes? The Nation, 31-Aug-08

LIRNEasia pays a great deal of attention 
to recruitment. Advertising, head-hunting, 
tests, multiple interviews, probationary pe-
riods, we do them all. We believe that most 
problems in organizations arise from per-
sonnel management and that most prob-
lems related to personnel derive from bad 
recruitment. We believe that only the best 
work for LIRNEasia; therefore, it has to be 
difficult to get into LIRNEasia.

We put resources into training, though 
we are still working on systematizing the 
process. Our lead economist Harsha de 

Silva participated in a cutting-edge training 
course at MIT with Esther Duflo and Abhijit 
Banerjee of the Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty 
Action Lab on a scholarship in 2006. The 
Poverty Research Lab is one of the lead-
ing research organizations in development 
and evaluation, with Professor Duflo be-
ing considered one of the most promising 
young economists in the world. Our Senior 
Research Manager and Broadband Spe-
cialist Chanuka Wattegama was awarded a 
scholarship to IPDET, the leading evalua-
tion training program, in 2009. 

In addition to these high-profile actions, we 
build training into the everyday routines of 
life at LIRNEasia. The colloquia are at the 
heart of the organization, serving not only 
as the principal quality-control mechanism 
for research but also as means of continu-
ing education for the participants.
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Internet usage by telecom regulators (Sin-
hala language), Ethalaya.com, 14-Aug-08

Envy tax on mobile phones shows TRC doesn’t have 
a clue (Sinhala language), Lakbima News, 10-Aug-08

Not all Asian telecom regulators value the power of web, 
News of Information Technology in Bangladesh, 8-Aug-08

India can do better on mobile phone 
growth, ://URLFAN, 7-Aug-08

India can do better on mobile phone 
growth, AOL News, 7-Aug-08

PTA website assessment: Good but needs improve-
ment, State of Telecom Industry in Pakistan, 10-Aug-08

Envy tax on mobile phones shows TRC doesn’t have a 
clue (Sinhala language), Lankadeepa News, 12-Aug-08

Prospects of volunteer computing model in 
performance data gathering for broadband 
policy formulation: A Case study from South 
Asia, Chanuka Wattegama, Nilusha Kapugama, 
17-Sep-09 
 
Challenges for new millennium:  
Demographic perspectives, Indralal de Silva 
(University of Colombo), 08-Sep-09 
 
Mobile2.0: Identifying conditions for delivery of 
successful m-government services to the bottom 
of the pyramid in India, Subhash Bhatnagar (via 
Skype), 07-Aug-09

Mobile 2.0: M-banking and telecom 
policy interface, Erwin Alampay (via Skype), 30-
Jul-09

Mobile 2.0: Freedom of expression in mobile 
content: Pakistan, Hina Sarfaraz (via Skype), 
22-Jul-09

Mobile 2.0: Business models for delivering mobile 
value-added services: The case of BuzzCity in 
Thailand, Puree Sirasoontorn (via Skype), 13-
Jul-09

Mobile 2.0: Evaluation of Different Models of 
allocating Licenses and Frequencies, Payal Malik, 
09-Jul-09

Mobile 2.0: Mobile e-money for the unbanked,  
Erwin Alampay (via Skype), 30-Jun-09

The future of community-based hazard 
information systems: Insights from the Internet-
sharing economy, Gordon Gow (University of 
Alberta), 17-Jun-09

Mobile adoption and usage in Emerging Asia, 
Harsha de Silva and Nishantha Hewavithana,  
13-May-09

Banded forbearance:  A new approach to price 
regulation, Tahani Iqbal (via Skype), 18-Nov-08

Telecentre sustainability, Harsha Liyanage 
(Sarvodaya), 07-Feb-08

Broadband quality of service benchmarks, 
Chanuka Wattegama, Nilusha Kapugama, Ranga 
Kamaladasa, 06-Feb-08

Transaction costs and traceability 1: Potential 
for ICTs in the agricultural value chain, Harsha de 
Silva, Dimuthu Ratnadiwakara, Shamistra Soysa, 
05-Feb-08

Communication and technology: What’s new? 
Robin Mansell (London School of Economics),  
19-Jan-08

Mobile payments and banking: Dialog eZ Pay 
vs. Sampath Mobile Cash, Lara Alawattegama, 
04-Dec-07

Towards a virtual organization: First steps, 
Chanuka Wattegama, Nilusha Kapugama, 23-
Oct-07

Mobile kills the telecentre star, Helani Galpaya, 
21-Sep-07

Forecasting methodology for mobile 
penetration, Dimuthu Ratnadiwakara, 04-Sep-07

In-situ capacity-building for telecom reform 
in Asia: Beyond CPRsouth2, Sujata Gamage, 
07-Aug-07

Last-mile hazard warning system in Sri Lanka: 
Lessons learned from the pilot phase, 
Nuwan Waidyanatha, 03-Jul-07

Research and policy processes, Rohan 
Samarajiva, Helani Galpaya, 07-Jun-07

Intelligent benchmark regulation: Forbearance 
within benchmark limits, Ayesha Zainudeen,  
11-Apr-07

Pakistan: A success story, Joseph Wilson (via 
Skype), 01-Dec-06

Six-country multi-component research project: 
Philippines case study, Lorraine Salazar (via 
Skype), 29-Nov-06

An analysis of the reform of India’s 
telecommunications industry: Policy, regulation  
and indicators, Payal Malik, 23-Nov-06

Six-country multi-component indicators 
project: Indonesian country study, Divakar 
Goswami, 09-Nov-06

Real-time bio-surveillance for early warnings in 
Sri Lanka, Nuwan Waidyanatha, 12-Oct-06

Digital Opportunity Index applied to Indonesia: 
Assessing ICT policy and regulatory 
environment, Divakar Goswami, 22-Aug-06

Bridging the divide: Building Asia-Pacific 
capacity for effective reforms, Rohan 
Samarajiva, 10-Aug-06

Base line sector analysis of the BPO industry 
in Sri Lanka, Dilshani Samaraweera, 13-Jul-06

Assessing telecom knowledge capacity,  
Sujata Gamage, 06-Jul-06

A common alerting protocol message relay, 
Nuwan Waidyanatha with (via Skype) Nabil 
Seddigh, Rupinder Singh, Gordon Gow, Biswajit 
Nandy (Solana Networks), 18-Jun-06

Indonesia Wi-Fi Access Innovation,  
Divakar Goswami, 12-Sep-05

Methodology for analysis of leased-line tariffs, 
Sriganesh Lokanathan, 02-Sep-05

Diversifying participation in network 
development: Moving beyond the market, Payal 
Malik, Harsha de Silva, 20-May-05

Hazards to disasters: The role of electronic 
communication, Rohan Samarajiva, Asantha 
Sirimanne (Lanka Business Online), 29-Apr-05

Public goods and the supply of warning 
systems, Rohan Samarajiva, Harsha de Silva, 
01-Apr-05

LIRNEasia as a virtual organization,  
Divakar Goswami, 18-Feb-05

LIRNEasia’s vision and mission,  
Rohan Samarajiva, 12-Nov-04

Selected LIRNEasia colloquia (from a total of 84 held since October 2004)
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Cambodian minister and ICT project 
Output-based aid for rural telecom in Cambodia; we sincerely hope the lessons of Nepal have been learned
Written by Rohan Samarajiva on April 28, 2009 — 1 Comment 

The World Bank has committed USD 2.6 million (or USD 10 per intended beneficiary) in grant funds for rural public access telephones in 
Cambodia according to a recent news release. The amount is not too steep and the local official in charge is Deputy Minister Chin Bunsean, 
an alumnus of LIRNEasia’s regulatory training course in 2005 (Mr. Chin is dead center of the picture on the course page), which among other 
things discussed the lessons that should be drawn from the Nepal output-based aid project, so I guess we can surmise that the lessons have 
indeed been learned.

But it still makes us wonder why the World Bank is funding rural payphones, when the evidence is abundant that cheap mobiles are what will 
connect poor people, not payphones?

Poor families in four of the poorer provinces of northern and northwestern Cambodia – Banteay Meanchey, Otdar Meanchey, Preah Vihear, 
and Pursat – will benefit from a USD 2.6 million grant to increase access to telecommunications services signed by the World Bank, acting as 
administrator for the Global Partnership on Output-Based Aid [GPOBA], and the Royal Government of Cambodia.
 
Up to 52,000 poor households or 260,000 Cambodians are expected to benefit from the scheme, through improved telecommunications 
network coverage and the installation of public access points where people will be able to make and receive telephone calls on a regular and 
reliable basis. Full news release: http://www.gpoba.org/gpoba/node/37

http://lirneasia.net/2009/04/output-based-aid-for-rural-telecom-in-cambodia-we-sincerely-hope-the-lessons-of-nepal-have-been-learned/

12th Executive Course on Telecom Reform, 10-14 June 2008, Singapore

India can do better on mobile phone 
growth, Newstin, 7-Aug-08

India can do better on mobile phone 
growth, IndiaNews.net, 7-Aug-08

India can do better on mobile phone 
growth, Newindpress.com, 7-Aug-08

India can do better on mobile phone 
growth, TwoCircles.net, 7-Aug-08

India can do better on mobile phone 
growth, KeralaNext.com, 7-Aug-08

India can do better on mobile phone 
growth, Nerve.in, 7-Aug-08

India can do better on mobile phone 
growth, The Smart Techie, 7-Aug-08

The colloquia are held at the Colombo of-
fice and are accessible to all through Skype 
conferencing and live blogging. 

In addition, LIRNEasia also provides direct 
training, in the form of scheduled courses 
and customized programs. The LIRNE.NET 
regulatory training course, which was start-
ed by Professor Bill Melody in Europe and 
was offered in Africa, Central America and 
the Caribbean, was brought to Asia in 2005 
by LIRNEasia, with the support of a limited 
number of scholarships from IDRC. Several 
of the trainees have gone on to play impor-
tant roles in ICT policy decision-making in 
their countries, and have also worked on 
LIRNEasia research projects.
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Puree Sirasoontorn: LIRNEasia Research Fellow

Puree Sirasoontorn, is an Assistant Professor at Faculty of Economics, Thammasat 
University, Thailand. In 2008, she joined LIRNEasia as the lead researcher on a case 
study on business models for delivering mobile value-added services based on the Thai 
experience. Her study centered around My Gamma, a mobile-based social networking 
application, popular among Asia’s lower middle-income and working class. 

Puree’s interactions with LIRNEasia began when she participated at the inaugural 
CPRsouth conference in Manila, in January 2007, as a Young Scholar. Puree obtained 
her PhD from the Australian National University. 

In 2007 she attended LIRNEasia’s Executive training course on telecom reform in 
Singapore on a scholarship. 

Puree’s recent research interests have extended to the analysis of sectoral-level economic 
measures and policies on climate change such as energy and agricultural sectors. She 
advises the Energy Regulatory Board of Thailand on electricity tariff regulation.

10th LIRNE.NET Executive Training Course on Telecom Reform 
(September 2005, Singapore): Course Faculty 
 
Course conveners
William Melody, Managing Director, LIRNE.NET 
Rohan Samarajiva, Chair and CEO, LIRNEasia

Guest speakers
Randolph Kluver, Executive Director, Singapore Internet Research Centre; 
Associate Professor, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore 
Tan Geok Leng, Chief Technology Officer, 
Infocomm Development Authority of Singapore 
Satish Ranade, Secretary to the Board & Vice President (Legal), 
Videsh Sanchar Nigam Limited (VSNL)
Andrew Haire, Assistant Director General (Telecommunications), 
Infocomm Development Authority of Singapore

Course faculty
Ewan Sutherland, International Telecommunications Users Group
Rajendra Singh, Secretary, Telecom Regulatory Authority of India
Jens Arnbak, Professor, Delft University of Technology & former Chairman, 
OPTA (Netherlands Regulatory Agency) 
Milagros Rivera, National University of Singapore 
Chanuka Wattegama, LIRNEasia 

India can do better on mobile phone 
growth, Keral.com, 7-Aug-08

India can do better on mobile phone 
growth, Mangalorean.com, 7-Aug-08

India can do better on mobile phone 
growth, Latest News, 7-Aug-08

India can do better on mobile phone 
growth, New Kerala, 7-Aug-08

India can do better on mobile phone 
growth, India PRwire, 7-Aug-08

India can do better on mobile phone 
growth, Sindh Today, 7-Aug-08

India can do better on mobile phone growth, Elec-
tronic Engineering Times India, 7-Aug-08

Bill Melody at the 10th LIRNE.NET Executive Training Course 
on Telecom Reform, September 2005, Singapore
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Demand-side analysis and BOP strategy training at LIRNEasia

Many telecom operators are seeking ways to expand their markets, particularly into the bottom of the pyramid [BOP].  With consumers who 
have very little to spend, operators need to know exactly what they need.  How do companies find out what their customers want? LIRNEasia’s 
research has been helping answer this question since 2005 through large, multi-country consumer studies of over 20,000 BOP individuals to date.  

LIRNEasia’s training course now in planning seeks to provide operators with the wherewithal to understand customer behavior, and how that 
knowledge can be (and has been in Asia as well as Africa) used to design business strategies.

In addition to LIRNEasia’s expertise, the course will include the quantitative methods expertise of Christoph Stork of RIA, South Africa. The 
course will also draw from the qualitative methods expertise of Aditya Dev Sood of CKS Consulting, India, Helani Galpaya will lead on the 
business strategy side.
 
Courses can be tailored to suit different requirements, adding more advanced modules and mock quantitative or qualitative fieldwork exercises 
as required.

India can do better on mobile phone growth, 
Daily News and Analysis, 7-Aug-08

India can do better on mobile phone 
growth, Malayala Manorama, 7-Aug-08

India can do better on mobile 
phone growth, Sify, 7-Aug-08

Bangladesh has cheapest mobile rates, 
says study, GroundReport, 6-Aug-08

India can do better on mobile phone 
growth, Yahoo! News India, 7-Aug-08

India can do better on mobile phone 
growth, Sulekha.com, 7-Aug-08

India can do better on mobile phone 
growth, ThaIndian, 7-Aug-08

The training course drew from the relevant 
research being conducted by LIRNEasia 
and sought to bring alternative regulatory 
practices more appropriate for emerging-
economy conditions to the fore. The in-
structors were highly qualified reflective 
practitioners (see Box).

In 2009, the regulatory course was taken 
over by our sister organization in Africa. The 

course director Alison Gillwald sharpened 
the focus on alternative regulatory practices 
even further. The course is now offered un-
der the auspices of the Graduate School of 
Business at the University of Cape Town, 
a significant step forward from the stand-
alone offering in Singapore in 2005-08. 
From LIRNEasia, Rohan Samarajiva and 
Helani Galpaya travelled to Cape Town to 
teach. LIRNEasia will continue to support 

the course and channel Asian trainees to it. 
 
The current focus in terms of training is 
on two initiatives: developing a course on 
demand-side analysis and Bottom of the 
Pyramid strategy primarily for telecom op-
erators, and the training of personnel from 
National Regulatory Authorities on collect-
ing appropriate ICT indicators and improv-
ing their quality. 
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People 

LIRNEasia Annual Trip 2009, Pahiyangala, Sri Lanka

Figure 10: LIRNEasia organizational structure (2009)

The time of the General: Pakistan’s telecom transfor-
mation, 2002-07, The Daily Mirror, 4-Aug-08

Practical SAARC, Lanka Business 
Online, 3-Aug-08

Cool solutions: Climate change and the mobile 
phone, Montage (Magazine), 1-Aug-08

Cheap talk: Why is it costlier to call next door than to 
call overseas? Himal Southasian, 1-Aug-08

Interview with Rohan Samarajiva on 15th SAARC 
summit, News 1st (Channel One MTV), 1-Aug-08

MR for lower phone tariffs in SA, 
South Asian Media Net, 3-Aug-08

Keep tabs on your ISP’s quality of service through 
Switzerland, ICT for Peacebuilding, 4-Aug-08

M
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LIRNEasia’s organizational structure is a hybrid of traditional and 
virtual organizational models. It maintains a physical presence in 
Colombo, with a small office, however much of the work happens 
in a virtual setting even within Sri Lanka. 
 
Since 2004, we have expanded from two and a half employees, 
to sixteen five years later (including three international interns, but 
not counting the CEO); new employees have added strengths and 
capabilities to the organization, allowing it to grow in scope as well 
as geographical coverage. 

In the five years of its existence, LIRNEasia’s organizational 
structure has evolved. In the course of the organic growth process, 
the structure and titles developed in an ad hoc manner. The 
incremental changes were consolidated and formalized in 2008. 

The current organizational structure has three levels within the 
main project, and has two affiliate projects running separately. 
The management team comprises the CEO, the COO, two senior 
research managers, the senior manager of finance and operations 
and one research manager. The Colombo-based team includes 
research managers, researchers, junior researchers as well as 
interns. The finance and operations unit is headed by a senior 
manager and includes an operations manager, an accountant and 
two assistants. Each of the affiliate projects is headed by a project 
director, who may also serve as in-house consultants for other 
projects (as the Lead Economist and Lead Scientist currently do).

Given that we seek to develop subject expertise and have the 
objective of having the world think of our senior staff as specialists 
on specific subjects, research managers have their subject 
expertise reflected in a second half of their titles (e.g., Senior 
Research Manager and Broadband Specialist).Though they do not 
come to work every day, LIRNEasia’s dynamic group of research 
and policy fellows, from Bangladesh, India, Indonesia, Pakistan, 
the Philippines, Sri Lanka and Thailand are team members in 
the fullest sense. All planning meetings as well as our annual trip 
includes at least one researcher who does not live in Sri Lanka. 
This setup, a solution to LIRNEasia’s geographically-dispersed 
human resource pool, has been effective in working across multiple 
South and Southeast Asian countries.
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Aileen Agüero | Research Intern | Aileen is a research assistant at the IEP [Instituto de Estudios Peru-
anos – the Institute of Peruvian Studies], affiliated with DIRSI, LIRNEasia’s sister network in Latin America. 
She is currently on a six-month internship at LIRNEasia. Here, her research focus is on exploring the use of 
ICTs, particularly mobile telecom, among low-income earners in emerging Asia compared to Latin America. 
At IEP, she is involved in several research projects including rural telephony, convergence and universal 
access of telecommunications services, and in consultancies for the Peruvian telecommunications regu-
lator (OSIPTEL) and the Ministry of Transport and Communications. Aileen holds a bachelor’s degree in 
economics from the Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú. 

Erwin Alampay, PhD | Research Fellow (Philippines) | Erwin is an Associate Professor at the National 
College of Public Administration and Governance [NCPAG], University of the Philippines. He is a co-found-
er of the Philippine ICT Research Network. Most of his research has been on universal access to ICTs and 
bridging the digital divide in the Philippines. At LIRNEasia, he has studied the use of mobile phones for 
payment transactions and related regulatory requirements. He has also led research on measuring telecom 
sector and regulatory performance in the Philippines. Other research interests include e-governance, ICT 
regulation and management of non-profit organizations. Erwin holds a PhD in development administration 
and management from the University of Manchester, UK.

Sanchala Arangalage | Operations Manager | Sanchala is responsible for all administrative functions at 
LIRNEasia. She has previously worked for the Ministry for Economic Reform, Science and Technology and 
the Public Utilities Commission of Sri Lanka, where she provided secretarial and administrative support in 
organizing meetings and seminars with local and foreign officials. She has completed her studies at the 
Sri Lanka Law College and is currently an apprentice lawyer. She also holds the International Professional 
Secretaries Diploma, from Singapore Informatics, Sri Lanka. 

Subhash Bhatnagar, PhD | Research Fellow (India) | Subhash is an Honorary Professor of information 
systems at the Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad [IIM-Ahmedabad], India. As a research fellow 
at LIRNEasia, he leads research on the use of government services over mobile telephony (m-government) 
in India. Subhash is a member of the National Advisory Council on e-government. He has also served as a 
consultant to the World Bank and visiting professor at various universities in the USA, Asia and Africa. His 
research interests include national information technology (IT) policy, corporate IT strategy, IT for develop-
ment, e-government and e-commerce. Subhash holds a master’s degree in business administration and 
PhD from IIM-Ahmedabad, India.

Harsha de Silva, PhD | Lead Economist; Project Director | Harsha is an economist with a PhD from the 
University of Missouri. Having co-founded, built and subsequently sold Sri Lanka’s largest market research 
agency to The Nielsen Company, he now focuses on development economics. His primary interests are in 
economics of ICTs in emerging Asia and economic policy in Sri Lanka.  He also plays a catalytic role in the 
policy debate in Sri Lanka through his own weekly television show. Harsha is an Eisenhower Fellow.
 
 
Sajeevani de Silva | Researcher | Sajeevani is a researcher in LIRNEasia’s Knowledge to Innovation 
project, where she examines the use of stakeholder networks for fostering innovation in services. Her cur-
rent area of focus is on building knowledge networks among local authorities and community groups in the 
management of solid-waste services. Sajeevani holds a bachelor’s degree in agriculture from the Univer-
sity of Ruhuna, Sri Lanka and is a registered member (studying) of the Chartered Institute of Marketing, UK. 

Current Team

PTA Leadership performance analysis by LIRNEasia, 
State of Telecom Industry in Pakistan, 31-Jul-08

Making SAARC real,  
The Daily Star, 27-Jul-08

SAARC leaders urged to slash Telecom tariffs 
(Vietnamese language), ICT News, 21-Jul-08

SAARC leaders urged to slash telecom 
tariffs, The Daily Mirror, 18-Jul-08

Telecom tariff in SAARC countries, 
Dawn, 21-Jul-08

South Asian leaders urged to slash telecom 
tariffs, The Bottom Line , 23-Jul-08

Making SAARC real, South Asia, 
27-Jul-08
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Iran Fernando | Junior Researcher | Iran is a researcher in agriculture-related projects at LIRNEasia. He 
works with Sriganesh Lokanathan and Harsha de Silva in exploring how ICTs can improve farmers’ deci-
sion-making abilities by reducing information asymmetry in market price information, and thereby improv-
ing livelihoods. Prior to joining LIRNEasia, Iran worked as a field coordinator for Business Development 
Center (Pvt.) Ltd. Iran holds a bachelor’s degree in agriculture, specializing in agriculture economics from 
Rajarata University of Sri Lanka and is reading for his postgraduate degree in organizational management 
at the University of Peradeniya, Sri Lanka.
 
Helani Galpaya | Chief Operations Officer [COO] & Indicators Specialist | Along with her administrative 
duties as COO, Helani leads research on ICT and telecom sector indicators at LIRNEasia. This ongoing 
research includes analyses of the telecom regulatory environment, and the compilation of mobile and 
broadband price indicators among various countries in emerging Asia. She works with national regula-
tory agencies [NRAs], national statistical organizations [NSOs] and operators in the SAARC and ASEAN 
regions to develop, collect and report comparable sector indicators. She also leads activities related to ca-
pacity-building of NRAs and NSOs at LIRNEasia. She is involved in researching various policy aspects of 
using mobile phones for more-than-voice services, and previously conducted research on the ability of ICTs 
in increasing product traceability in agricultural markets. She has conducted research on e-governance. 
Before joining LIRNEasia, Helani worked at ICTA, the apex ICT body in Sri Lanka. Prior to that, she was a 
management consultant in the USA, working with public and private sector clients. Helani holds a master’s 
degree in technology and policy from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA.

Ranmalee Gamage | Junior Researcher | Ranmalee is responsible for the compilation of LIRNEasia’s bi-
annual report on broadband price and quality indicators (both fixed and mobile) and international voice and 
roaming tariffs in the SAARC and ASEAN regions. The report attempts to capture changes in prices and 
quality of service of such services among these regions. Before joining LIRNEasia, Ranmalee worked at 
Dialog Telekom, Sri Lanka’s leading mobile service provider, for four years. She is presently reading for 
a bachelor’s degree (external) in economics and management from the London School of Economics, 
University of London. She is also a registered Affiliate Member of the Chartered Institute of Marketing, UK. 
  
Sujata Gamage, PhD, MPA | Lead Scientist; Project Director | Sujata is a scientist who specializes in 
knowledge management—the art and science of connecting people and organizations to each other and 
to the knowledge they need, to do what they do better. She heads the Knowledge to Innovation project at 
LIRNEasia. Her current research is on knowledge management in local government in Sri Lanka. She also 
studies the role of universities in developing countries, assessing their capacity and experimenting with 
creative ways of connecting them to the development processes. Sujata has many years of experience in 
strategic planning and consultancy at local and US academic, research and governmental organizations. 
Sujata holds a PhD in chemistry from the University of British Columbia, Canada, and a master’s degree in 
public administration from the Ohio State University, USA.

Chammi Gunathilake | Researcher | Chammi is a researcher in LIRNEasia’s Knowledge to Innovation 
project. She is presently conducting a survey on good practices for local government authorities in solid-
waste management, examining the use of networks among solid-waste managers for fostering innovation 
in services. She also coordinates and assists training programs for solid-waste workers of the Colombo 
Municipal Council, aimed at informing households about effective waste-management practices. Before 
joining LIRNEasia, Chammi worked as a demonstrator at the Department of Zoology, University of Kelani-
ya, Sri Lanka. She is currently reading for a master’s degree in disaster management at the University of 
Peradeniya, Sri Lanka.

Interview with Rohan Samarajiva on Sri Lanka telecom sector and 
security-related regulations, Biz 1st (Channel One MTV), 18-Jul-08

Choices - Real SAARC, Lanka 
Business Online, 18-Jul-08

South Asian leaders urged to cut 
telecom tariffs, New Age, 18-Jul-08

Cheap talk: South Asian leaders urged to slash telco 
tariffs, Lanka Business Online, 17-Jul-08

SAARC leaders urged to slash telecom tariffs, 
The Colombo Times, 17-Jul-08

South Asian leaders urged to slash telecom tariffs, 
The News International, 18-Jul-08

SAARC leaders urged to slash telecom tariffs, 
Sri Lanka News First, 18-Jul-08
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Priyanwada Herath | Research Intern | Priyanwada joined LIRNEasia in 2008 as a part-time research in-
tern working on a study on Indo-Lanka economic relations. She is currently assisting in research on mobile 
finance among those with irregular incomes in Sri Lanka. Previously, she worked as a research associate 
for a UNDP study on the Economic Impact of the Global Financial Crisis in Sri Lanka, and has interned at 
Nathan Associates in Washington DC. Priyanwada holds a bachelor’s degree (special) in economics from 
the University of Colombo, Sri Lanka.

Tahani Iqbal | Research Fellow | Tahani is currently reading for a master’s degree in public policy at the 
Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy of the National University of Singapore. As a research fellow at 
LIRNEasia, she is conducting a study on mobile number portability in emerging Asia. Previously at LIRNEa-
sia, she managed its capacity-building initiative, CPRsouth. She also researched ICT access and use 
among Asia’s bottom of the pyramid, and compiled comparative mobile price indicators across the SAARC 
region. Before joining LIRNEasia, Tahani worked for the National Secretariat for Coordinating the Peace 
Process and the National Agribusiness Council of Sri Lanka. She holds a bachelor’s degree (external) in 
economics and management from the London School of Economics, University of London.

Pratichi Joshi | Research Intern | Pratichi is on a six-month internship at LIRNEasia. She conducts 
research on preconditions for a knowledge-based economy in the Asia-Pacific region, as well as the poten-
tial of online communication platforms for furthering LIRNEasia’s mission. Before joining LIRNEasia, she 
worked as a teaching assistant at the Departments of Communication and New Media, National University 
of Singapore [NUS]. At NUS, she also assisted in research on the Global Patterns of Creative Commons 
License Use and the PAN Localization Project on building local-language computing capacity in Asia. Prat-
ichi holds a master’s degree in history from Delhi University and a master’s degree in communications and 
new media studies from NUS. 

Nilusha Kapugama | Researcher | Nilusha manages CPRsouth, LIRNEasia’s capacity-building initiative 
to develop Asia-Pacific expertise and knowledge networks in ICT policy regulation. Her research areas 
include broadband quality indicators and national regulatory authority website indicators particularly with 
regards to transparency. She also has experience organizing international conferences and training cours-
es. Nilusha’s past experience includes teaching high-school-level economics and interning at the Institute 
of Policy Studies and Standard Chartered Bank, Sri Lanka. She holds a master’s degree in development 
economics and policy from the University of Manchester, UK.

Abu Saeed Khan1 | Senior Policy Fellow (Bangladesh/Malaysia) | Abu is a strategy analyst at Erics-
son’s Southeast Asian head office in Malaysia. Previously, he was Technology Editor for bdnews24.com, 
Bangladesh’s first online newspaper, as well as a research analyst at EMC World Cellular Database (cur-
rently owned by Informa) covering the mobile markets of Bangladesh, Pakistan and Nepal. At LIRNEasia, 
he conducted research into the replicability of a microfinance approach to extending rural connectivity in 
Bangladesh. He has also provided consultancy expertise in telecommunications to local and international 
organizations. He served on the faculty of regional regulatory training courses offered by The Energy and 
Resources Institute [TERI] between 2001 and 2004.  Abu has a bachelor’s degree in Bengali language and 
literature from Titumir College, Dhaka.

South Asian leaders urged to slash telco 
tariffs, Channel News Asia, 17-Jul-08

South Asian leaders urged to slash telco 
tariffs, The Economic Times, 17-Jul-08

Mobile phones in Sri Lanka: Everyman’s new 
trousers? Ground Views, 16-Jul-08

South Asian leaders urged to slash 
telco tariffs, Yahoo! News, 16-Jul-08

South Asian leaders urged to slash telco 
tariffs, Gratispt (via AFP), 16-Jul-08

South Asian leaders urged to slash telco 
tariffs, KeralaNext.com, 17-Jul-08

South Asian leaders urged to slash telco 
tariffs, Yahoo! Singapore News, 17-Jul-08

1Abu serves in his personal capacity and not as a representative of Ericsson. 
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Malathy Knight-John | Research Fellow (Sri Lanka) | Malathy is a research fellow and the head of the 
Industry, Public Enterprise Reform, and Regulation research unit at the Institute of Policy Studies, Sri 
Lanka. At LIRNEasia, she has led research in measuring telecom sector and regulatory performance in Sri 
Lanka. She has also conducted research into the replicability of a microfinance approach to extending rural 
connectivity in Bangladesh and the development of a National Early Warning System in Sri Lanka. She has 
written extensively in these areas both locally and internationally and has served on various committees 
appointed by the government. She is currently reading for a PhD in telecommunications reform and regula-
tory governance at the University of Manchester, UK.

Asanka Kumara | Researcher | Asanka is a researcher in LIRNEasia’s Knowledge to Innovation project. 
He is currently reading for an MPhil in environmental management at the University of Sri Jayewarde-
nepura, Sri Lanka. His research thesis examines the effectiveness of training programs conducted by local 
government authorities on solid-waste management practices in Sri Lanka. LIRNEasia’s Knowledge to 
Innovation project funds this research.

Priyadarshani Liyanage | Accountant | Priyadarshani assists the Senior Manager, Finance and Op-
erations, with all finance-related functions at LIRNEasia. She has extensive experience working in this 
capacity at various organizations in the public and private sector. She is a member of the Association of 
Accounting Technicians of Sri Lanka [AAT], and has completed the Licentiate Level and Professional Level 
(Part I) at the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Sri Lanka. She also holds a Higher National Diploma in 
accountancy from the Sri Lanka Technical College (Ministry of Higher Education).

Sriganesh Lokanathan | Senior Research Manager | Sriganesh manages LIRNEasia’s research on the 
use of ICTs for the efficient functioning of agricultural markets and for improved rural livelihoods in South 
Asia. He is also involved in researching the telecommunications regulatory environment in Afghanistan. He 
was one of the initiators of LIRNEasia’s supply-side indicators research. Previously, he worked as a con-
sultant and software architect in technology companies in Sri Lanka and the US. He has also worked as a 
researcher at the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science at the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology [MIT], MIT’s Laboratory for Financial Engineering and MIT’s Media Lab on various tech-
nology projects. He holds a bachelor’s degree in computer science from the MIT, and a master’s degree in 
public policy from the Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy of the National University of Singapore.

Payal Malik | Senior Research Fellow (India) | Payal is an Associate Professor of economics at the Delhi 
University. She is also associated with National Council of Applied Economic Research, LIRNEasia, and 
Indicus Analytics. She has collaborated with OECD, Orbicom, University of Toulouse (France), CEPR, 
EU, ICEGEC (Hungary), Telecom Regulatory Authority of India [TRAI], Ministry of Power, Planning Com-
mission of India, Competition Commission of India, CSO, and WSP-SA (World Bank) previously. She has 
policy research experience on the issues of market structure and regulatory design for sectors such as 
power, telecommunication and water. In addition, she has done considerable research on the ICT sector. 
Recently, she has been actively engaged in competition policy research. More generally, her research is 
focused on the links between technology, economy and society, especially the interface between technol-
ogy and competition. At LIRNEasia, she led research on measuring India’s telecom sector and regulatory 
performance, including a study on universal service instruments as well as on the issuance of licenses for 
service provision and frequencies. She has written both for professional journals as well as for the eco-
nomic press. Currently she is a regular columnist for the Financial Express, India. Payal obtained her MBA 
from the University of Cincinnati, USA.

South Asian leaders urged to slash 
telco tariffs, Google News, 16-Jul-08

Development through mobiles, State of 
Telecom Industry in Pakistan, 27-Jun-08

New report looks at economic benefits of mobile phones for those at 
the bottom of the pyramid, Experientia: Putting people first, 5-Jun-08

World Bank extends deadline for essay competition 
for Sri Lankans, The Sunday Times, 1-Jun-08

New report looks at economic benefits of 
mobile phones, MobileActive.org, 5-Jun-08

Development: Development through 
mobiles, Daily Times, 24-Jun-08

South Asian leaders urged to slash telco 
tariffs, Yahoo! News Canada, 16-Jul-08
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Deunden Nikomborirak, PhD | Research Fellow (Thailand) | Deunden is a Research Director for Eco-
nomic Governance, Sectoral Economics Program at the Thailand Development Research Institute, Thai-
land. As a research fellow at LIRNEasia, she has led research on measuring telecom sector and regulatory 
performance in Thailand. She is also the former secretary to the Ministry of Finance in Thailand. Deunden 
holds a PhD in economics from McGill University, Canada. 

K. Parvati | Cleaning Associate | Parvati ensures that we have a spic-and-span office to come to every-
day, and manages all grocery purchases and housekeeping.

G. Dharmasena Perera | Office Assistant | Dharmasena, affectionately known as “Uncle”, is LIRNEasia’s 
“main man” for day-to-day errands and administrative affairs. He is part of the Finance and Operations Unit, 
assisting in banking and other administrative work. 

Il-haam Petersen | Research Intern | Il-haam is on a three-month internship at LIRNEasia. Her research 
includes developing a typology of universities in Sri Lanka and South Africa with the aim of contributing to 
the understanding of university systems in developing countries. Before joining LIRNEasia, she worked as 
a research intern at the Human Sciences Research Council [HSRC] in South Africa where she explored 
indicators of science, technology and innovation potential in sub-Saharan Africa, with a particular focus on 
university-firm interaction. Il-haam holds a master’s degree in psychological research from the University 
of Cape Town, South Africa.
 
Rohan Samarajiva, PhD | Chair & Chief Executive Officer [CEO] | Rohan is Chair and CEO of LIRNEa-
sia. He is senior advisor to Sarvodaya (Sri Lanka’s leading community-based organization) and serves on 
the ICT Subcommittee of the Ceylon Chamber of Commerce.  He is a Board member of Communication 
Policy Research south [CPRsouth], which seeks to identify and foster policy intellectuals active in ICT 
policy and regulation, and of the Lanka Software Foundation. He serves on the editorial boards of eight 
academic journals and writes an online business column. Among his recent publications is ICT infrastruc-
ture in emerging Asia: Policy and regulatory roadblocks, published by Sage & IDRC.  Rohan served as Di-
rector General of Telecommunications in Sri Lanka (1998-99), as Team Leader at the Ministry for Economic 
Reform, Science and Technology (2002-04) and was a founding director of the ICT Agency of Sri Lanka. 
He was Associate Professor of Communication and Public Policy at the Ohio State University (1987-2000), 
Visiting Professor of Economics of Infrastructure at the Delft University of Technology (2000-03), Honorary 
Professor at the University of Moratuwa (2003-04) and Visiting Faculty at the TERI University, New Delhi. 
He is policy advisor to the Ministry of Post and Telecommunications, Bangladesh. Rohan is a lawyer and 
holds MA and PhD degrees from Simon Fraser University, Canada. 

Hina Sarfaraz | Research Fellow (Pakistan) | Hina leads research on freedom of expression in the dis-
semination of mobile content, a part of LIRNEasia’s research on mobiles for more-than-voice. She has also 
conducted research on measuring Pakistan’s telecom sector and regulatory performance at LIRNEasia. 
She has previously served as a research assistant in the Law and Policy Department of Lahore University 
of Management Sciences, Pakistan. Her key areas of interest are business, ICTs and law. Hina has a 
master’s degree in business administration from the Institute of Management Sciences, Pakistan, and a 
master’s degree in law in International Commercial Law from the University of Westminster, UK. 

Benefiting the bottom of the pyra-
mid? i4d Magazine, 1-Jun-08

Mobiles preconference at 58th annual meeting of the International 
Communication Association, Most mobiles…, 24-May-08

Myanmar’s disaster; SMS or cell broadcasting for 
early warning? Lanka Business Online, 19-May-08

M-gov and mobile phones for employment, 
ICT for Peacebuilding, 2-May-08

Telecom without tears, The Sunday 
Times, 18-May-08

Mobile phone users in Pakistan gain from telecom ad-
vances, State of Telecom Industry in Pakistan, 22-May-08

Book Review: ICT infrastructure in Emerging Asia: Policy and 
regulatory roadblocks, Current Science (Journal), 25-May-08
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Nirmali Sivapragasam | Researcher | Nirmali is primarily involved in research on ICT access and use 
among the bottom of the pyramid in emerging Asia. She also coordinates LIRNEasia’s Mobile 2.0 project 
which examines the basic competitive and regulatory conditions for the use of mobiles for more-than-voice, 
as well as case studies of the same in emerging Asia. She is also responsible for the bi-annual compilation 
of mobile price indicators in the SAARC and ASEAN region. Before joining LIRNEasia, Nirmali interned at 
the Institute of Policy Studies, Sri Lanka, and has conducted field research for The Nielsen Company, Sri 
Lanka’s leading market research agency. Nirmali holds a bachelor’s degree in economics and manage-
ment (external) with First Class Honors from the London School of Economics, University of London.

Juni Soehardjo | Research Fellow (Indonesia) | Juni is an executive at KADIN, the Indonesian Chamber 
of Commerce and Industries, where she assists the Vice Chair in ICT-related work. She is a former program 
manager at MASTEL (also known as the Indonesian Infocom Society), an industry association focusing 
on ICTs in Indonesia. At LIRNEasia, she has been involved in research on measuring telecom sector 
and regulatory performance in Indonesia. Her areas of interest include telecommunications, broadcasting, 
cyber-law and cyber-crime law. She also serves as an expert to ID-SIRTII [Indonesian Security Incident 
Response Team on Internet Infrastructure]. She is a graduate in law from the University of Indonesia and is 
a certified holder of ACCS [Accredited Cyber Crime Studies] from STMIK, Indonesia.  

Christoph Stork, PhD | Consultant | Christoph is a senior researcher at Research ICT Africa [RIA], 
LIRNEasia’s sister organization. He is a consultant to LIRNEasia’s project on ICT access and use among 
the bottom of the pyramid in emerging Asia.  Christoph’s responsibilities at RIA include designing and con-
ducting quantitative and qualitative research and interacting with policymakers and regulators. His main 
research interest is in measuring the impact of ICTs on economic growth, employment creation and poverty 
alleviation. Christoph holds a PhD in financial economics from London Guildhall University, UK. 

Kasun Suranga | Trainee Accounts Assistant | Kasun joined LIRNEasia soon after completing his Ad-
vanced Level examinations and is awaiting results, at the time of writing. He assists the Accountant and 
Head of Finance in all accounting-related work. Kasun is studying Chartered Accountancy at the Institute 
of Chartered Accountants of Sri Lanka. 

 
Natasha Udu-gama | Research Fellow | Natasha is a disaster risk-reduction consultant and contractor. At 
LIRNEasia, she conducted research on the use of mobile cell-broadcasting for dissemination of commer-
cial information and disaster-warning in the Maldives. Previously, she managed the dissemination compo-
nent of a study on the development of a last-mile hazard warning system in Sri Lanka, where she organized 
international workshops with practitioners and experts in four countries. Natasha holds a master’s degree 
in disaster management from Cranfield University, UK.

Nuwan Waidyanatha | Research Manager (China) | Nuwan manages LIRNEasia’s mobile health-related 
project: Evaluating a Real-Time Bio-surveillance Program. Previously, he managed research on a last-mile 
hazard warning system for Sri Lanka. His current research interests include developing early-warning sys-
tems and information-exchange platforms for emergency communication. He is also the Director of Spot 
On Solutions, which provides specialized affordable “service-type” planning solutions using Free and Open 
Source Software, particularly for small and medium industries in Sri Lanka. Nuwan also works closely with 
Sarvodaya, Sri Lanka’s leading community-based organization. Previously, Nuwan worked as a Software 
Architect/Operation Research Analyst for various organizations both in Sri Lanka and the USA. Nuwan 
holds a master’s degree in operations research from the University of Montana, USA. He works from 
Kunming, China. 

E-Government vs. e-Governance in Sri Lanka: A place for Web 
2.0 and mobiles? ICT for Peacebuilding, 12-Apr-08

Coverage on LIRNEasia Broadband Benchmarks research, 
Wired: Lanka Business Report (ETV), 29-Mar-08

Mobile is cheap in Sri Lanka, even for 
the poor, The Daily News, 25-Mar-08

Sri Lanka agriculture could do with dose of 
IT, Lanka Business Online, 25-Mar-08

“Customs Official” responds to government cen-
sorship, ICT for Peacebuilding, 25-Mar-08

Sri Lanka internal broadband connectivity good; external 
slow: Researchers, Lanka Business Online, 26-Mar-08

Getting the basics right in e-government: Toilets first. Technol-
ogy later, Public Sector Technology & Management, 1-Apr-08
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Chanuka Wattegama | Senior Research Manager & Broadband Specialist | Chanuka manages 
LIRNEasia’s Mobile 2.0 project, which examines the basic competitive and regulatory conditions for the 
use of mobiles for more-than-voice, as well as case studies of the same in emerging Asia. He also leads re-
search on broadband quality-of-service experience. In addition, he has led research in measuring telecom 
sector and regulatory performance in Indonesia, as well as the development of indicators for measuring the 
effectiveness of national regulatory authority websites in providing information to stakeholders. Chanuka 
has over 14 years of experience working at specialist and management-level positions on developmental 
issues. Before joining LIRNEasia, he worked as a program specialist in ICT4D at the UNDP, where he 
worked on various projects including telecom regulation, disaster management and e-government. He is a 
regular writer and commentator on ICT issues in the Sri Lankan media, and has co-authored several books 
on ICTs and Media. Chanuka has an MBA from the University of Colombo and an engineering degree from 
the National Institute of Technology, Karnataka (India). 

Prashanthi Weragoda | Senior Manager, Finance & Operations | Prashanthi is in charge of finances 
and accounts at LIRNEasia and has handled all financial and event-related matters since its inception in 
2004. She has 20 years of finance-related experience in the fields of merchant banking, corporate finance 
and general financial management, including budgeting and performance monitoring. She was attached 
to two listed investment-banking companies in the Colombo stock exchange and subsequently worked at 
Shell Renewables Lanka Limited. She moved to Australia where she undertook a number of assignments 
for the Department of Health and Aging and for Air Services, Australia. She holds a bachelor’s degree in 
commerce from the University of Sri Jayewardenepura, Sri Lanka, and is an Associate Member of the 
Chartered Institute of Management Accountants of UK. 

Ayesha Zainudeen | Research Manager & Demand-side Specialist | Ayesha is involved in research into 
various aspects of the use of ICTs, particularly among those at the bottom of the economic pyramid [BOP]. 
She has managed three multi-country studies on BOP telecom access and use in Asia, between 2005 and 
2008. She has also led a study on the interplay of information, payments and logistics over mobile phones 
in a case study of CellBazaar in Bangladesh. She co-edited ICT Infrastructure in emerging Asia: Policy and 
Regulatory Roadblocks, which draws from Asian experiences in expanding ICT access. She researched 
the replicability of a microfinance approach to extending rural connectivity in Bangladesh, and was part of 
the team that studied the institutional requirements for an effective disaster-warning system for Sri Lanka. 
She holds a bachelor’s degree in economics from the London School of Economics, UK.

Bangladeshis spend lowest on mobile phone in 
South Asia, i4d Magazine, 24-Mar-08

Mobile phone service costs in Sri Lanka are cheap, even 
for the poor (Sinhala language), Ravaya, 23-Mar-08

Mobile benchmark studies in South Asia and 
Latin America, LIRNE.net, 21-Mar-08

Bangladeshis spend lowest on mobile phone 
in South Asia, The Daily Star, 19-Mar-08

The State of “broadband” in Sri Lanka- 
Take 1, ICT for Peacebuilding, 19-Mar-08

Sri Lanka using customs authorities to censor academ-
ics: Report, Lanka Business Online, 23-Mar-08

Customs playing censor, say academics, 
The Sunday Times, 23-Mar-08
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A key element of LIRNEasia’s mission is capacity-building. While 
CPRsouth is the primary external manifestation of this objective, in-
ternally LIRNEasia seeks to raise the profiles of its own researchers 
too. LIRNEasia tries to help its own researchers develop career paths, 
particularly among its younger researchers. LIRNEasia tries to provide 
the platform for researchers to build up their own knowledge, expertise 
and credibility in their areas of specialization as well as develop new 
ones which overlap with LIRNEasia’s own focus areas.

Among those who worked with us on various projects part-time as 
well as full-time, some have gone on to take up senior posts in the 
public sector, for instance, Deunden Nikomborirak (PhD) in the Thai 
Ministry of Finance, Sabina Fernando (PhD) in the Australian Depart-
ment of Communication, Information Technology and the Arts, Joseph 
Wilson (PhD) in the Competition Commission of Pakistan, Harsha 
Vardhana Singh (PhD) in the World Trade Organization and Chanuka 
Wattegama in the United Nations Development Programme. Some 
have left to pursue careers as international consultants such as Di-
vakar Goswami and Lorraine Salazar (PhD) and in other private sector 
companies such as Dimuthu Ratnadiwakara, Shamistra Soysa and 
Samangi Hewage. Others have left to pursue further studies such as 
Lara Alawattegama, Tahani Iqbal and Sriganesh Lokanathan. 

Though we are sad to see them go, it also means that they will carry 
our name and values further afield and possibly come back to us like 
Chanuka and Sriganesh did. Even the poaching by consulting firms 
we take as a compliment. We want each of our members to advance 
their careers, but to all who leave, we extend the invitation to return.

Lara Alawattegama | Lara is currently following a master’s degree in 
accounting at the Flinders University in Adelaide, Australia. As a re-
searcher at LIRNEasia, she was involved in benchmarking regulatory 
websites as well as compiling broadband price and quality indicators in 
emerging Asia. She also assisted in the development of a manual for 
LIRNEasia’s multi-country assessment of telecom regulatory environ-
ment. Lara holds a bachelor’s degree from the University of Sydney, 
with majors in government, international relations and international 
business and a minor in political economy. 

Sabina Fernando, PhD | Sabina played an instrumental role in set-
ting up LIRNEasia, and looked after its organizational functions dur-
ing the initial months. She was the key organizer of LIRNEasia’s 
launch event cum Asian Expert Forum in 2004, and assisted with 
CPRsouth’s inaugural conference in Manila, Philippines in 2007 
and continues to help with CPRsouth. She is currently based in 

Australia. She holds PhD and master’s degrees in law from the Uni-
versity of Sydney. She is a Barrister of the Inner Temple, UK and 
holds a law degree from the London School of Economics, UK. 
 
Divakar Goswami | Divakar leads Deloitte Research’s Technology, 
Media and Telecom [TMT] team from India and provides thought-
leadership to Deloitte on major issues facing the TMT industry through 
research reports, client briefings and presentations at industry events. 
He has over ten years of international experience in the telecom sector 
having worked on a variety of mobile convergence and regulatory re-
form projects. As Director of Projects and Organizational Development 
at LIRNEasia, Divakar was in charge of projects and organizational 
matters; he also led research on the ICT sector in Indonesia, leading to 
one of LIRNEasia’s most significant projects in terms of policy impact, 
and was responsible for the Pacific component of a global assessment 
of local capacity for ICT policy and regulation. Divakar was ABD at the 
Ohio State University and has two MA degrees from the US and India. 
 
Samangi Hewage | Samangi is currently a coordinator for nature and 
cultural activities at a leading hotel in Sri Lanka. As project manager 
for the Knowledge to Innovation project at LIRNEasia, she worked 
with municipal councils in Sri Lanka among other entities, to build a 
network of stakeholders with resources to educate and implement the 
program through the network. She holds a bachelor’s degree in forest-
ry and environmental science and her PhD thesis in botany is currently 
under evaluation at the University of Sri Jayewardenepura, Sri Lanka. 
 
Nishantha Hewavithana | As a statistician at LIRNEasia, Nishantha 
was involved in research on telecom access and use among the bot-
tom of the pyramid, as well as on the use of ICTs in lowering trans-
action costs in agricultural markets. He holds a bachelor’s degree in 
computer science and statistics from University of Colombo and is 
reading for an MBA in finance at the University of Colombo.

Onno Purbo | Onno is a research fellow with the ICTs for Develop-
ment [ICT4D] program area of the IDRC. As a research fellow at 
LIRNEasia, he was involved in research into the use of Wi-Fi to ex-
tend connectivity in Indonesia. He established and led a technology 
movement through which several innovative and alternative low-cost 
Internet technologies have been introduced and adopted by Indone-
sian ICT communities, such as Wi-Fi-based Internet Infrastructure and 
VoIP MaverickNet. Onno is a former civil servant and retired lecturer, 
and holds a PhD in Electrical Engineering from the University of Wa-
terloo, Canada. 

Former LIRNEasians

Price of mobile services low but perceptions 
high, Deshi Mobile, 17-Mar-08

Broadband quality: Are you getting what is prom-
ised? Nandasiri Wanninayaka, 14-Mar-08

ICT solutions reduce wastage in agri 
products, The Daily Mirror, 8-Mar-08

Interview with Subhash Bhatnagar on AgInfo re-
search, Biz 1st (Channel One MTV), 7-Mar-08

ICT solutions reduce wastage, South 
Asian Media Net, 8-Mar-08

Mobile is cheap in Sri Lanka, even for the poor; 
they just don’t know it, The Daily Mirror, 13-Mar-08

Price of mobile services here low but percep-
tions high, The Sunday Times, 16-Mar-08
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Dimuthu Ratnadiwakara | Dimuthu is an Executive in Risk Man-
agement at DFCC Bank, Sri Lanka.    As a researcher at LIRNEasia, 
he served as the in-house statistician, leading the statistical analysis 
on the use of ICTs among the bottom of the pyramid, as well as in 
other projects. He was also involved in research which explored the 
use of ICTs in reducing transaction costs in agricultural markets. He 
was involved in the development of a decentralized database for the 
collection of accurate ICT statistics amongst regional telecom regula-
tors. He holds a bachelor’s degree with First Class Honors in compu-
ter science and statistics from the University of Peradeniya, Sri Lanka 
and is a Level 3 candidate of the Chartered Financial Analyst program. 
 
B.K.T. Ratnakanthi | Kanthi is currently a teacher in Geography 
and Primary Education at Yashodara Girls’ School, Colombo. As 
a researcher for LIRNEasia’s Knowledge to Innovation project, she 
focused on using newsletters, blogs and other media to keep a net-
work of stakeholders in solid-waste management informed of develop-
ments in the sector. Kanthi holds a bachelor’s degree in geography 
from the University of Colombo. She has also worked as a journal-
ist for several public and private-sector electronic media institutions. 
 
Lorraine Salazar, PhD | Lorraine is a Senior Research Analyst at 
McKinsey & Company. Previously she was an Assistant Professor of 
Political Science at the University of the Philippines and was a visiting 
research fellow at the Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, Singapore. 
As research fellow at LIRNEasia, she led research on measuring tel-
ecom sector and regulatory performance in the Philippines. Her re-
search interests include comparative political economy of Southeast 
Asia, in particular market reforms and regulatory issues in telecommu-
nications, ICTs, and utilities. She obtained her PhD from the Australian 
National University in 2004.

Harsha Vardhana Singh, PhD | Harsha is Deputy Director General of 
the World Trade Organization, Geneva.  Previously he served as Sec-
retary cum Principal Advisor and Economic Advisor to the Telecom 
Regulatory Authority of India, and as consultant to national and inter-
national organizations. He was an Honorary Professor at the Indian 
Council for Research on International Economic Relations and visit-
ing faculty at the TERI University, New Delhi. As a research fellow 
at LIRNEasia, he led a study which explored why adequate network 
backbone may not be available, or adequate access to it may not be 
provided, based on a case study of India. At present, he is concur-
rently an Adjunct Professor at the Centre for International Legal Stud-
ies, School of International Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University. He 
holds a PhD in economics from Oxford University, UK.

Thiruchenduran Somasundaram | Thiruchenduran is a former 
project assistant for the Knowledge to Innovation project at LIRNEa-
sia, where he worked with local authorities in Sri Lanka in building a 
network of stakeholders with resources to educate and implement the 
program through the network.  He holds a bachelor’s degree (special) 
in food science and technology from Sabaragamuwa University of Sri 
Lanka. 

Shamistra Soysa | Shamistra is an Associate Consultant in the Per-
formance Improvement Consulting team at PricewaterhouseCoopers, 
Sri Lanka. As a researcher at LIRNEasia, she studied the use of ICTs in 
reducing transaction costs and improving traceability in agricultural mar-
kets, as well as in the delivery of governance services. She also worked 
on improving the methodology and developing a manual for LIRNEas-
ia’s telecom regulatory environment [TRE] assessments, and assisted 
in conducting the TRE study in the Maldives. She holds a bachelor’s 
degree in experimental psychology from the University of Bristol, UK.  
 
Ratna Kaji Tuladhar | Ratna is a private consultant in telecommu-
nications policy in Nepal. As a research fellow at LIRNEasia, he par-
ticipated in research in Nepal which sought to identify the conditions 
needed to make smart subsidies successful in bridging access-gaps 
in rural telecommunication services. He has 35 years of management 
experience at the Nepal Telecommunications Corporation. He holds a 
bachelor’s of engineering degree in electronics from the Birla Institute 
of Technology and Science, India. 

Joseph Wilson, PhD | Joseph is a member of the Competition Com-
mission of Pakistan. Prior to being appointed to the Commission, he 
was an Associate Professor of Law at the Lahore University of Man-
agement Sciences, Pakistan.  As a senior research fellow at LIRNE-
asia, he led research on measuring telecom sector and regulatory 
performance in Pakistan. Joseph has earned Doctor of Civil Law with 
Dean’s Honor List and master’s of law degrees (LLM) from McGill Uni-
versity, Montreal, Canada. He also holds an LLM from the University 
of Georgia, USA. He is a member of the State Bar of New York, USA 
and Lahore High Court Bar, and also serves on the international advi-
sory board of the Loyola University Chicago’s Institute for Consumer 
Antitrust Studies, USA. 

ICT to substantially reduce agricultural costs 
to farmers, The Sunday Times, 2-Mar-08

ICT to substantially reduce agricul-
tural costs to farmers, Itpro, 2-Mar-08

Research team says telecoms can reduce transaction costs 
in agriculture, The Money Report, 28-Feb-08

SMS price infos to empower farmers, 
Sri Lanka News First, 27-Feb-08

SMS price infos to empower farmers, 
The Morning Leader, 27-Feb-08

Bangladeshis spend lowest on mobile phone 
in South Asia, Deshi Mobile, 1-Mar-08

Farmers suffer due to lack of infor-
mation, The Nation, 2-Mar-08
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Board of Directors

Rohan Samarajiva, PhD (Chair)
Chief Executive Officer, LIRNEasia

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Vinya Ariyaratne, MD, MPH, 
MSc (Community Medicine), MD (Community Medicine) 

Executive Director, Sarvodaya Shramadana Movement
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mervyn de Silva, BSc, ACMA, FCA, PGDip 
Managing Director, Hayleys Industrial Solutions; Group Director,

Fiber Sector and Talawakelle Tea Estates Ltd, Hayleys

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Milagros Rivera, PhD
Associate Professor and Chair, Communications and New Media, 
National University of Singapore; Director, Social and Cognitive 

Lab, NUS Interactive and Digital Media Institute 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sandya Salgado, MBA, MCIM
Director/Chief Executive Officer, Ogilvy Action  

Luxman Siriwardena, MA 
Executive Director, The Pathfinder Foundation

Former Board Members
W.M. Bandusena, MA, SLAS
Director, Sri Lanka Institute of Development Administration

 
Sithie Tiruchelvam, 
Attorney-at-Law (Sri Lanka)
Chair, Neelan Tiruchelvam Trust and Senior Partner, 
Tiruchelvam Associates

Bharti Airtel may be re-drawing plans 
for Sri Lanka, AOL News, 25-Feb-08

Bharti Airtel may be re-drawing plans 
for Sri Lanka, ElaKiri.com, 25-Feb-08

Sri Lanka: Bharti Airtel may be re-drawing 
plans, Lankaeverything.com, 25-Feb-08

Pakistan ahead of regional countries in Tele-
com regulatory environment, Pakistan Tele-
communication Authority (PTA), 25-Feb-08

ICTs for development in agriculture (Sinhala 
language), Ethalaya.com, 25-Feb-08

Mobile phones can substantially reduce agriculture 
transaction costs - reveals LIRNEasia research, Digital 

Development (DigiDev) - Sri Lanka, 25-Feb-08

Mobile phones use can help reduce agricultural production 
costs for farmers (Sinhala language), Ravaya, 25-Feb-08
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William H. Melody, PhD (Chair)
LIRNE.NET, Denmark

Johannes M. Bauer, PhD
Quello Center for Telecommunication 

Management and Law, Michigan State 
University, USA

Hernan Galperin, PhD
DIRSI, Universidad de San Andres, 

Argentina

Alison Gillwald, PhD 
Research ICT Africa, South Africa; 

Infrastructure Management Reform and 
Regulation, Graduate School of Business, 

University of Cape Town, South Africa

Sherille Ismail, JD
Federal Communications

 Commission, USA1

 

 

Ashok Jhunjhunwala, PhD
Indian Institute of Technology, Madras, India

Tim Kelly, PhD
InfoDev, USA

K.F. Lai, PhD
BuzzCity, Singapore

Robin Mansell, PhD
London School of Economics and Political 

Science, UK

Partha Mukhopadhyaya, PhD
Centre for Policy Research, India

Sam Paltridge, PhD
OECD, France

Visoot Phongsathorn
Tongkah Harbour Plc., Thailand

 
Randy Spence, PhD

Economic and Social Development 
Affiliates, Canada

Leena Srivastava, PhD
The Energy and Resources Institute, India

International Advisory Board

1Not serving in an official capacity.

Mobile phones can substantially reduce agriculture transaction costs 
reveals LIRNEasia research, One World - My Utopia, 25-Feb-08

Bharti Airtel may review its Sri Lanka 
plan, NDTVProfit.com, 25-Feb-08

First Asia Business Forum 2008 in 
Sri Lanka, Asian Tribune, 14-Feb-08

Mobile phone companies doing a 
Nano, Business Standard, 4-Feb-08

Pakistan exceeds in Telecom regulatory envi-
ronment, PakTelecom.Net, 8-Feb-08

Bharti Airtel may be re-drawing plans 
for Sri Lanka, Kerala.com, 25-Feb-08

Bharti Airtel may be redrawing plans 
for Sri Lanka, IANS, 25-Feb-08
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Partnerships and relationshipsv 

LIRNEasia’s philosophy is to work with individuals, not 
necessarily organizations (as exemplified by the move of 
co-hosting the 2009 conference on regulatory efficacy from 
the National University of Singapore to the University of 
Hong Kong due to the relocation of the key liaison from the 
former to the latter in 2008). Over the past five years we 
have worked with a number of organizations, ranging from 
funding to research to government organizations. Some of 
these relationships have been related to a specific project 
or activity; others have been on a continuing basis. 

We consider “partnerships” as lasting interactions (as 
opposed to one-off interactions) where something in kind 
is brought to the table, where risks as well as rewards are 
shared. This is as opposed to a contractual relationship, 
where there is a defined exchange of either services or 
goods for a sum of money, or a joint-venture which is a 
one-off interaction. Some contractual relationships and joint 
ventures do however result in longer-lasting partnerships.

LIRNEasia’s philosophy on partnerships includes two key 
guidelines. Firstly that all partnerships should be directed 
towards LIRNEasia’s medium and long-term strategic di-
rection; and secondly that partnerships should be pursued 
with parties where the partner complements LIRNEasia’s 
competencies, filling a gap that LIRNEasia by itself can-
not. LIRNEasia’s strongest relationship, with Sarvodaya, 
Sri Lanka’s largest community-based organization, exem-
plifies this. Starting with the dam safety project in 2005, 
Sarvodaya has contributed to LIRNEasia’s research efforts 
through its presence in 15,000 Sri Lankan villages. These 
include the HazInfo project (2006-08) and the Real-Time 
Bio-surveillance project (2008-10). Sarvodaya’s Executive 
Director has served on the LIRNEasia board from incep-
tion and LIRNEasia’s CEO serves as advisor to Sarvodaya. 
The design of LIRNEasia’s expression of interest for the 
Think Tank funding from the Gates and Hewlett Founda-
tions managed by IDRC is based on the depth and strength 
of this five-year collaboration. In this manner, over the past 
five years, LIRNEasia has developed partnerships with 
over 40 organizations.

Partnerships & Relationships

[BANGLA-IT] Colloquium and Workshop on “Poten-
tial for ICTs in the Agricultural Value Chain”, News of 

Information Technology in Bangladesh, 2-Feb-08
Choices - Rural or urban: Agriculture or services for Sri 

Lanka’s future? Lanka Business Online, 28-Jan-08
Telecom is one of the largest contributors to 

growth of GDP, Book Peak, 8-Jan-08
Here’s what occurred while SatNews was away for 

the holidays! Satnews.com, 3-Jan-08

Switch off those annoying toys, The 
Hindu Business Line, 7-Jan-08

Interview with Rohan Samarajiva, Kelin 
Kathawa (Sirasa TV), 23-Jan-08

The Long Last Mile, Humanitarian.
info, 1-Feb-08

Sarvodaya President, Dr A.T. Ariyaratne; Sarvodaya Executive Director, 
Dr Vinya Ariyaratne, Sarvodaya Fusion Managing Director, Dr Harsha Liyanage 

and LIRNEasia CEO, at Sarvodaya HQ  
 

Photo courtesy of Canada's International Development Research Centre 
(www.idrc.ca): IDRC Board of Governors in South Asia, January 2009

Panel at conference co-organized with the University of Hong Kong and the
 Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy at the National University of Singapore
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Partner Organization 
type

Project/area Partner type

DIRSI [Regional Dialogue on the Information Society], Latin America and the 
Caribbean

Academic Assessing local capacity for 
ICT policy and regulation in 
the Pacific

Research partner

Balangoda Urban Council, Solid Waste Management Center, Sri Lanka Public Knowledge to Innovation [K2I] Innovation partner

Burns Waste Management, Sri Lanka Private K2I Innovation partner

Carnegie Mellon University: Auton Lab, USA Academic Evaluating a Real-Time Bio-
surveillance Program [RTBP]

Research partner

Central Environment Authority, Sri Lanka Public K2I Implementation partner

Commissioners for Local Government in Nine Provinces, Sri Lanka Public K2I Research partner

CONNECTasia Forum, Singapore Private Capacity-building Conference co-host

CPRsouth Academic Capacity-building Training partner

Dambulla Dedicated Economic Center, Sri Lanka Public-private Agricultural Information and 
Markets [AgInfo]

Research partner

Department for International Development, UK Public General Funding partner

Department of Communications and New Media,  
National University of Singapore, Singapore

Academic General Research partner

Dialog Telekom, Sri Lanka Private Evaluating Last-Mile Hazard 
Information Dissemination: a 
research project [HazInfo]

Technology partner

Farmer associations in Dambulla area, Sri Lanka Civil society AgInfo Research partner

Federation of Sri Lankan Local Government Authorities, Sri Lanka Public K2I Implementation partner

Gampaha Municipal Council, Sri Lanka Public K2I Innovation partner

HJS Condiments, Sri Lanka Private AgInfo Research partner

Institution of Engineers, Sri Lanka Civil society Measuring ICT sector and 
regulatory performance

Workshop co-host

International Development Research Centre, Canada Public General Funding partner

Sarvodaya Shramadana Movement, Sri Lanka Civil society HazInfo; RTBP; General Research partner

Lanka Software Foundation, Sri Lanka Public HazInfo Technology partner

Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy, National University of Singapore, 
Singapore

Academic Capacity-building Masters enrolment; 
internships

LIRNE.NET, Denmark Academic General Research partner

MASTEL, Indonesia Civil society Networking meeting; 
Measuring ICT sector and 
regulatory performance

Workshop co-host and 
Research partner

Microimage, Sri Lanka Private AgInfo; HazInfo Technology partner

National College of Public Administration and Governance, University of the 
Philippines, Diliman

Academic Capacity-building; Advocacy 
and dissemination

Conference co-host; media 
event co-host

National Solid Waste Services Center, Sri Lanka Public K2I Implementation partner

Table 3: LIRNEasia partners: 2004-09  

Launch of “ICT infrastructure in Emerging Asia: Policy 
and regulatory roadblocks”, i4d Magazine, Jan-08

Disaster alert, DataQuest, 
31-Dec-07

Sri Lanka tested satellite disaster warning system to be used 
in India, Dishnews - Satellite Television News, 30-Dec-07

Sri Lanka tested satellite disaster warning system to be 
used in India, The Sinhalaya News Agency, 28-Dec-07

Interview with Rohan Samarajiva and A.T. Ariyaratne on disaster 
warning in Sri Lanka, Biz 1st (Channel One MTV), 28-Dec-07

Radio messages to warn of natural disasters, 
The Sunday Observer, 30-Dec-07

Empowering the rural communities, 
i4d Magazine, Jan-08

20
07
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Pakistan Telecom Authority, Pakistan Public Advocacy and dissemination Workshop co-host

Pathfinder Foundation, Sri Lanka Civil society AgInfo Public lecture co-host

Plastic Recyclers Association, Sri Lanka Private K2I Innovation partner

Research ICT Africa Academic Assessing local capacity for 
ICT policy and regulation in 
the Pacific

Research partner

Respere Lanka, Sri Lanka Private RTBP Research partner

Rural Business and Technology Incubator, Indian Institute of Technology, 
Madras, India

Academic Capacity-building; RTBP Conference co-host; 
research partner

Simon Fraser University, Canada Academic HazInfo Research partner

Solana Networks, Canada Private HazInfo Technology partner

Sri Lanka Girl Guides’ Association, Sri Lanka Civil society K2I Dissemination partner

Telecom Authority of Maldives, Maldives Public Measuring ICT sector and 
regulatory performance; 
Mobile 2.0

Workshop co-host

Telecom Regulatory Authority of India, India Public Capacity-building Conference co-host; 
training partner

Telenor Research and Development Centre, Malaysia Private Teleuse @ the Bottom of the 
Pyramid [Teleuse@BOP]; 
Capacity-building

Funding partner

The Edge Institute, South Africa Academic Capacity-building Conference co-host

The Nielsen Company, Sri Lanka Private Teleuse@BOP Research partner

TVE Asia Pacific, Sri Lanka Private HazInfo Training partner

University of Alberta, Canada Academic HazInfo; RTBP Research partner

University of Sri Jayewardenepura, Sri Lanka Academic K2I Research partner

Vanguard Management Services, Sri Lanka Private National Early Warning 
System for Sri Lanka 
[NEWS:SL]; Early Warning 
System for Dam Hazards; 
HazInfo

Funding and dissemination 
partner

Western Province Waste Management Authority, Sri Lanka Public K2I Implementation partner

World Dialogue on Regulation Academic General Research partner

WorldSpace Corporation, USA Private HazInfo Technology partner

Partner Organization 
type

Project/area Partner type

Heavenly alerts: Sri Lanka tested satellite disaster warning 
system to be used in India, Lanka Business Online, 27-Dec-07

Sri Lanka tested satellite disaster warning system to 
be used in India, Disaster Awareness, 27-Dec-07

BSNL’s monopoly over infrastructure a 
hindrance to growth, TMCnet, 26-Dec-07

BSNL’s monopoly over infrastructure a hindrance 
to growth, Yahoo! News India, 26-Dec-07

BSNL’s monopoly over infrastructure a hindrance 
to growth, Financial Express, 26-Dec-07

New book: ICT infrastructure in emerging Asia, Yahoo! Tech Groups: 
Bytes for All Readers and Supporters Forum, 26-Dec-07

AREA ready for deployment, 
 Satellite Today, 27-Dec-07
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University relations
From the start, LIRNEasia has sought to engage with academia, 
developing relationships with universities. LIRNEasia enrolled the 
second of its researchers in the master’s program at the Lee Kuan 
Yew [LKY] School of Public Policy, National University of Singa-
pore, in 2008. LIRNEasia also received its first research intern 
from the LKY School in 2009; it is hoped that these exchanges 
will continue. The annual CPRsouth conference was successful-
ly organized in collaboration with the National College of Public 
Administration and Governance, University of the Philippines, the 
Indian Institute of Technology (Madras) and the Beijing University 
of Posts and Telecom (China). LIRNEasia’s first training course in 
2005 was held in collaboration with the Nanyang Technological 
University (Singapore). Peter Anderson, Associate Professor at the 
Simon Fraser University (Canada) spent his sabbatical at LIRNEa-
sia assisting with the simulations for the HazInfo project. Gordon 
Gow from the University of Alberta (Canada) started his collabora-
tion with LIRNEasia with the HazInfo project and continues with the 
Real-Time Bio-surveillance project.
 
In 2009, LIRNEasia organized an academic conference in collabo-
ration with the University of Hong Kong and the Lee Kuan Yew 
School of Public Policy at the National University of Singapore. 
This was followed up by a writing workshop and will result in an 
edited volume. 

LIRNEasia researchers have taught courses and supervised post-
graduate students at the University of Moratuwa (Sri Lanka) and 
at the University of Colombo; the Chair and CEO was invited to 
speak at the National University of Singapore, the first and sec-
ond international symposia of the Sabaragamuwa University (Sri 
Lanka) in 2006 and 2008, at the University of Salzburg in Austria, 
and at Jamia Millia University in India, among others. He delivered 
a keynote address at the founding meeting of new media research-
ers in Taiwan at Tamkang University in 2008 and spoke at the open-
ing plenary of a workshop organized by the Indira Gandhi National 
Open University in 2009. Efforts were made to co-develop a public 
lecture series with the Sri Lanka Institute of Development Admin-
istration, but this did not proceed beyond the first two in 2004 and 
2005, delivered respectively by Professor Bill Melody and by Do-
minic Scott of Cisco. 

Private sector relations
Relationships have been developed with the private sector, through 
interactions with industry associations (GSM Association, Cellular 
Operators’ Association of India, Indonesia’s MASTEL, etc) as well 

as interactions with the companies themselves. LIRNEasia has 
provided industry briefings to the private sector in several of the 
countries that it works in and is invited to many industry meetings. 
Successive interactions with the Telenor Research and Develop-
ment Center in Malaysia led to a substantive funding contribution 
to LIRNEasia’s Teleuse@BOP3 research. 

Funder relations
LIRNEasia’s research and capacity-building program has been pri-
marily funded by the International Development Research Centre 
of Canada and the Department for International Development, UK. 
Substantial project funding contributions have been received from 
Telenor Research and Development Centre, Malaysia. Specific 
project grants have been obtained from the Canada Fund for Lo-
cal Initiatives (Canadian International Development Agency), the 

CPRsouth3 Young Scholars, 5-9 December 2008, Beijing, China

(Local language coverage of LIRNEasia book 
launch), Tamil Sudar - Chennai, 21-Dec-07

Policies for ICTs, New Indian 
Express (Chennai), 20-Dec-07

New disaster warning technology 
on anvil, Zee News, 16-Dec-07

Outdated politics hampers ICTs, The 
Deccan Chronicle (Chennai), 16-Dec-07

New disaster warning technology on 
anvil, The Times of India, 16-Dec-07

Fact or fiction: Telecommunications 
in Asia, The Hindu, 17-Dec-07

Book extract: “Subsidizing The Smart Way”, 
Business World Magazine, 21-Dec-07
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ICT Agency of Sri Lanka, infoDev (World Bank), the United States 
Agency for International Development and the Institute for Money, 
Technology and Financial Inclusion of the University of California 
at Irvine. A CSR contribution from Hayleys Industrial Solutions trig-
gered a series of events that led to the design and implementation 
of the affiliate project, K2I.

Other relations
Good relations were maintained with sister organizations RIA (Af-
rica) and DIRSI (Latin America), through regular interactions via 
email, the participation of LIRNEasia researchers at regional re-
search workshops organized by RIA as well as DIRSI, and similar 
participation of RIA and DIRSI researchers at LIRNEasia work-
shops and meetings. LIRNEasia is a member of the International 
Communications Association and the Global Knowledge Partner-
ship, and has had an active presence at annual conferences.

New disaster warning technology 
on anvil, NIDM, 16-Dec-07

Fact or fiction: Telecommunications 
in Asia, Goergo, 16-Dec-07

ICTs and natural disasters, 
IDRC/GK3, 1-Dec-07

Education technology still top of RI’s list: 
Govt, The Jakarta Post, 16-Nov-07

[BANGLA-IT] The “Digital divide” between SIDR and Katrina (post-cyclone SIDR 
thoughts: Part 2), News of Information Technology in Bangladesh, 19-Nov-07

Sudut pandang: Interview with Natasha Udu-gama on 
HazInfo research, Astro Awani, 11-Dec-07

New disaster warning technology on 
anvil, Hindustan Times, 16-Dec-07

LIRNEasia researchers with visiting members of the IDRC Board of Governors and staff near the Kalu River estuary, Sri Lanka, January 2009
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Awards, honors & scholarships: 2004-09

Eisenhower Fellowship | Lead Economist Harsha de Silva (PhD) was named the Sri Lanka Fellow for the Eisenhower Fellowship 2010 
Multinational Program in July 2009. The award recognizes outstanding individuals from the public service, private business and the professions. 
It provides professional/leadership development programs to individuals who have demonstrated potential for advanced leadership and positive 
impact in their home countries. 

International Program for Development Evaluation Training Scholarship | Senior Research Manager, Chanuka Wattegama was awarded 
a scholarship to attend the International Program for Development Evaluation Training course, organized by the Independent Evaluation Group 
of the World Bank and Carleton University in Ottawa, Canada from 8 June-3 July 2009. 

ICA Communication Research as an Agent of Change award | Chair and CEO Rohan Samarajiva was awarded the International 
Communication Association 2009 Communication Research as an Agent of Change Award in May 2009. The award honors one person each 
year whose work has had a demonstrable impact on practice outside the academy, with clear benefits to the community. 

Best Paper award, ICTD 2009 | Research Fellow, Subhash Bhatnagar (PhD) and co-author Nupur Singh’s paper, Results from a study of impact 
of e-Government projects in India was selected as the best paper at the 2009 International Conference on Information and Communication 
Technologies and Development, organized by Carnegie Mellon, Qatar, held in Doha, Qatar in April 2009.

Best Paper award, CPRsouth3 | Dimuthu Ratnadiwakara’s paper, co-authored with Harsha de Silva (PhD) and Shamistra Soysa, Transaction 
costs in agriculture: From the planting decision to selling at the wholesale market: a case-study on the feeder area of the Dambulla Dedicated 
Economic Centre in Sri Lanka was awarded the Best Paper prize at the Third Communication Policy Research South conference organized in 
collaboration with the Beijing University of Posts and Telecom held in Beijing, China in December 2008.

Best Paper Linking Theory and Practice award, ICEGOV 2007 | Helani Galpaya, Rohan Samarajiva (PhD) and Shamistra Soysa’s paper 
Taking e-Gov to the bottom of the pyramid: Dial-a-gov? won one of the three best paper awards given at the 1st International Conference on 
the Theory and Practice of e-Governance [ICEGOV], organized by the United Nations University, the Center for Technology in Government 
and United Nations ESCAP, held in Macao, SAR in December 2007. 

2006 DOF award for Best Presentation | Director of Projects and Organizational Development, Divakar Goswami won one of three Best 
Presentation awards for his presentation, The DOI applied to Indonesia: Assessing ICT policy and regulatory environment at the Digital 
Opportunity Forum, organized by the Korean Agency for Digital Opportunity and Promotion [KADO] and the ITU, held in Seoul, South Korea 
in August-September 2006.

MIT Poverty Action Lab Executive Training Scholarship | Lead Economist, Harsha de Silva was awarded a scholarship to attend the MIT 
Poverty Action Lab Executive Training on Evaluating Social Programs in Massachusetts, USA in May-June 2006.

Interview with Rohan Samarajiva on dam 
safety regulations, V FM, 11-Nov-07

Interview with Rohan Samarajiva on taxes on CDMA 
phones, The State of Business (ART TV), 8-Nov-07

Switching networks no longer a nightmare, 
The Daily Mirror, 12-Oct-07

Choices - Posts or telecom: Sri Lanka’s dysfunctional com-
munications family, Lanka Business Online, 8-Oct-07

Don’t waste public money on telecom 
infrastructure, The Daily Mirror, 8-Oct-07

Save Money or Make Money: mobile services & 
the Asian BOP, Perspective 2.0, 19-Oct-07

Feature on dam safety,  
Ravaya, 8-Nov-07
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in numbers
& figures
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Figure 11: Growth in funding base: Approved funding (USD) | 2004-10
Affiliate projects include Knowledge to Innovation, Evaluating a Real-Time Bio-surveillance Program and 2008-10 Agriculture projects. 
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Growth in funding base:  Approved funding, 2004-10 (USD)

Main project Affiliate projects

USD 12,027

Funding & spending

Driving productivity at the bottom of the 
pyramid: How ICT can help, Itpro, 3-Oct-07

Need for early warning systems un-
derscored, The Daily Star, 2-Oct-07

Phones at the bottom of the pyramid: Telecom 
Accessibility, i4d Magazine, 1-Oct-07

South Asia slow to hop on broadband bandwagon, 
The Bottom Line, 19-Sep-07

South Asian broadband slips the net, 
7 DAYS, 19-Sep-07

Interview with Rohan Samarajiva on mobile taxes 
in Sri Lanka, Virakesari Online, 1-Oct-07

Driving productivity at the bottom of the pyramid: 
How ICT can help, The Daily Mirror, 2-Oct-07
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Figure 12: Spending (actual) by activity: Main project (USD) | September 2004-09

South Asian broadband slips the 
net, Malaysian Sun, 19-Sep-07

South Asia slow to hop on broadband 
bandwagon, Yehey! News, 18-Sep-07

South Asia slow to hop on broadband band-
wagon, The Manila Times, 17-Sep-07

South Asia slow to hop on broadband 
bandwagon, The Statesman, 17-Sep-07

South Asia slow to hop on broadband 
bandwagon, OnLanka News, 17-Sep-07

Discussion about Mahavilachchiya OnTime BPO in LIRNEa-
sia website, OnTime Technologies BPO, 17-Sep-07

Environment Sri Lanka: Tsunami alert systems 
working, too well, Asia Water Wire, 19-Sep-07

LK Haz Info dissemination  component not included in advocacy; spending by activity not available for affiliate projects

research
68%

capacity-building
18%

advocacy
14%

Spending (actual) by activity:  
Main project, September 2004-March 2009
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Regional activity
34%

Sri Lanka
34%

India
11%

Thailand
6%

Philippines
5%

Pakistan 
5%

Bangaldesh
2%

Pacific countries
1%

Indonesia
1%

Nepal
1% Maldives

0.4%

Afghanistan
0.1%

Spending by country/region: 
Main project, September 2004-March 2009 (USD)

Figure 13: Spending by country/region: Main project (USD) | September 2004-09

Pakistanis pay most in South Asia to access 
Internet, Telecom Grid Pakistan, 17-Sep-07

South Asia slow to broadband, South 
Asian Media Net, 17-Sep-07

Broadband crawls in South Asia, 
The Brunei Times, 17-Sep-07

Asian broadband take-up slow, 
Australian IT, 17-Sep-07

South Asia slow to hop on broadband band-
wagon, The News Today, 17-Sep-07

South Asia lags behind on broadband bandwagon, 
analysts say, Telecom Asia, 17-Sep-07

South Asia lags behind on broadband adoption, 
Intelligent Community Forum, 17-Sep-07
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Figure 14: Funding sources: Main project (approved funds, USD) | 2004-10

South Asia slow to hop on broadband 
bandwagon, TODAYonline, 16-Sep-07

South Asia slow to hop on broadband band-
wagon, Yahoo! Singapore News, 16-Sep-07

South Asia slow to hop on broadband bandwagon, 
Yahoo! New Zealand News, 16-Sep-07

South Asia slow to hop on broadband band-
wagon, TIME Net News, 16-Sep-07

South Asia slow to hop on broadband 
bandwagon, Enews.ma, 16-Sep-07

Pakistanis pay most in South Asia to 
access Internet, Dawn, 16-Sep-07

South Asia slow to hop on broadband band-
wagon, Channel News Asia, 16-Sep-07

Water Research Unit, Lee Kuan 
Yew School of Public Policy, Na-
tional University of Singapore, 

USD 8,977

IDRC 
(including DFID), 
USD 4,471,792

IDRC via DTU, 
USD 437,485

Telenor Research and 
Development Center 
Asia Pacific [TRICAP] 

USD 75,000

World Bank, 
USD 61,510

Donors, USD 14,571

ICT Agency of Sri 
Lanka, USD 9,656

Canadian International 
Development Agency, 

USD 8,785
Water Research Unit, 

Lee Kuan Yew School of 
Public Policy, National 

University of Singapore, 
USD 8,977
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Figure 15: Funding sources: Affiliate projects (approved funds, USD) | 2004-10
Affiliate projects include Knowledge to Innovation, Evaluating a Real-Time Bio-surveillance Program and 2008-10 Agriculture projects. 

South Asia slow to hop on broadband 
bandwagon, Yahoo! News, 16-Sep-07

South Asia slow to hop on broadband 
bandwagon, France24, 16-Sep-07

South Asia slow to hop on broadband 
bandwagon, The Age, 16-Sep-07

South Asia slow to hop on broadband band-
wagon, Brisbane Times, 16-Sep-07

South Asia slow to hop on broadband band-
wagon, Sydney Morning Herald, 16-Sep-07

South Asia slow to hop on broadband band-
wagon, The Independent, 16-Sep-07

South Asia slow to hop on broadband band-
wagon, Google News, 16-Sep-07

IDRC
(including DFID), 

USD 838,277

USAID, 
USD 37,414

Institute for Money, 
Technology and 

Financial Inclusion, 
USD 16,004 Hayleys Industrial 

Solutions Ltd, 
USD 4,283

Funding sources: Affiliate projects (approved 
funds), 2004-2010
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Figure 16: Corporate social responsibility (USD) | 2004-09

South Asia slow to hop on broadband band-
wagon, Yahoo! News Australia, 16-Sep-07

Choices - Taxes in Sri Lanka: Limiting the damage or 
doing good? Lanka Business Online, 10-Sep-07

Interview with Ashok Jhunjhunwala, 
Biz 1st (Channel One MTV), 7-Sep-07

Mobile manufacturers trying to capitalize 
on rural India, Garowe Online, 4-Sep-07

SL needs special attention on broadband connectivity, Sta-
tus of the Media Freedom in Sri Lanka, 7-Sep-07

High levies may dampen mobile growth in Sri 
Lanka, NextBillion.net, 10-Sep-07

SMS alerts during emergencies: Lessons from Sri Lanka’s alert 
on 13 September 2007, ICT for Peacebuilding, 13-Sep-07

Tsunami Memorial 
Research Fund 

(2005-08), 
USD 21,036

Burma cyclone Nargis
(May 2008), 
USD 1,320

Sri Lanka internally 
displaced persons  

(May 2009), USD 888
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Figure 17: Event evaluations | 2004-09

LIRNEasia Events 

Mobile manufacturers trying to capitalize on 
rural India, The Economic Times, 4-Sep-07

Real broadband, Montage 
(Magazine), 22-Aug-07

Missed call: Sri Lanka urged to speed up telecom 
reforms, Lanka Business Online, 2-Aug-07

Digital Opportunity in Asia-Pacific, Interna-
tional Telecommunication Union, 19-Jul-07

Choices - Staying dry: Vertical or horizontal strategy 
for Sri Lanka? Lanka Business Online, 2-Aug-07

First South Asia Broadband Communications Con-
gress and Expo, The Sunday Times, 5-Aug-07

Choices - Taxing Sri Lanka’s mobile customers: 
Goose or eggs? Lanka Business Online, 3-Sep-07
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Figure 18: Training course: Participant organizational representation | 2005-08

“Tsunami” panic in the coastline, 
BBC SINHALA.com, 12-Jul-07

Telecom regulation termed best in 
region, Dawn, 16-Jun-07

Pakistan exceeds in telecom regulatory 
environment, The PakTribune, 15-Jun-07

Mobile regulatory environment 
exemplary, The News, 15-Jun-07

Pakistan holds better environment for mobile 
telecommunication, AAJ News, 15-Jun-07

Pakistan exceeds in telecom regulatory environment, 
Online International News Network, 15-Jun-07

Pakistan has more conducive regulatory environment for telecommunications servic-
es than India, Sri Lanka, Philippines, and Indonesia, Asia Pacific Telecom, 1-Jul-07
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Figure 19: Training course: Faculty organizational representation | 2005-08

Pak ahead of regional countries, 
Pakistan Observer, 15-Jun-07

Pakistan ahead of regional countries, 
Daily Times, 15-Jun-07

Low-income phone users In Asia: Vast unmet demand, 
State of Telecom Industry in Pakistan, 14-Jun-07

`Low-Income Telephone Users in Asia: Hello, can 
you connect us? The Straits Times, 12-Jun-07

Choices - Free speech: Onymous or anonymous?; Perils of economic 
discourse in Sri Lanka, Lanka Business Online, 12-Jun-07

Mobile telecommunication: Pakistan now offers better regula-
tory environment, Daily Business Recorder, 15-Jun-07

Pakistan has better telecom regulatory 
environment, Daily Times, 15-Jun-07

Past course faculty members 
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Telecom regulatory environment and 
its future, The Nation, 4-Jun-07

Bottom of pyramid mobile access: Mobile 
opportunities, i4d Magazine, 1-Jun-07

Telecom: Next billion, Busi-
ness India , 22-Apr-07

Tsunami “‘Sahana:” Sri Lankan disaster relief technology 
wins world recognition, Lanka Business Online, 9-Apr-07

Mobile phone market poised for rapid growth in next 
two years, The Daily News, 9-Apr-07

Choices - Preferred option: Telecenters or mobiles?: Connecting Sri Lankan 
families at the bottom of the pyramid, Lanka Business Online, 17-May-07

India is less talkative than Pakistan, India, 
The Financial Express, 2-Jun-07

Media Coverage

web
44%

print
30%

blog
22%

TV
3%

radio
1%

Figure 20: Media coverage by media type | September 2004-09
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Figure 21: Media coverage by leading vs. non-leading publications* | September 2004-09
*Categorization of print media based on informed opinions of researchers in respective countries; categorization of web and blog media based on 
Alexa (http://www.alexa.com) traffic rankings (online publications ranking less than or equal to 200,000 were considered “leading” publications).

Business Briefs: Cell users, 
The Telegraph, 9-Apr-07

Call of the Village, The Hindu 
Business Line, 2-Apr-07

Carbon-reduced connections, 
Montage (Magazine), 1-Apr-07

BOP Families To Trigger Mobile Penetration 
in Asia, CXOToday.com, 27-Mar-07

Choices - Preferred Option: Fixed or mobile? 
Lanka Business Online, 28-Mar-07

Indian Ocean tsunami warning capabilities 
improving, The Sunday Island, 1-Apr-07

Indian telecom behind Pak, Lanka in many 
respects: Study, Zee News, 8-Apr-07

print     web             blog  
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Media coverage categorized by country  of coverage (2004-2009)

Figure 22: Media coverage by country of coverage | September 2004-09

78% of people living in rural India not heard about 
Internet: Study, Alootechie.com, 27-Mar-07

Only 9% use their own mobile phones, 
India News Online, 26-Mar-07

Interview with Rohan Samarajiva and Rajendra Singh on 
TRE research, Biz 1st (Channel One MTV), 23-Mar-07

(Thai language coverage of Teleuse@BOP presentation, 
28-Feb-07, Singapore), Telecom Journal, 17-Mar-07

Telecom giants eyeing rural market, 
NDTVProfit.com, 23-Mar-07

In India, only 9% use their own mobile phone, 
The Financial Express, 24-Mar-07

Internet still an obscure term in India, says study, 
The Financial Express, 26-Mar-07

The

54

10
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www.lirneasia.net webstats (2004-2009)

Page loads Unique visitors First-time visitors Returning visitors

Web Stats

Figure 23: Page loads, unique visitors, first-time visitors and returning visitors | September 2004-09
Source: StatCounter.com

Choices - Priceless link: Calls or gold? 
Lanka Business Online, 8-Mar-07

Sri Lanka: Cutting it, The Economist: Global 
Technology Forum, 28-Feb-07

Ring Cut: Sri Lanka mobile missed calls boost communication, 
cut telecoms revenue, Lanka Business Online, 24-Feb-07

SL mobile missed calls boost contact, cut tele-
coms revenue, New Age , 24-Feb-07

(Japanese language of AFP “Ring 
cut” story), AFP, 24-Feb-07

Feature: “Ring cut” phone use a growing 
phenomenon, Taipei Times, 25-Feb-07

Missed calls: Free secret code for interactive 
communication, Jang Group Online, 4-Mar-07

Unique visitors: an individual/distinct visitor, whose visit to the site is either counted as a first-time or a returning visitor. 

First-time visitors: a visitor whose browser does not contain a StatCounter “cookie”, identifying him/her as someone who is visiting the site for the first time. 

Returning visitors: a visitor whose browser contains a StatCounter “cookie”, identifying him/her as someone who has visited the site before. 

Page loads: a “hit” or “page view” on a site is generated when one page of the site is loaded into a browser;   

clicking the refresh button or visiting another page on the site will generate another page load.
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Figure 24: Number of visits by country |1 October 2007-30 September 2009 
Source: Google Analytics 

Sustainability proyek harus dipikir-
kan, Majalaj e-Indonesia, 14-Feb-07

Missed call virus bugs telecom 
firms, Rediff.com, 3-Feb-07

Falling behind in telecom, Montage 
(Magazine), 1-Feb-07

RP’s poorest spend USD2 a month on mobile 
phones, Inquirer.net, 20-Jan-07

Keep politics, telecom regulations separate, 
RP told, Inquirer.net, 21-Jan-07

Telecom survey gives RP passing marks, 
Manila Bulletin Online, 2-Feb-07

Pak betters India, Business 
World, 11-Feb-07
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LIRNEasia to fly Lankan high at ITU Telecom 
World 2006 event, The Daily Mirror, 7-Dec-06

Mobile operators eligible for Indian 
USO fund, I-Quench.org, 28-Nov-06

Changing policy, Global Knowledge 
Partnership, Nov-06

Grameen and telecommunication, 
Information Policy, 14-Oct-06

The way to go, The Hindu Busi-
ness Line, 23-Oct-06

Choices - Why not? Half full or half empty? 
Lanka Business Online, 15-Nov-06

Choices - Infopreneurs or Irisiyakarayas? “Rusiyavata 
vadiya lokuyi irisiyava”, Lanka Business Online, 3-Dec-06

Sri Lanka looks at riding the BPO 
wave, The Island, 10-Oct-06

Shangria La: Lack of lands stands in the way of Lanka’s 
BPO business, Lanka Business Online, 10-Oct-06

Violence, infrastructure bottlenecks, hurts Sri 
Lanka’s BPO sector, Offshoring Times, 7-Oct-06

Penyelenggara Internet keluhlan tariff sewa 
jaringan (Internet providers criticize leased 
line tariffs), Bisnis Indonesia, 26-Sep-06

Philippines is “SMS capital of the world”, 
The Hindu Business Line, 6-Oct-06

Air pockets: Violence, infrastructure bottlenecks, hurts Sri 
Lanka’s BPO sector, Lanka Business Online, 7-Oct-06

National ICT Week kicks off linking govt. bodies: BPO the 
main focus this week to creating better awareness, estab-

lishing better infrastructure, The Daily Mirror, 10-Oct-06

Sri Lanka shuts down phone and 
fighting, Zee News, 18-Jan-07

Lower mobile prices: Through profit regulation or 
competition, Bisnis Indonesia, 10-Jan-07

Preparing for the next disaster, 
Montage (Magazine), 1-Jan-07

The Economic Survey 2005-06 (Coverage of 
LIRNEasia’s 2005 NRA Website Survey research), 
Ministry of Finance, Government of Pakistan, 2006

Sound the alarm, IDRC, 1-Jan-07Communication and social and economic development: Academic 
resource program, Council on Foreign Relations, 1-Jan-07

RP has sound telecoms environ-
ment: Study, Inquirer.net, 16-Jan-07

Interview with Rohan Samarajiva on HazInfo 
research , Biz 1st (Channel One MTV), 26-Dec-06

Pak beats India in telecoms regu-
lation, The Nation, 21-Dec-06

Pakistan: Leader in providing regulatory ser-
vices online, Dharti Pakistan, 20-Dec-06

Communications would have saved lives in 2004 
Tsunami, says expert, University of Alberta, 

Express News, 14-Dec-06

Pakistan bests India in telecoms regulation, 
Hindustan Times, 20-Dec-06

Pakistan beats India in telecoms regulations, 
Wireless Federation, 21-Dec-06

Interview with Rohan Samarajiva on HazInfo 
project, CBC Radio One Edmonton, 26-Dec-06

India ranks first in bridging digital 
divide, i4d Magazine, 18-Sep-06

India tops in bridging digital divide, 
The Hindu Business Line, 17-Sep-06

Choices - Comedy of errors: Work with the Disaster 
Act or fix its flaws? Lanka Business Online, 25-Jul-06

Choices - Mixed signals: To appoint or ad-
vertise? Lanka Business Online, 3-Jul-06

Choices - Different strokes: Kiri or kekiri? 
Lanka Business Online, 11-Jul-06

Pushing buttons: Sri Lankan expert to chair ICT forum in 
Korea, Lanka Business Online, 30-Aug-06

India tops in bridging digital 
divide, Sify, 18-Sep-06

Media Coverage cont.

20
06
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Wi-fi “Innovation” in Indonesia, 
Information Policy, 20-May-06

Hello…how do the poor use their 
phones, Bollyfirst.com, 2-May-06

Choices - Wishful thinking: Infrastructure: Back 
to basics? Lanka Business Online, 13-Apr-06

Contrary to belief, women don’t chinwag on 
phone, Daily News and Analysis, 8-Mar-06

Cross currents: BPO or KPO? Lanka 
Business Online, 28-Mar-06

Cell phones: Poor man’s gadget, The 
Times of India, 30-Apr-06

Credibility factor: The Sri Lankan state: Failed, failing 
or maligned? Lanka Business Online, 13-May-06

Avoiding or managing congestion: Congestion becomes a 
hot topic as Sri Lanka’s telecom sector goes through another 

growth spurt…, Lanka Business Online, 26-Jan-06

Making the most of submarine connectivity 
for Bangladesh, The Daily Star, 6-Dec-05

The price of free: The cost of free water, 
Lanka Business Online, 11-Jul-05

Choices - Mixed signals: To appoint or adver-
tise? Lanka Business Online, 3-Jul-06

BPOs or daha dahasak wewu: Sri Lanka’s 
decision making could put it out of service, 

Lanka Business Online, 20-Apr-05
Rural telephony, The Indian 

Express, 31-Oct-05
Ostrich call: An MOU to implement MOUs, 

Lanka Business Online, 9-Dec-05

Bridging the digital divide in 
Sri Lanka: The “mobile” way, 

The Daily News, 4-Apr-05
Thousands of villagers on southern and eastern coasts flee their 

homes after a false tsunami warning, Asia Media, 2-Feb-05

2005 IAMCR conference in Taipei, Asian 
Media and Communication Bulletin, 1-Jan-05

LIRNEasia responds rapidly to 
Nepal, LIRNE.net, 14-Dec-04

Policy commentary, SAGE 
Publications, 1-Jan-05

Working towards a “Hazard warning” system, 
The Sunday Observer, 27-Feb-05
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